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Outgoing Editors’ Preface
In the “Editors’ Preface” to the first issue (1996), we announced that
 we
 want ­
ed Journal x to be a Protean journal that would publish essays that revealed
 innovative thought and scholarship and gave our readers pleasure. We set out
 to take some risks and
 
publish essays that  do not fit  the familiar scholarly mold.  





they could not place in traditional journals. Looking back through the first  
ten issues of Jx, it seems that
 
we never succeeded in publishing an issue entire ­
ly
 
made up of pieces that met our admittedly vague criteria  but that we can say  
with satisfaction that every issue features work that boldly swerves from the
 beaten scholarly path to offer surprises and intellectual pleasure. As we intend
­ed from the outset, Jx has remained
 
both an experiment and a work in  progress,  
and is ever ready to change and pursue new kinds of intellectual work produced
 by young scholars (the special issue before you is evidence of that).
And in order to ensure Jx
'
s continued receptivity to change, we also decid ­
ed in 1996 that its editors would serve for a period no longer than seven years.
 That was a good decision 
because
 as we came to complete the fifth volume of  
the journal, it became evident to us that we were slowly beginning to run the
 journal more like an administrative or business
 
venture than as an exciting labor  
of love. More and more we found ourselves dividing 
labors
 in order to be more  
efficient, rather than to be involved with every essay every step of the way,
 which is how we did things for a
 
long time. And although we have not yet run  
entirely out of ideas, 
we
 are ready to step aside and delighted hand over the edi ­
torial responsibilities to our colleagues Karen Raber and Annette Trefzer. They
 will bring
 
fresh energies and new ideas to Jx so that  it will be vibrant and inter ­
esting, and reflect new kinds of scholarship as they emerge.
The outgoing editors would like to thank those who have served on the
 
advisory board. Perhaps more so than with 
any
 other journal I know, Jx has  
always tried to subordinate the editors’ judgments and tastes and to those of
 advisory board members and outside readers. We 
never
 asked  readers simply to  
tell us whether they thought an essay met scholarly standards and made a con
­tribution to the field; we took those things for granted. Instead we urged out
­side readers and
 
board members to tell  us whether the essay gave them pleasure  
and “a genuine intellectual buzz” (Jx 1.1.1). Hence, our board members and
 readers have been absolutely instrumental in shaping the character and content
 of Jx. We are grateful to them for all the hard work they have done and for
 embarking on this adventure with us at a time when Jx
 
was just an idea.
— Ivo 
Kamps
 & Jay Watson
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Special Issue Editors’ Postscript:
September 11, 2001: The Future of Postcoloniality
The horrific attacks and tragic
 
loss of life in the World Trade Center and at  the  
Pentagon have given a new meaning to terms like “globalization,” “postcolo
­niality” and “nomadism,” among others. The shattered though familiar vistas
 of New York City are juxtaposed in the popular imagination with visions of
 rugged mountains, heavily armed young Afghan boys in native garb, veiled
 women, and ragged children in the Panjshir Valley, in Kabul, and in refugee
 camps in places such as Peshawar and Quetta. The images on television, on the
 internet, and in print media seem to re-evoke orientalist visions of nomadism,
 which, as Mokhtar Ghambou reminds us, were used in the heyday
 
of imperial ­
ism to provide a  rhetorical excuse for British and French colonial acquisition of  
territory. These images are now being constructed, framed and 
deployed
 in  
ways that evoke neo-orientalist topoi of adventure, wandering, and exile.
 Through these 
images,
 complex cultures are essentialized as “Islamic” forces to  
be reckoned with, and non-Western countries are represented as potential sites  
where Western armies might deliver justice through violence.
As Americans look for a solution to the threat of terrorism in these remote
 
regions of the world, there is little recognition that these places have periodi
­cally served as the site for the Western powers’ “great game.” At first, the pain
 and anger left little time for
 
history except in the simple binaries defined by the  
colonial past (civilization and barbarism, etc.), but gradually a more complex
 picture of the global scene is emerging and giving pause to the notion of swift
 
repris
al. This terrible event has revealed, as no academic debate ever could,  
America’s connectedness to “the wretched of the earth.” The isolationism and
 exceptionalism advocated by
 
the Bush government  before September 11, 2001,  
has abruptly shifted to a kind of international interventionism. We can only
 hope that what will emerge from the wreckage is neither a polarized “
clash
 of  
civilizations” nor the “end of history” in the triumph of a globalized capitalism.
 Rather, we wish for a new internationalism that is sensitive, not only to the
 dangers posed by extremists, but also to the suffering caused 
by
 political and  
economic injustice in places like Afghanistan and Palestine. When we sought
 to address, in this special
 
issue, the “problematics of location,” we raised a ques ­
tion which, in the aftermath of the attacks, has become the crux of the matter
 as Western powers attempt to engage more effectively with the cultural partic
­ularities of the third world. The basic premise of post-colonialism has sudden
­ly become clearer: the existence of the political, economic, social fault fines
 dividing the West (embodied in America, the superpower) and the developing
 world, either clients of opponents of America—not always in these fixed roles.
As we struggle toward understanding these shifting fault lines, the words of
 
noted Indian novelist and activist, Arundhati Roy leave us with some hope:
 “The world will probably 
never
 [fully] know what motivated those particular  
hijackers who flew planes into those particular American buildings .... What
 they did has blown a hole in the world as we know it. In the absence of infor-
8





politicians, political commentators, writers, [and academics  like us] will  
invest
 
the act with their own politics, with their  own interpretations. This spec ­
ulation, this analysis of the political climate in which
 
the attacks took place, can  
only be a good thing” (“Algebra of Infinite Justice,” Outlook, 3 Oct 2001).
—Jyotsna G. Singh and Daniel Vitkus
9
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"The Empire Writes Back”: Historicizing  
Postcolonial Studies
The canonization of that holy trinity of postcolonial
 
founders, Homi Bhabha, Edward Said, and Gayatri
 Spivak, is complete. These three postcolonial critics
 emerged from the poststructuralist revolution ready
 to apply new theoretical paradigms and techniques in
 their analyses of colonial and postcolonial culture.
 Particularly in Orientalism 
(1978),
 in "Can the Subal ­
tern Speak?” and In Other Worlds (1988) and in
 Nation and
 
Narration (1990), they laid the founda ­
tion for the development of a new field of study.
 Later writings by the founding
 
trio, along with books  
like Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffins The Empire Writes
 Back: Theory and Practice in Postcolonial Literatures
 (1989) or New National and
 
Post-colonial Literatures  
(1996), helped to sustain and institutionalize the
 field.
The founding figures, 
like
 the early anti-colonial  
revolutionaries, had blind spots and limitations, but
 their projects were bold and ground-breaking. They
 
were
 doing something new, and working against the  
orthodox resistance and inertia of the literary estab
­lishment. Said’s Orientalism, for instance, marked a
 seminal moment
 
in forcing  the Western metropole to  
confront its colonial and postcolonial history. Focus
­ing on Western constructions of the Orient, 
Said notes, "Orientalism is a style of thought based upon
 an ontological and epistemological distinction made
 between ‘the Orient’ and (most of the time) ‘the
 Occident’ ... in short, Orientalism [is] a Western
10
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style for dominating, restructuring, and having authority over the Orient” (2-
 
3).
Since its arrival, Orientalism has been subjected to a barrage of attacks,
 
ranging from Marxist to Zionist to neo-conservative sources.1 Its polemical,
 controversial nature helped to bring attention to the political and theoretical
 stakes of cultural and theoretical studies, which went on to become a coherent
 field of cultural analysis in the humanities. Dozens of studies and reviews have
 pointed to the alleged weaknesses and methodological inconsistencies of Ori
­entalism, and yet the book still stands as one of the most influential scholarly
 works of the last twenty-five years.
In their more recent writings — especially Said’s Culture and Imperialism
 
(1993),
 Bhabhas The Location of Culture (1994), and Spivak’s Critique of Post ­
colonial Reason (1999) — the founding triumvirate have responded to their dis
­ciples and detractors, strategically repositioning themselves in increasingly
 sophisticated and effective ways. Spivak’s recent work, for example, has devel
­oped the question of the female subaltern further, situating her in a decon-
 structive posture toward Kant, Hegel and Marx. In A Critique of Postcolonial
 Reason, 
Spivak
 resuscitates the figure of the subaltern female native informant,  
which she had first featured in “Can the Subaltern Speak?,” in order to coun
­teract the excess of masculine postcolonial 
reason.Homi Bhabha’s The Location of Culture carries forward and refines his cri
­tique of nationalist and colonialist discourse. With an intensified self-con
­sciousness that must come from a sense of postcolonialism’s arrival and
 
triumph  
in the academic world, Bhabha
 
has continued the call  for an identity politics of  
toleration, diversity and
 
positive transformation. He observes that in this  fin de  
siècle juncture “we find ourselves within a moment of transit where space and
 time cross to produce complex figures of difference and identity, past and pre
­sent, inside and outside, inclusion and exclusion” (1). And in response, he calls
 for a “need to think beyond narratives of originary and initial subjectivities and
 to focus on those moments or processes that are
 
produced in the articulation of  
cultural differences” (1).
Said, in Culture and Imperialism, continues to explore the relationship
 
between culture — specifically literature — and imperialism. But here he
 eschews the quasi-Foucauldian approach of Orientalism in order to recuperate
 a progressive political function for the “great” Western works of literature that
 he reveres, arguing that they helped to make possible “the emergence of oppo
­sition” in colonial and then postcolonial culture. Making a virtue of necessity,
 
Said
 concludes Culture and Imperialism on a remarkably optimistic note. Exile  
and migration become the means to achieve a progressive universalism: “all
 these hybrid counter-energies, at work in many fields, individuals and
 moments, provide a community or a culture made up of numerous anti-sys
­temic hints and practices for
 
collective human existence ... that is not based on  
coercion or domination” (335). According to Said, there is a
 
“cultural coalition  
now being built between anti-imperialist resistance in the peripheries and
 oppositional culture of Europe and the United States” (261) — or, at least,
 
there  
was in 1993 (one wonders what revisions 
Said
 would need to make given the  
geopolitical developments that have occurred since).
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can be bought off” (335), must be considered in  light  of the  fact  that  
postcolonialism now occupies a secure place within the Western academic
 establishment. Certainly, postcolonialism is here to stay. Today, postcolonial
 study centers exist throughout the anglophone world, English departments
 require at least one postcolonial specialist, postcolonial graduate students are
 being prepared for careers as postcolonial critics, and courses in "Postcolonial
 Literature” are being taught where once there was much less coverage of what
 was called "Commonwealth Literature.” Before postcolonialism,
 
Irish, African,  
Arab, Indian, and Caribbean literatures were taught region by region, whereas
 now a theoretical framework often brings various postcolonial texts and con
­texts together in useful and productive ways. Furthermore, the insights of post
­colonial criticism have impacted other contexts, especially colonial literature
 and culture, but also other fields such as history and anthropology. The possi
­bilities are almost limitless: in recent years, we have witnessed the publication
 of anthologies like The Postcolonial Bible, The Postcolonial Middle Ages, Post-colo
­nial Shakespeares and Postcolonial America. And the terminology spawned by
 postcolonial critics is widely used in all fields of cultural analysis. Terms like
 "hybridity,” "orientalism,” or "subaltern” are ubiquitous buzzwords. We also
 have a new,
 
postcolonial  canon that includes books such as Frantz Fanon 's Black  
Skin, White Masks and The Wretched of the Earth, Albert Memmi’s The Coloniz
­er and the Colonized, C. 
L.
 R. James’ The Black Jacobins, and Aimé Césaire’s Dis ­
course on Colonialism as well as works by authors like Salman Rushdie, Anita
 Desai, Nawal El Saadawi,Tayeb 
Salih,
 Chinua Achebe, Jean Rhys, Derek Wal ­
cott, and J. M. Coetzee. Not only has postcolonialism drawn our attention to
 literary
 
production outside the West, but it has also ensured that we will never 
again read "classics” like Kipling’s Kim or Forster’s A
 
Passage to India as purely  
English texts. The boundaries of postcolonialism have been stretched to the
 point of globalization, and postcolonial critics have engaged productively with
 theories of race, class and gender. The interventions brought about from this
 new theoretical stance have brought cultural polyvalence to the fore as one of
 the defining features of the postmodern condition. The field
 
has also helped to  
develop a critical knowledge of states of marginality and perceived otherness,
 and this increased awareness has catalyzed new energies and changed the cul
­tural and pedagogical scene in politically positive ways. The rosiest picture of
 all these developments would portray postcolonialism as the heroic, academic
 equivalent of non-European resistance literature. In a 1993 essay, Said made
 the case for postcolonialism’s success,
 
based on a larger claim for  the role f "lit ­
erature” in decolonization:
For in the decades-long struggle to achieve decolonization and indepen
­
dence from European control, literature has played a crucial role in the
 reestablishment of a national cultural heritage, in the reinstatement of
 native idioms, in the reimagining and refiguring of local histories, geogra
­phies, communities. As such
 
then literature not  only mobilized active  resis ­
tance to incursions from the outside but also contributed massively as the
 shaper, creator, agent of illumination within the realm of the colonized.
("Figures” 316)
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Said, as a professor of “literature,” declares that the postcolonial critic has
 
played a progressive role, bearing a new body of postcolonial texts and deploy
­ing them strategically in the classroom, in critical discourse, and in the intel
­lectual community at large.
As
 it initially evolved, the classical postcolonial scenario pointed to a sim ­
ple, violent hierarchy — a radical asymmetry
 
of power. Curiously, it seemed to  
mimic the defining structure of colonialism. Most often, British high imperi
­alism, and the power of the colonial ruler over the colonized subject peoples,
 has been emphasized. Binary opposition between Orient and Occident, colo
­nizer and colonized, European gaze and native resistance, tended to stratify
 into a simplistic oppositional structure. A recent PMLA essay by David Chioni
 Moore points out that the postcolonial project has shown us how “the cultures
 of postcolonial lands are characterized by tensions between the desire for
 autonomy and a
 
history of dependence, between the desire for autochthony and  
the fact of hybrid, part-colonial origin, between resistance and complicity, and
 between imitation (or mimicry) and originality” (Moore 112).
Homi Bhabhas influential work, which 
came
 much later than Said’s Orien ­
talism, and 
has
 been influenced less by Foucault than by Derridian paradigms,  
has tended to complicate these
 
binaries, by  stressing, for example, the strategies  
of mimicry, hybridity and acculturation that were carried out by certain colo
­nized subjects. Thus in The Location of Culture, Bhabha explores and promotes
 identity-formation within “in-between” spaces, offering an inclusive vision of
 shifting, multiple subject positions:
The move away from the singularities of “class” or “gender” as primary con
­
ceptual and organizational categories, has resulted in an awareness of
 
the  
subjec t positions — of race, gender, generation, institutional location,  
geopolitical locale, sexual orientation — that inhabit 
any
 claim to identity  
in the modern world.
(1)
Bhabha and others who have followed in his wake recognize that binary
 
structures can only explain certain discursive formations, but that the under
­standing of cross-cultural encounters must acknowledge not polarized distinc
­tions, but networks, systems and matrices that allow for complex instabilities of
 identity
 
and cultural positioning. In fact, Bhabha somewhat wishfully declares,  
“I like to think, there is overwhelming evidence of a more transnational and
 translational sense of hybridity of imagined communities” (5).
Thus, clearly, what Abdul JanMohamed has called “the economy of
 
Manichean allegory” has given way, in the best
 
post-Saidian projects, to a more  
fluid and nuanced approach. Examples of this kind of recent work might
 include Srinivas Aravamudans Tropicopolitans, Irvin Schick’s The Erotic Mar
­gin, Paul Gilroy’s The Black Atlantic, 
Sara
 Suleri’s The Rhetoric of  English India,  
Lisa Lowe’s Critical Terrains, Anne McClintock’s Imperial Leather, and Joseph
 Roach’s Cities of the
 
Dead. The hallmark of these excellent studies, and others  
like these, is that they do not get bogged down in the binaries. Avoiding
 dichotomization, they offer a more flexible model of cross-cultural interaction
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and cross-pollination, and their mappings of
 
temporal and spatial movement,  
development, and regression resist simplistic teleologies.
Postcolonialism has always been a dynamic field, and it continues to 
grow 
and change while always resisting the formation of a rigid, monolithic ortho
­doxy. First wave postcolonialism has been followed by a second (and perhaps a
 third) wave, and later postcolonialists have been perhaps more cautious, more
 local, and not as sweeping in their theoretical and historical claims» The dra
­matic critical rhetoric of the
 
postcolonial founders brought attention to the new  
field, but recent writers have been more skeptical, even self-critical of the
 emerging field and its politics, its posturing, its place and function in the West
­ern academy. The scope, definition and function of postcoloniality have been
 heatedly and repeatedly discussed in 
various
 academic media. Aijaz Ahmad,  
Arif Dirlik, Bishnupriya Ghosh, Linda Hutcheon, Gyan Prakash, Sangeeta
 Ray and Henry Schwarz, Ella Shohat and many others have joined in this
 widespread debate.2 Like all other forms of postmodern theory, postcolonial
­ism is not capable of simply analyzing 
texts
 and cultures; it must be constantly  
hassling itself, turning reflexively upon its own principles and practices, debat
­ing and sometimes attacking what constitutes its own basis for validity» As
 
early
 as 1987,  1992 and 1993, Graham Huggan, Anne McClintock and Benita  
Parry were remarking on the "problems," "pitfalls,” and "discontents” of post
­colonial studies. According to David Chioni Moore, however, "these autocri
­tiques . . . have only strengthened the fields hold” (112), producing newer,
 improved definitions of postcoloniality that are more rigorous and more flexi
­
ble
 at the same time» Though Moore may be right, it is hard not to see the  
other point of view, from which all of postcolonialism's self-examination mere
­ly functions to internalize and contain critical energies that might otherwise
 function in a more overtly productive political way.
There are many different tendencies that we 
could
 trace through the pro ­
liferating number of books and articles that have sought to define, refine or
 expose postcolonialism's theoretical or
 
political character, but here we  will  focus  
on what is perhaps the biggest challenge to postcolonialism's legacy and future,
 namely, a concern that institutionalized postcolonialism is politically 
perverse — and that its potential for subversion is contained by th  capitalist New
 World Order» 
Said
's claims for the  liberatory effects of postcolonialism (as stat ­
ed above) have been countered by others who see postcolonialism as an essen
­tially co-optive movement, allied to the questionable "multiculturalism” that has
 been manifested under late capitalism. Some of these detractors have launched
 blistering attacks on the formation and function of the field. Bishnupriya
 Ghosh, for example, has questioned the role of the postcolonial critic in the
 academy and suggested that postcolonialism "function[s] within a 
global
 cul ­
tural economy — a bazaar 
for
 non-western artifacts — the category panders to 
the needs of that global market, producing ever more reified
 
versions of "other”  
worlds.” Kwame Anthony Appiah puts it another way: "Postcoloniality is the
 condition of what we might ungenerously call a comprador intelligentsia: a rel
­atively small, Western-style, Western-trained group of writers and thinkers,
 who mediate the trade in cultural commodities of world capitalism at the
 periphery” (348)» Arnab Chakladar points to the Westernized elitism of what
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he terms “the power of the court language of metropolitan postcolonialism”
 
(185). He goes on to say that “metropolitan postcolonial studies threatens 
an imperialism of its own, one in which the third world produces texts for the first
 world academics’ consumption” (186).
Aijaz Ahmad has gone even further
 
in his efforts to darken the rosy picture  
of postcolonial criticism painted by Edward Said and those who believe in
 postcolonialism’s political effectiveness. Ahmad contextualizes the rise of post
­colonialism within the recent history of
 
globalization and liberal humanism’s  
triumphalism. He sees a powerful anti-revolutionary tendency or symptom at
 work: “what used to be known as ‘third world literature’ gets re-christened as
 postcolonial literature’ when the governing theoretical framework shifts from
 Third World nationalism to postmodernism” (1). Ahmad is particularly hostile
 to the poststructuralist tendencies in postcolonialism, but Said’s relative dis
­tance from hardcore poststructuralism does not save him from attack. In
 Ahmad’s chapter on “ Orientalism and After” from In Theory, he claims that
 “Said’s procedures of 1978 are radically anti-Foucauldian and are taken direct
­ly from the High Humanist traditions of Comparative Literature and Philolo
­gy” (167). More generally, Ahmad resists the expansion of postcoloniality to
 include American, Australian, or other non-“third world” contexts. Overall he
 condemns an “aggrandized sense of the term [postcolonial]” that arose as
 “generic definitions of periods, authors and writings gathered force through a
 system of mutual citations and cross-referencing among a handful of writers
 and their associates” (7).
The positions of Ahmad and 
Said
 on postcolonialism may be said to repre ­
sent two extremes (like the orientalists’ East and West) in our understanding of
 postcolonialism as a practice and an institution. Surely a measured evaluation
 of what postcolonialism “is” lies somewhere in-between
 
the poles that they have  
defined. It
 
is hard, however, to deny the postmodern sense of futility  expressed  
in an uncharacteristically gloomy moment by Appiah: “Perhaps the predica
­ment of the postcolonial intellectual is simply that as intellectuals ... 
we
 are,  
indeed, always at the risk of becoming otherness machines, with the manufac
­ture of alterity as our principle role. Our only distinction in the world of texts
 to which we are latecomers is that we can mediate it to our fellows” (356). But
 (as
 
Appiah  himself would surely acknowledge) the postcolonial critic is not only  
gripped by
 
a  “predicament”  but she is also a  participant in an on-going struggle  
that is gaining momentum. Palpable progress has been made: even during an
 era of conservative retrenchment in the West, postcolonial critics have moved
 in and expanded their numbers, bringing their strong, though politically
 diverse, voices into the universities.
2.
 
Future Locations for the Postcolonial Critic
As the
 
work of postcolonial critics goes on, now two decades later, postcolonial  
scholarship seems to have been domesticated and absorbed into the Anglo-
 American curricular and academic status, under the general call of diversity,
 multiculturalism, and ethnicity, and other such politically correct 
categories.
15
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Overall, as we have demonstrated above, there seems to be 
no
 end to the tex ­
tual objects produced by debates on the “limits of postcolonialism,” as well to
 the expansion of faculty appointments and research projects in the field. The
 question remains, however, as to what new directions are available to the post
­colonial intellectuals so that they may counter charges of being co-opted by
 globalization and becoming “otherness machines”? And what are the intellec
­tual
 
and political stakes for the continuing validity of postcolonial studies in the  
future?
In addressing these issues, we will consider the problematics of location per
­taining to the postcolonial critic, who, while questioning the concept of a
 homogenous national culture, has also become complicit with a new, insidious
 form of trans-nationalism. This is evident in the way postcolonial theory is
 self-reflexively preoccupied with its own discursive and conceptual trajectories,
 rather than with its material effects in specific geopolitical arenas of
 
struggle.  
When critics like Appiah, Chakladar, and others bemoan the role of postcolo
­nial critics as an elite and opportunistic group of traders dealing in third-world
 products in a global cultural economy, they remind us that as a global discourse
 postcolonialism lacks the 
fixity
 of a local place. And it is important to recog ­
nize, as Ann duCille observes, that the global scope of postcolonial discourse
 threatens local, ethnic movements like Afrocentricity:
Postcolonial discourse rises today in the U.S. academy as a more elegant
 
incarnation of what used to be called world literature, third-world litera
­ture, Commonwealth studies, or area studies — all contemplations of the
 exotic, foreign other. As an academic discipline, postcoloniality 
takes
 its  
current preeminence not only from traditional, often orientalist, and
 remarkably well-funded area studies it has somewhat eclipsed, but also
 from the very resistance narratives it seems to threaten: black studies and
 womens studies, for example. Unlike African-American and other local
 narratives of marginality, postcoloniality is being figured as a universal master
 narrative, containing all difference.
(126; emphasis added)
If duCille somewhat reductively ignores the proliferation of theoretical para
­
digms
 and techniques within postcolonialism, it is because she believes that  
“postcoloniality is a discourse sti
ll
 in the process of locating itself” given that it  
is “intellectually
 
elastic and decentered”(128). Despite her somewhat sweeping  
assertions, duCille, like other critics from outside the field, significantly
 
points  
to the “limits” of postcolonialism as a global discourse. Indira Karamcheti
 offers a similar critique: “If [postcolonialism] continues to be developed as a
 totalizing narrative cut off from a local
 
place, it can  be used within academia to  
displace those minority groups whose social struggles for empowerment and
 representation cleared the space with which postcoloniality operates” (cited in
 duCille 127).
Both Karamcheti and duCille focus on the reception and effect of post
­
colonialism in the cultural formation of English 
studies
 in the U.S., suggesting  
it has led to a dil tion of racial specificity, while celebrating alterity as a privi
­leged position. As duCille notes, the “non-white, no-fault blackness of Indian,
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Bengali, Asian, Arab . . . and other postcolonial scholars 
has
 proven a boon for  
the North American academy. . . . The displacement of cultural and geopoliti
­cal difference has enabled an 
easier
 diversity, a “black” presence without... his ­
torical and political particularities” (duCille 129).
While all critics would agree about postcoloniality’s global
 
reach, which has  
made it a kind of “travelling theory,” its effects, in the present and the future,
 are debatable and controversial. Does postcoloniality enable a “transnational
 and translational sense of the hybridity of imagined communities” as Bhabha
 argues in The Location of Culture? Or is it a powerful master narrative endless
­ly producing otherness and alterity, while erasing racial and ethnic specificities?
 As we have said, we believe that poststructualist approaches such as Bhabhas
 have been crucial in understanding the 
complex
 discursive formations within  
which colonial and postcolonial struggles took place. By illuminating strategies
 of mimicry and hybridity, critics such as Bhabha opened the way for a new
 understanding of identity-formation under conditions of oppression and
 duress. Yet the ease
 
with which Bhabha yokes and elides varying identities and  
distinct causes in his hybrid “imagined community” or “new internationalism”
 (5) dilutes the political impact of particularities like 
these:
Contemporary Sri Lankan theatre represents the deadly conflict between
 
the Tamils and the Sinhalese through allegorical references to State brutal
­ity in South Africa and Latin America; the Anglo-Celtic canon of
 
Aus ­
tralian literature and cinema is being rewritten from the perspective of
 Aboriginal political and cultural imperatives.
(Location 5)
Having evoked these imagined communities, we believe the postcolonial critics
 
must move beyond such allegorical and metaphoric links and instead, empha
­size the specificity of political resistance within the material boundaries of
 nations and institutions, manifested in walls, check points, barbed wires, or in
 sheer geographical isolation. Thus, one call for
 
the future would be to privilege  
geopolitical locale as a 
site
 for subject formation. As Salah Hassan notes in his 
essay for this volume, while postcolonialism is a study that “produces its object
 in terms of a geography of cultural difference,” it is reluctant to focus on mate
­
rial
, national boundaries, given its emphasis on the new transnational culture.  
Hassan presents this problem succinctly:
A postcolonialism that differentiates Jew from non-Jew, Palestinian from
 
non-Palestinian, but does not distinguish between Zionism and Palestinian
 resistance, both reduced to a dreaded nationalism, surrenders political cri




Perhaps a new direction for the postcolonial critic would be to de-link and re
­
territorialize the fate of Palestinians, 
Sri
 Lankan rebels, Mexican immigrants,  
African-Americans, and Aboriginal Australians into specific and separate
 domains: behind the borders and barbed-wire walls, in the guerilla hideouts, in
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inner-city ghettoes, and on arid settlement lands. In its current state, post
­
colonial scholarship has opened avenues for selected non-Western scholars to
 arrive at the former metropolitan centers, but coercive boundaries of nation
­hood prevent a free-flowing, two-way
 
exchange and cross-fertilization of ideas.
Overall, while postcoloniality's engagement with theories of difference has
 enabled it to present, on a global scale, a critique of hegemonic systems such as
 capitalism or sexism, its theory-driven critique remains largely disengaged from
 specific geopolitical struggles« Therefore, a future direction for postcoloniality
 would 
be
 to re-assert a politics of location in order to emphasize, as McClintock  
and others do, that 
large
 areas of the globe are hardly postcoloniaL While post ­
colonial 
critics
 may frequently take on a quasi-nomadic role, with a propensity  
for mobility and border-crossings, they should more explicitly recognize that




s essay in this volume aptly sums up these concerns  
when he examines "the difference between the 'literal' and the
 
'figurative mean ­
ings of nomadism'” — a key term in postcolonial theory, as follows:
Despite its most sophisticated articulations, nomadology is 
never
 able to  
blur the gap between the "metaphorical” nomad, a Euro-American 
subject endowed with the will to global mobility and border crossing, and the "lit
­eral” nomads [Tuaregs,
 
bedouins, Native  Americans] who derive their  exot ­
ic value from their confinement to strict tribal or regional boundaries « « «
 and enter the nomadist [theoretical] text to concretize the pleasures of global mobility and subversive urban criticism without productively bene
­fiting from them.
(this 
volume)One way out of this impasse of metaphorical nomadism and allegorical
 
community-building is to reaffirm the cause of writing within a specific, his
­torical and geopolitical context« In this 
vein,
 one can see the continuing rele ­
vance of Barbara Harlow
'
s call for a study of "resistance literature” (a term  
coined by the Palestinian writer and activist, the late Ghassan Kanafani). The
 challenge of reviving this project today from our postmodern and postcolonial
 perspective is complex. While we cannot return to essentialist notions of a
 national, racial, ethnic, and gender identity, we must nonetheless attempt to
 focus on the "cultural and ideological expressions of resistance, armed 
struggle, liberation, and social revolution in those geopolitical region  referred to as the
 'Third World'” (Harlow 14). We would further qualify this formulation by
 rejecting the broad sweep of the category of "Third World” regions, and sug
­gest the intractable force of boundaries controlling movement to and from spe
­cific locations.
One strategy for postcolonial critics to re-capture a sense of location is to
 
return to literature — a neglected and somewhat suspect form among post
­colonial scholars. The imaginative power of literature to capture and natural
­ize "reality” has come under so much scrutiny that postcolonial critics seem to
 downplay the importance of literature as an arena of important political and
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ideological struggles. A recovery of previously
 
unknown texts — novels, plays,  
films from non-European, frequently marginalized cultures would breathe
 new life into the postcolonial project as would a study of the material condi
­tions of production of these literatures.
Literature, and the narrative or generic conventions that inform literature,
 
requires the representation of the local, of particular 
cultures.
 Plays, poems,  
novels, short stories, travel narratives and even postmodern, hybrid texts and
 genres, all require the use of localized, concrete details, descriptions of human
 aspiration, suffering, struggle and triumph. Lived 
experience
 is negotiated,  
rewritten and
 
represented in  literary texts that reach out for  an audience beyond  
mass media and the disposable forms of postmodern culture. Literature pro
­duced within and about colonial or postcolonial social conditions can be
 brought to the Western academy, not simply as the object of Western, xeno
­phobic pleasure, but as a means to sustain cross-cultural exchange. Studying,
 teaching
 
or writing about postcolonial literature can lead, not  only to elaborate,  
self-conscious theorizing, but also to consciousness-raising.
Not
 
all postcolonial literary texts will qualify as  resistance literature,  but  any 
such text will need to be analyzed for its ideological
 
function, and that analysis  
can carry out the work of resistance, even if the text is not
 
particularly or whol ­
ly progressive in its tendencies. While literature cannot be privileged above  
culture as a whole and cannot be given a transcendent position, it can be
 restored to a more central place in the work of postcolonialism. Postcolonial
­ism can
 
be the bearer of local meanings that  help to explain and historicize the  
present predicament of Palestine, Tunisia, India, and other countries, rather
 than dissolving the particles of
 
local knowledge in a global “melting pot” of  
postcolonial otherness. In order to do this, postcolonialism must not only
 translate and import foreign literature for metropolitan consumption, but it
 must return relentlessly to the sources of postcolonial literature outside the
 West in order to engage in a productive process of 
exchange
 and dialogue.
Perhaps it would be appropriate to offer an example from literature as a
 model for our postcolonial practice. Amin Maalouf’s historical novel, Leo
 Africanus, about a Moor named Hasan ibn Muhammed al-Wazzan is a post
­colonial
 
text about exchange, dialogue, translation and communication as alter ­
natives to hatred, religious persecution, suffering, war and devastation.  Hasan,
 known to Christians by the name of John Leo Africanus, is not a purely 
fic­tional creation. He 
really 
lived and traveled during the late fifteenth and early  
sixteenth centuries and was the author of a Description of
 
Africa, a  book  that he  
wrote while serving the Pope in Rome during
 
the 1520s (it was translated from  
Latin into English by John Pory, and was known to Shakespeare). Maalouf’s
 rewriting
 
of the  Mediterranean  past clearly has analogies  with  the recent  histo ­
ry
 
of the Middle East and  his native Lebanon. It is an anti-ethnocentric novel,  
a text that represents the past as a narrative of cultural mixture and migrancy.
 Individuals meet, interact and find themselves negotiating
 
in the spaces within  
or between larger cultural and
 
political systems. The survival of Maalouf’s hero  
depends upon adaptation, flexibility and tolerance of difference. It is not a
 Utopian
 
vision of the past; rather, it recognizes the Emits of language and cul ­
ture to prevent misunderstanding, aggression or exploitation. These limits are
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exemplified by the project of a Roman Catholic Saxon printer, a disciple of
 
Erasmus whom Maalouf's Hasan meets in Rome. He is engaged in what the
 narrator, Hasan, describes as a "mad scheme”:
This was to prepare an enormous lexicon in which 
each
 word should appear  
in a multitude of languages, including Latin, Arabic, Hebrew, Greek,
 Saxon, German, Italian, French, Castilian, Turkish, and many others. For
 my part I undertook to provide the Arabic and Hebrew sections on the
 basis of a long 
l
ist of Latin words.
This printer spoke with moving fervour:
"This project will probably
 
never see the light of day, at least not in my  
lifetime or in the form for which I strive. Nevertheless I am
 
ready to devote 
my life and my money to it. To strive so that all men may be able to under
­stand
 
each other, is that  not the noblest of ideals?” To this grandiose dream,  
this marvellous folly, the Saxon printer had given the name Anti-Babel.
(332)




— it cannot rise above the differences of local culture and historical par ­
ticularity to carry out a rarified theoretical project transcending linguistic or
 cultural difference — and becoming an "otherness machine.” Theory must
 inform the political practice that postcolonial scholarship declares as its raison
 d'être. Postcolonialism can do what
 
Maaalouf’s protagonist, Hasan, does: it can  
survive and prosper by working both in the Western context and in other cul
­tures, other worlds, other words — but then return "home” to 
engage
 with the  
politics of location. And it can keep the Saxons Utopian dream in mind.
Even Bhabha promotes the role of "world literature [as] a study of the way
 
in which cultures recognize themselves through their projections of
 
‘otherness’”  
(The Location of Culture 12). While he seems to privilege the literary work
 
that  
deals with the "transnational histories of migrants” rather than the "transmis
­
sion
 of national traditions,” he also cites the work of Toni Morrison and  Nadine  
Gordimer as articulations of historically specific domestic spaces. Thus, he
 describes the significance of their novels as follows: "the historical specificities
 and cultural diversities that inform each of these texts would make a global
 argument purely gestural” (9). It is this kind of relation of art (literature and
 film) to social reality that we would like to promote for consideration in the
 future of postcolonial studies.
3.
 
Re-thinking Postcoloniality: An Introduction to this Volume
The five essays in
 
this volume, we believe, draw on  the field of postcolonial the ­
ory as it exists, while challenging its presumptions and methods. They also
 journey to specific arenas of geopolitical struggle, while recovering non-Euro-
 pean texts and films (with one exception) as sites of resistance and ideological
 struggle. All these essays explore the limits and possibilities of postcolonialism
 and in the process, we believe, testify
 
to the richness and continuing validity of
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such a field of study.
The opening essay of this volume by
 
Salah  Hassan  examines why the  “foun ­
dations and practices of postcolonialism often perpetuate a geography of cul
­tural difference ... [failing] to break free of a
 
mode of thought  informed by the  
cultural partitioning of the globe that underwrote imperialism” (this volume).
 He points to a dichotomy between postcolonialism’s critique of essential cul
­tural difference while still being caught up in the binaries of Europe/non-
 Europe. Charting the various attempts to define the
 
postcolonial  field, Hassan  
examines the complex figuration of Palestine within those debates.




 How can Palestine be made to articulate the theme of colo ­
nialism in the postcolonial era? Given that it
 
is not a nation  — “not adequate ­
ly post” — is it suitable for postcolonial analysis? Furthermore, as Hassan
 pointedly notes, the anti-nationalist emphasis of postcolonial studies — exem
­plified by anthologies like
 
Nation and Narration —  represses or evades the his ­
tory
 
of the Palestinian loss of nation-hood. Thus, it is not surprising that while  
the “Third World” as a category of
 
analysis is able to accommodate the Arab  
world in general and Palestine in particular, they have been marginalized in
 postcolonial 
studies. Hassan explains why Palestine evades the discursive and political grasp of
 postcolonial critics as they chart the decolonization movements and/or gesture
 toward postcolonial and transnational imagined communities. "The question
 with regard to Palestine is not whether it is postcolonial, but whether the 1947
 UN partition of Palestine and the 1967 Israeli occupation are recognized as
 colonialism, or as something new and distinct, and more pernicious forms of
 territorial conquest” (this 
volume). If postcolonial critics have (with a 
few
 exceptions) failed Palestine, Hassan  
argues, Palestinian writers such as the late Ghassan Kanafani have directly
 addressed the issue of partition and occupation. His novel, Men in the Sun first
 appeared in Arabic in 1962, but it is notable that English translations of this
 novel and other shorter 
works,
 like "A Hand in the Grave,” were published in  
1978, the same year that Said’s Orientalism 
came
 out. Unlike postcolonial crit ­
icism, th se works have directly and forcefully intervened in the ideological and
 political struggles in which the Palestinians were embroiled. Whether
 Kanafani is expressing a critique of the national borders in the Middle East in
 his novel or addressing the somewhat tangential issues of class 
struggles
 emerg ­
ing in the tensions between education and superstition in "A Hand in the
 Grave,” he offers an important challenge to Western representations of Pales
­tine. Hassan’s detailed readings of these stories clearly show us how Kanafani
 offers a radically new
 
cartography of difference and nationhood, while bringing  
together both the historical and the local dimensions of the Palestinian strug-
 gle.




from men. Male postcolonial critics and politics  
have often ignored the gendering of imperialism and decolonization, as they
 represent history in broad,
 
universalizing  strokes, while  ignoring women’s expe ­
riences. Khannous r sponds to such a need as she examines the colonial and  
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postcolonial history
 
of Tunisia via a feminist analysis of the work  of contempo ­
rary North African women film directors: Silences of the Palace (1994) and Door
 to the Sky (1988) by Moufida
 
Tlatli and Farida Benlyazid respectively. Strate ­
gically choosing film as their medium, these two feminist
 
filmmakers effective ­
ly use cinematic techniques to 
"decolonize
 the male gaze to locate the woman  
as the subject of space” in order to challenge both colonial and patriarchal dom
­ination. Both films, according to Khannous, offer a wide-ranging critique of
 Islamic patriarchy, colonial oppression, and Western concepts of women s liber
­ation. In doing so, they serve as good examples of feminist "cinematic counter
 telling” which characterizes contemporary films produced by Third World
 women directors.
Tlatli’s film, Silences of the Palace, focuses on the lives of Tunisian women
 
slaves who live in the Beys’ palace at the height of the anti-colonial struggle
 against the French rulers of Tunisia. Encouraging critical reflection on the sen
­sitive subject of slaves in Muslim society, Tlatli’s film represents minority
 groups — women and slaves — in order to challenge traditional "Islam’s claim
 to universality and equality.” The film takes the audience to the time when
 Tunisia
 
was on verge of independence in the 1950s and ends with a critique of  
the indigenous, male nationalists who have 
failed
 to keep their promises and  
bring about gender and class equality in postcolonial Tunisia.
While Silences of the Palace presents 1950s Tunisian women during the
 
height of the anti-colonial struggle but marginalized as slaves in the Beys’
 palace, Farida 
Benlyazid’s film offers a feminist critique of anti-colonial nation ­
alist discourse. In its representations, as Khannous explains, Door to the Sky
 dramatizes the contrast between the "modern” and the "traditional” within con
­temporary Moroccan social formations in which the female protagonist’s quest
 for identity 
takes
 place. While such negotiations between tradition and moder ­
nity are commonplace in so many works by women, Benlyazid offers an unique
 perspective. According to Khannous, her film explores "traditional Islam as a
 third way and an alternative for Moroccan women beyond the discourse of
 Westernization as
 
well as of Islamic  fundamentalism” (this  volume). Both films  
do not offer any 
clear
 answers for women caught  in such struggles, either local ­
ly in Tunisia, or in the Arab world at large. Yet, Khannous pointedly observes
 how women filmmakers like Tlatli and Benlyazid have successfully intervened
 in the male-dominated,
 
increasingly globalized film culture, while exploring the  
specific historical and political factors that shape the lives of North African
 women. Drawing on the ideas of cultural theorists and feminists from the
 Maghreb, Khannous establishes the larger social and historical context of these
 feminist films, reminding us of their relevance to the important issues of post
­colonial studies, such as "gender, fundamentalism, nationalism and national
 identity, memory
 
and history” (this volume). These larger, supposedly transna ­
tional issues are here given a visible local habitation in the North African
 women’s private and public spaces.
Mokhtar Ghambou also brings the historical and the local
 
to bear  upon his  
critique of postcolonial nomadology. Ghambou traces the discursive develop
­ment of the term "nomadism” in postcolonial and poststructuralist theory
 
from  
Deleuze and Guattari to more recent nomadologista. He finds, in "postcolo-
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niality’s appropriation of nomadism for its own critical purposes,” a naive and
 
orientalized desire for authenticity. What
 
he reveals is a shocking perversion of  
the aims declared by postcolonial identity theorists. Ghambou’s critique catch
­es poststructuralist wit in its own net, 
exposing 
the glib coinage of a theoretical  
concept as a product of
 
Eurocentric pleasure, gained through the exoticizing,  
fetishizing misidentification of non-Western culture and subjectivity. This is
 just the sort of revision of postcolonial theory
 
that enables us to move on from  
a rarefied, abstract postcoloniality to a postcolonial practice that is engaged
 with historical conditions on the ground. Ghambou’s essay not only under
­mines many of the primitivist and nativist assumptions of nomadology, but it
 also gestures toward the re-localization of nomadism within the lived social
 conditions of real nomads, exiles and migrants. The essay dissolves the myth of
 the nomad in order to make 
way 
for a politically viable comprehension of sub ­
altern culture in the postmodern world. Instead of circling around the same
 self-regarding issues, Ghambou reminds us that
 
“deterritorialization” is not just  
a Western affect — it is 
an
 effect of late capitalism that we see carried out  
throughout the Third World, aided by globalization.




contextualizing, historicizing strategy, one that situates Kincaid’s  work in  
the local traditions of her native island, Antigua. But at the same time, Bra-
 ziel’s essay draws upon postcolonial theory to develop a sophisticated under
­standing of Kincaid’s imagery and narrative technique. The story, and Braziel’s
 reading of it, provide us with a case study in postcolonial narrativity. Braziel’s





 Kincaid can subvert the conventions of Western literature by  
drawing upon an indigenous imaginary. In Braziel’s essay, postcolonial differ
­ence is positioned locally, located in the Obeah practices and beliefs that define
 Kincaid’s characters and their experiences. These experiences are mobile and
 transformative; they stand, not in binary opposition to traditional Western





in-between. That is not to say that Western writers have not expressed  
themselves through similarly subversive and unconventional narrative methods.
 But it is to claim that Kincaid’s “alterrains of identity” are sited and construct
­ed at a specific location and culture that is oral, diasporic, non-dualistic and
 non-Western. The unconventional expression of that local knowledge and its
 mode of thinking is then given embodiment in a text that retains the 
traces
 of  
its Afro-Caribbean origin, but also moves toward the strategy of hybridity the
­orized by Homi Bhabha. Kincaid’s “creolized poetics” uses a
 
variety of magical  
realism to celebrate collective memory, ritual narrative and decompartmental
­ized selfhood, and Braziel’s essay reveals the counter-discourse in Kincaid’s
 text, a metamorphing account that resists and subverts colonialist discourse by
 
exposing
 and deconstructing the mind-body binary that has been coordinated  
with the colonizer-colonized hierarchy. Braziel explores “anti-colonial, trans-
 aesthetic” forms of subjectivity by tracing through a detailed, nuanced “close
 reading” (though certainly not limited to the classical procedures implied by
 that term). The result is not the building of theoretical cloud-castles, but an
 interpretive intervention that is 
solidly
 based in the linguistic texture, the  
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details of the indigenous pattern, Braziel, like Kincaid herself, draws upon a
 




by Anindyo Roy casts a critical postcolonial gaze backward  
on the social formation of the Bloomsbury group, Britain's "pre-eminent circle
 of aesthetes and intellectuals" in Edwardian Britain, Roy focuses on Leonard
 Woolf as a lesser 
figure
 of this group — cast in a supporting role, so to speak 
— in order to trace the complex relationship between these metropolitan intel
­lectuals and the British empire, Woolf's colonial 
works,
 his letters from Cey ­
lon, critiques of imperialism, and literary works such as "Pearls and Swine,"
 according to Roy, present a "specific site for excavating a particular genealogy
 of imperialism." This process, as he charts it, "accrues around the jagged rela
­tionship between imperialism and the emergence of the modern state, and
 between the latter's metropolitan ethos of its citizens and the consolidation of
 domestic liberal policies in the twentieth-century era of the British empire"
 (this volume).
In this excavation of Woolf's colonial work — both literary and non-liter-
 
ary — Roy clearly demonstrates the contribution of postcolonial theory in
 reassessing and rehistoricizing the received narratives of history and ideology.
 The essay persuasively demonstrates how the "empire writes back," Woolf's
 figure within the Bloomsbury Group embodied several contradictory positions
 and roles: between his critical stance against imperialism, 
his
 metropolitan  
Cambridge identity and his role as a colonial bureaucrat in Ceylon, Roy
 describes this process in all its complexity:
Whether one approaches Woolf as a "literary" figure or as a "political"
 
thinker, it is 
clear
 that a reconfiguration of these two aspects of his career  
as a writer yields a new understanding of the 
complex
 relations between his  
critical stance against imperialism and his own metropolitan
 identity ... shaped by his association with the Cambridge circle and by the
 role he played as a colonial bureaucrat in Ceylon,
(this 
volume)While Roy focuses on Woolf's critique of colonialism, he shows its source in a
 
"narrative about the logic of colonial extraction and accumulation" evident in
 his short story, "Pearls and Swine,"
"Pearls and Swine" is set in a fictional landscape among the pearl fisheries
 
of southern India and narrated by an Anglo-Indian returned civil servant who
 had been in charge of supervising the pearl fisheries, A story centrally con
­cerned with colonial power relations, it has a particular biographical 
resonance, Roy demonstrates, in its relation to Leonard Woolf's own experiences as a
 superintendant to a pearl fishery in a coastal village in Ceylon, vividly
 
recount ­
ed in his letters to Lytton Strachey, among others. Juxtaposing these texts with
 other historical documents of the period, Roy offers a powerful exposure of the
 interconnections between the colonial and metropolitan worlds in "Pearls and
 Swine," Thus, Roy
'
s postcolonial critique of the power of the modern state,  
buttressed 
by
 the metropolitan norms of the "civilty" under colonialism, enables
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us to recognize the immense
 
historical significance of this seemingly innocuous  
and "colorful” story — taken from the collection The Stories of the East. And in
 doing so, this essay, serves to rehistoricize the legacy of Bloomsbury by restor
­ing its links to the politics of empire and state of that era” (this volume).
To conclude, as a collection, these five essays take us on richly diverse post
­
colonial journeys, exploring new archives of literary and historical knowledge,
 always keeping in mind both the legacies of colonialism and the possibilities of
 resistance — both discursive and material — that are always at hand. Overall,
 
we
 witness the formation of varied subjectivities — in Palestine, Tunisia,  
Antigua, Ceylon produced by the political, economic, and ideological strug
­gles spawned by colonialism, capitalism, and sexism. Yet, 
we
 also  recognize  that  
as sites of intervention and resistance, these essays remain bound by their own




There have been dozens of reviews of Orientalism, and numerous responses  
and critiques have been published. For a few good examples, from
 
various per ­
spectives, see MacKenzie, Porter and Ahmad.
2.
 
See our list  of Works Cited for a fuller set  of references (though by no means 
all-inclusive) to the authors mentioned here, as well as other critics engaged in  
this debate.
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The Declaration of Principles, signed by Yitzak
 
Rabin and Yasir Arafat in Washington D.C. on Sep
­tember 13,
 
1993, presented itself as the foundation of  
a new 
logic
 for Israeli-Palestinian relations and also  
positioned itself as the beginning of the era of peace,
 putting
 
“an end to decades of confrontation and con ­
flict.” As is tragically evident now, but was readily
 apparent to some even at the time of the Arafat-
 Rabin handshake, the narrative of peace that opens
 officially with the Declaration of Principles and
takes as its unofficial title “the Oslo Process” is a continua
­tion of partition and is premised on the same “ideol
­ogy of difference” that Edward Said associated with
 Zionism in an 1985 Critical Inquiry article. Rather
 than opening an era, the peace documents translate
 the narrative of partition and occupation into the
 acceptable language of negotiation. But the rhetoric
 of negotiation also seeks to revise and supplant the
 archive of U.N. resolutions on Palestine, which pro
­vide the international legal framework for imple
­menting partition (1947) and for challenging the
 Israeli occupation of East Jerusalem, the West Bank,
 and the Gaza Strip (1967). In other words, the Peace
 Process is a continuation of partition and occupation,
 but under a different form and with a distinct set of
 legitimating texts. From
 
the outset, the Israeli-Pales ­
tinian peace process has been, therefore, a subtle
 reworking of the historic narrative of partition and 
an assertion of a violent cartography of cultural differ
­ence. Since the Palestinian uprising that began in
 September 2000, one can plainly observe the map
 produced by a peace that allows Israel to close off
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Palestinian towns and villages, while the construction of Jewish settlement con
­
tinues unabated in the West Bank and Gaza Strip.
In February 1999, an interdisciplinary conference titled “The Uncertain
 
State of Palestine: Futures of Research” was held at the University of Chicago
 where scholars 
were
 invited  to elaborate critical approaches to Palestine in ways  
that take into account the shifting conditions created by the Oslo Agreement.
 At the time of the conference, there was a
 
growing  sense that  the Peace Process  
had failed, but that the situation on the ground was no longer the same. The
 objective of the conference was to assess the impact of the Peace Process on the
 existing historical,
 
political, and cultural frameworks used to explain the Israeli-  
Palestinian conflict. While Oslo produced new diplomatic and security
 arrangements between
 
Israel and  the PLO, the prevailing feel of the conference  
suggested another force of
 
change on the contemporary analysis of Palestine.  
The conceptualization of
 
panels and papers indicated that the appearance of  
poststructuralist theory in the U.S. academy in the 1970s and its gradual filter
­ing into Mid-East Studies have perhaps more significantly transformed the
 “futures of research” on Palestine than the Oslo Agreement.
Critical historiography, critical geography, critical legal studies, and critical
 
anthropology, along with the non-disciplinary fields of diaspora studies, border
 studies, hybridity studies, and postcolonial studies, set the tone of the confer
­
ence
 and furnished terminology for revved-up examinations of “violence,” his ­
tory,” “memory,” “identity,” “cities,” “activism in academia,” “exile and return,”
 “colonialism/postcoloniality,” “masculinity,” and “representing Palestine”1 —
 each of these reimagined, recovered, re-structured, (re)constructed, deterritori
­
ali
zed, or fractured. These critical-theoretical trends, clearly  in evidence at the  
“Uncertain State of Palestine” conference, constitute 
an
 important break with  
the descriptive tendencies that have long dominated Mid-East Studies, and
 testify to the efforts of some specialists on the Mid-East to participate in
 reassessing research in the humanities and social sciences in light of the 1980s
 theoretical eruption. Despite the possible advances of “theory” in Mid-East
 Studies — or the advance of Mid-East Studies in theory — poststructuralist
 approaches cannot be made to harmonize with the area studies model that con
­ditions most research on Palestine.
One of the key
 
contributions of the most influential poststructuralist theo ­
retical
 
projects has been to expose and critique the determinations of academic  
disciplines set to work by an unexamined historical and linguistic chain of cul
­tural values that justifies the division and order of knowledge.2 The conceptu
­alization of the Middle East as a unit of study, as 
Said
 demonstrated in Orien ­
talism more than thirty years ago, is inescapably founded on a tenacious cultur
­al opposition between the Occident and the Orient, between Europe and non
­Europe, that is fundamental to the structure of imperial knowledge. Partly a
 response to Orientalisms argument, postcolonial cultural studies can be under
­stood as an attempt to move beyond
 
the limits of area studies by disavowing the  
cultural opposition between
 
First World and Third World;  but as I argue below,  
the foundations and practices of postcolonialism often perpetuate a geography
 of cultural difference. Despite the radical ambitions of postcolonial studies, it
 fails to break free of a mode of thought
 
informed by the cultural partitioning of  
the 
globe
 that underwrote imperialism.
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This essay is especially concerned with Palestine and postcolonial studies.3
 
Generally, I am interested in examining the postcolonial logic of
 
cultural dif ­
ferentiation signaled by references to Palestine, presented as 
an
 exceptional  case  
against which the postcolonial can be defined. I argue that despite its borrow
­ings from poststructuralist theories, postcolonialism constitutes a general 
field of study and produces its object in terms of a geography of cultural difference
 that partakes of the older models of
 
Commonwealth and Third World. Like  
the new critical
 
trends in  Middle East Studies and all other area studies, intrin ­
sic to postcolonialism is the contradiction between its critique of essential cul
­tural difference and its reinvestment in the structure of Europe/non-Europe.
 To make this point, I analyze various attempts to define the postcolonial field
 and the peculiar figuration of Palestine
 
in those definitions. I discuss  briefly the  
U.N. Partition of Palestine, which instituted a
 
new political geography in  Pales ­
tine and, in the era of Peace, remains a continuing reminder of the political
 effects of
 
cultural differentiation. Through an analysis of two early works by  
Ghassan Kanafani, the Palestinian writer assassinated in Beirut in July 1972, I
 propose that these literary
 
texts — emerging  between partition and occupation  
— represent and 
seek




Contours of the Postcolonial
Although postcolonialism poses as a school of
 
criticism and quickly assumed 





 that, for instance, formalism, structuralism, or Marxism do.4 Post ­
colonialism can make no claim to a general disciplinary method, such as
 archival research in history, field work in anthropology, or explication in liter
­ary studies, although it borrows from all of these. In some respects, postcolo
­nial studies resembles, for example, romanticism studies or modernism studies
 more than any discipline in the human sciences. It defines itself in terms of a
 historically specific cultural phenomenon, and not unlike romanticism and
 modernism, postcolonialism has great difficulty getting a 
clear
 focus on the  
identity of the cultural phenomenon that is its object. There is, however, a
 well-established consensus about the philosophical and aesthetic ideals of
 romanticism and modernism, but no such consensus exists in the case of post
­colonialism. Postcolonial literature does not have a representative style, does
 not express a common set of thematic concerns, and does not belong to a spe
­cific period. Consequently, postcolonial cultural studies might perhaps be bet
­ter compared to those broad interdisciplinary projects that construct their
 object in terms of
 
a geographic region or an ethnic identity, as is respectively  
the case with Latin American Literary Studies or African American Literary
 Studies. Like these two fields, the category
 
is derived from the ethnic identity  
of the author or the geographical provenance of the works in the field, and not
 from the stylistic, formal, or thematic particularities of the texts, nor from the
 historical contexts of their production, their involvement in intellectual move
­ments, or their connection to other similar literary works beyond the geo-
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graphical or racial category. These fields, as well as Ethnic Studies and
 
Womens Studies, contest historical exclusions and 
can
 produce radical trans ­
formations in the study of literature, but they can also reproduce exclusivity
 grounded in racial, gendered, or geographical determinations.
The contours of
 
the field of postcolonial studies are most apparent in its  
two main objects of analysis: European representations of the colonies and non
­European self-representation. Through the study of these two areas, the post
­colonial project accentuates imperial themes in western literatures, emphasizes
 a history of
 
cultural exclusions, and draws on an anticolonial legacy to refor ­
mulate the humanities. Edward Said’s Orientalism, which appeared in 1978,
 quickly became the model for postcolonial studies. This point is confirmed by
 Fredric Jamesons comparison of Roberto Fernández Retamar’s “Caliban” to
 Orientalism in the introduction to the 1989 English translation of Caliban and
 Other Essays, which incidentally positioned the now famous Cuban essay, orig
­inally published in Spanish in 1970, as a key bridge text between Latin Amer
­ican
 
revolutionary writing and the critique of empire. Said’s revision and appli ­
cation of Michel Foucault’s theory of discourse to textual
 
representations of the  
“orient” combined a contestatory rhetoric and a mastery of poststructuralist
 theory to produce an intervention that altered the discipline of contemporary
 North American cultural criticism in the late 20th century. He explains in the
 introduction the centrality of the notion of discourse to his critique of Orien
­talism: “My contention is that without examining Orientalism as a discourse
 one cannot possibly understand the systematic discipline by which European
 culture was able to manage — and even produce — the Orient politically, soci
­ologically, militarily, ideologically, scientifically, and imaginatively during the
 post-Enlightenment period” (3). Said’s argument asserts the political instru
­mentality of Orientalism, the precursor to Mid-East Studies, which
 
is premised  
on the essential difference between Europe and the Orient: “For Orientalism
 was ultimately a political vision of reality whose structure promoted the differ
­
ence
 between the familiar (Europe, the  West, 'us’) and the strange (the Orient,  
the east, 'them’)” (43). He continues later along the same lines, asking: “Can
 one divide human reality, as indeed human reality seems to be genuinely divid
­ed, into clearly
 
different cultures, histories, traditions, societies, even races, and  
survive the 
consequences
 humanly?” And responds:
By
 surviving 
the consequences humanly, I m an to ask whether there is any 
way
 
of avoiding  the hostility expressed  by the division, say, of men into “us”  
(Westerners) and “they” (Orientals). For such divisions are generalities
 whose use historically and actually
 
has been to press the importance of the  
distinction between some men and some other men, usually towards not
 especially admirable ends. When one uses the categories like Oriental and
 Western as
 
both the starting and end point of analysis,  research, public pol ­
icy .. . the result is usually to polarize the distinction . . . and the limit of
 human encounter between different cultures, traditions, and societies.
(45-6)
As these quotations indicate, 
Said
 fully perceives the consequences of a  
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V. United Nations partition recommen
­
dation, 29 November 1947.
This map 
is
 based on the map published in  
George Kirk, Survey of International 
Affairs: The Middle East, 1945-1950 (New York: Ox
­ford University Press, 1954), p. 339.
According to the partition recommendation,
 
Jaffa was to be part of the proposed Palestin
­
ian
 state, even though it lay outside the  
boundaries of that state. Jerusalem and Beth
­lehem were conceived as a corpus separatum
 under UN jurisdiction.
Credit:
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 of humanity in academic study and politics, he reinscribes it in  
the idea of a
 
“human encounter.” He proposes, for example, that the ideal solu ­
tion lies in uncovering a project that can do justice to representing human
 diversity: “Perhaps the most important task of all would be to undertake stud
­ies in contemporary alternatives 
to
 Orientalism, to ask  how one ca  study other  
cultures and peoples from a libertarian, or 
nonrepressive
 and nonmanipulative,  
perspective” (24). Postcolonialism may be the putative libertarian alternative 
to Orientalism, but it is not its antithesis, which would entail the rejection of the
 “study [of] other cultures 
and
 peoples” and, as Said later more radically sug ­
gests, the elimination of “the ‘Orient’ and the ‘Occident’ altogether” (28).
The most important effect of colonial discourse analysis has been its redis
­
tribution of cultural value by opening a breach in the canon 
and
 making room  
for alternative or postcolonial texts. The postcolonial critique of European
 imperial culture is, thus, doubled by recovering the “non-European” voices of
 colonial or postcolonial subjects. This move subtly re-articulates and reverses
 the value of the cultural opposition between Europe and non-Europe.5 Post
­colonial studies creates in this gesture a new subfield within the discipline of
 literary studies that is sometimes denominated “emergent” or “transnational”
 literatures, terms that oddly correspond with the language of international
 finance (emerging markets and transnational corporations).6 The study of
 “emergent literatures” is an especially troubled endeavor that 
in
 its most reduc ­
tive moments, 
simply
 reproduces the Europe/non-Europe binary and at the  
same time privileges precisely those regions and literatures that manifest most
 obviously the cultural effects of colonialism, such as the literatures of former
 British and French colonial territories. According 
to
 this mode of postcolonial  
criticism, a literature that does not show signs of a massive linguistic disloca
­tion, that does not succumb significantly 
to
 the colonial language, fits awk ­
wardly in the field. International literatures, such as Arabic, Bengali, Hausa,
 Vietnamese, and Chinese, and many more are generally excluded from post
­colonial cultural studies. They do not bear witness to linguistic colonization,
 and their exclusion from the field discloses one of the defining characters of
 “emergent
 
literatures.” Salman Rushdie’s comments about changes in the char ­
acteristics of the English language resonate
 
with the postcolonial preoccupation  
with writing in the language of the colonizer: “those peoples who were once
 colonized by the language are now rapidly remaking it, domesticating it,
 becoming more and more relaxed about the way they use it — assisted by the
 English language’s enormous flexibility 
and
 size, they are carving out large ter ­
ritories 
for
 themselves within its frontiers” (64). Rushdie’s cartographic  
metaphors are characteristic of a certain postcolonial cultural sensibility that
 sees the occupation of the colonial language by
 
the formerly  colonized as some ­
thing like a reversal of the colonial process.
This sensibility is central 
to
 the definition of postcolonial literature pre ­
sented in The Empire Writes Back. The authors note early 
in
 the book that  
“[w]hat each of
 
these literatures has in common beyond their special and dis ­
tinctive regional characteristics is that they emerged in their present form out
 of the experience of colonization 
and
 asserted themselves by foregrounding the  
tension with the imperial power, and by emphasizing their differences from the
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assumptions of the imperial centre. It is this that makes them distinctly post
­
colonial” (2). The claim that postcolonial literatures "emerged in their present
 form out of
 
the experience of  colonization” and function dialectically in “ten ­
sion with the imperial
 
power” and in opposition to “the imperial centre” implies  
that postcolonial literatures continue the relationship established by Europe’s
 conquest of the globe. “Their difference” can only be some pre-colonial cul
­tural identity that is preserved and carried into the postcolonial present. For
 Ashcoft, Griffiths and Tiffin, these distinctly postcolonial literatures are “the
 literatures of African countries, Australia, Bangladesh, Canada, Caribbean
 countries, India, Malaysia, Malta, New Zealand, Pakistan, Singapore, South
 Pacific Island countries, and Sri Lanka” as well as the literature of the U.S. (2).
Palestinian Workers, Israeli Checkpoint. 1989; Credit: JC Tordai
Within this Anglo-centric variant of postcolonial criticism,7 the expansive
­
ness of the British Empire and its contemporary legacy in English language lit
­eratures set the borders of the field. For 
my
 purposes, what is equally relevant  
in this definition of postcolonial literatures is the passing qualification, “beyond
 their special and distinctive regional characteristics,” which tries to establish
 diversity within unity. Postcolonial literatures are presumably unified by asso
­ciation with and in opposition to metropolitan English literature; conversely,
 they are different from each other because of “their special and distinctive
 regional characteristics.” The anglophone writings of African, Caribbean and
 Asian authors, such as Chinua Achebe, Wilson Harris, and Salman Rushdie,
 occupy an important place in this trajectory of postcolonial studies,
 
which com ­
petes with the older colonial category of Commonwealth Literary Studies and
 the now increasingly discarded category of Third World Literatures.
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In this regard, Linda Hutcheon casts postcolonial criticism “as a broad anti
­
imperialist emancipatory project [that] has thereby added a more overtly politi
­cized dimension to related work 
in
 the field of Commonwealth studies” (8).  
And Anne McClintock comments speculatively that “
'
post-colonial’ is arguably  
more palatable 
and
 less foreign sounding to a sceptical dean than ‘Third World  
Studies’” (262). Whereas McClintock proposes that postcolonial is less ideo
­logical than Third World, Hutcheon argues that the term is more political than
 Commonwealth. In neither case, is it apparent in what
 
ways the field of post ­
colonial literary studies constitutes a politics of any sort, beyond a reform of the
 literary canon that seeks 
to
 include more “non-European” texts. Furthermore,  
even if “postcolonial”
 
updates in different ways the ideas of Commonwealth and 
Third World, it does not break free of these two historic geo-political forma
­tions, both of which figure 
in
 the background of postcolonial studies.
To get a sense of the field and the place of Palestine in postcolonial stud
­ies, it is necessary to think about the postcolonial 
occupying
 a cultural space on  
the left of Comm nwealth and on the right of Third World, but always desig
­nating the regions of non-Europe. Commonwealth 
studies
 is a particularity of  
Britain and its emergence has to do with reformulating the opposition between
 metropolitan and colonial cultures after the collapse of
 
the Empire. As such,  
the Commonwealth is nothing more than a liberalization of the old colonial
 model. By displacing the Commonwealth, postcolonialism contests the prima
­cy of Britain and the continuation of the imperial authority in a new form.
 Nevertheless, as just pointed out with reference to The 
Empire
 Writes Back,  
postcolonialism also perpetuates a odel 
based
 on the British Empire.
In contrast, postcolonialism’s displacement of the concept and project of
 the
 
Third World as the vanguard of political opposition to the history of colo ­
nialism carries with it a different set of effects and implications. The idea of
 the Third World has its origins in the context of the Cold War and comes into
 being in association with the non-aligned movement in the mid-1950s. It
 assumes the more radical connotation of popular insurrection after the Cuban
 revolution, but is politically
 
dissipated by  the mid-1970s.8 It is at this time that  
Third World literary studies begins to make its short-lived appearance 
in
 the  
academy. It is also 
in
 the 1970s that one witnesses the elaboration of depen ­
dency theory, especially in connection with conditions in Latin America, 
and the critique of unequal development. The rise of postcolonial 
studies
 in the  
1980s initially coincides with the downward movement of these approaches to
 the political-economic legacies of colonialism in the Third World. In contrast
 with earlier forms of Third World 
studies,
 postcolonial criticism rarely uses  
“Third World” as a political-economic category, but rather studies the former
­ly colonized regions of the south as a source for hybrid cultures.
Whereas Third World literary studies remained open to literatures in all
 
languages of the formerly colonized zones — an internationalist alternative 
to the Eurocentric tradition of comparative literary studies 
—
 the category of  
postcolonial emergent literatures produces an exclusion that stems from the
 privileging of those literatures that instantiate the problematic of hybridity
 made manifest through the use of colonial languages (especially English, but
 also French and Spanish) by non-Europeans. It would seem that Third World
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gave way to postcolonialism, only to make room within the newly established
 
field for the literatures of settler colonies, such as New Zealand, Australia, and
 Canada. This development reasserts the idea of the Commonwealth 
and
 push ­
es the comparative project of Third World
 
literary  studies further into the back ­
ground.
By the early 1990s, “Third World” had been all but eclipsed by the more
 
modish term “postcolonial.”9 Ella Shohat has argued that postcolonialism
 might more appropriately be labeled “post-Third Worldist, as coming after the
 decline of Third World nationalism” (Introduction 9). But just prior to the
 widespread abandonment of the term “Third World” and the ideals that it rep
­resented, 
one
 can identify a number of “general-focus” literary journals that  
published special issues on the topic 
and
 included articles on Arabic l terature  
and notably on Palestinian intellectuals and writers. The Winter 1988 special
 issue of South Atlantic Quarterly, titled Third World Literary and Cultural Criti
­cism included two articles, 
one
 by Mary Layoun and another by Barbara Har ­
low, which address political aspects of Arab cultural production. In Spring
 1989, Modern Fiction Studies put out a special issue titled Narratives of Colonial
 Resistance with an article by Harlow on “
Stories
 from the Palestinian Intifada.”  
These examples reveal that the Arab World in general and Palestine in partic
­ular are accommodated
 
with ease in the categories of the Third World and sites  
of colonial resistance, but they have remained marginal areas of inquiry
 
within  
the field of postcolonial cultural studies. None of these comments are intend
­ed to suggest that somehow “Third World” is preferable to “postcolonial” as a
 cultural category. Nor do I wish to imply that postcolonialism can somehow
 transcend its structural limits by adding more territories, national literatures 
or ethnic identities to its field, repeating as it revises the imperial conquest of the
 globe. Postcolonialism absorbs Third World “oppositionality” — the antithet
­ical relationship with colonialism; at the same time, the postcolonial displaces
 Third World and becomes the metaphor 
for
 the “emerging” cultures of non ­
Europe. The specter of the Third World lies at the very core of the postcolo
­nial project; and postcolonial 
studies
 can never disconnect itself from a certain  
idealization of the Third World, the original conceptualization of the totality of
 non-Europe as a 
subject
 of history.
The postcolonial map is more expansive than that of
 
the Commonwealth  
and more constrained than that the Third World, but it basically functions
 according to a similar logic of field definition. To be sure, the most demanding
 work in the field of postcolonialism is critical of geographical determinism 
and linguistic essentialism. Nevertheless, critical attention 
to
 cultural influence, 
ambivalent positionality, or in-betweeness, all imply that the postcolonial “loca
­tion of culture” is at the crossroads of metropolis and former colony. This
 implication is made explicit in Homi Bhabhas reinterpretation of Frantz
 Fanon
'
s Black Skin, White Masks, which seeks to “give poststructuralism a specif ­
ically postcolonial provenance” (Location 64). Critics, like Bhabha, who have
 promoted the idea of the postcolonial are aware of the problems of construct
­ing a field 
or
 discipline, and have critiqued it, but cannot evade the problemat ­
ic of cultural difference in defining the postcolonial. As Bhabha has observed:
 “In order to be institutionally effective as a discipline, the knowledge of cultur
­al difference must be made to foreclose on the Other; difference and otherness
 thus become the fantasy of a certain cultural space or, indeed, the certainty of a
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form of theoretical 
knowledge
 that deconstructs the epistemological ‘edge’ of  
the West” (Location 31). To secure its authority, postcolonialism too must have






Palestine and Postcolonial Studies
In a 1992 lecture, Bhabha outlines the parameters of the postcolonial field:
The term
 
postcolonial is increasingly used to describe that form of social  
criticism that bears witness to those unequal and uneven processes of repre
­sentation by which the historical experience of the once-colonized Third
 World comes to be framed in the West. The postcolonial perspective, as it
 has been more recently developed by cultural 
and
 social historians and the ­
orists, departs from the traditions of the sociology of underdevelopment and
 dependency theory. As a mode of analysis, it disavows any nationalist or
 nativist pedagogy
 
that sets up the relations of Third World and First World  
in a binary structure of opposition, recognizing that the social boundaries
 between First 
and
 Third Worlds are far more complex. It is from the expe ­
rience of a
 
productive hybridization of cultural influence and national deter ­
mination that the postcolonial attempts 
to
 elaborate the historical and lit ­
erary 
project. (Critical 63-4)
This quotation presents 
in
 a usefully schematic manner the five constitutive  
elements that Bhabha associates with the project of the postcolonial as “a form
 of social criticism”: 1) a preoccupation with western representations of the
 once-colonized Third
 
World; 2) a distancing from the frameworks of underde ­
velopment and dependency; 3) a disavowal of “nationalist or nativist pedagogy”;
 4) a rejection of the First World/Third World binary; and 5) a valorization of cultural hybridization. Bhabha defines postcolonialism negatively against a
 grid of earlier critical positions (sociology of underdevelopment, dependency
 theory, nationalism and nativism, and Third Worldism) 
associated
 more with  
the study of economics, geopolitics, and sociology than 
culture.
 The first and 
final points offer, however, a positive definition of the postcolonial as a dual
 enterprise that is concerned with the relationship between colonization and
 representation, on the 
one
 hand, and the contradiction between cultural influ ­
ence and national determination, on the other hand. Whereas the first point
 takes as its object the archive of European colonialism and the western framing
 of the “experience of the once colonized Third-World,” the latter is organized
 around the “experience of a productive hybridization” that is presumably an
 effect of the cultural flows made possible through colonialism and its “unequal
 and uneven processes of representation.”
The first and the final points are linked by the repeated reference to “the
 
experience” in the singular, which provides the bridge connecting “the once-
 colonized Third World” to “productive hybridization.” “The experience,” con
­strued in culturalist terms, is the ground of the postcolonial, produced out of
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and somehow embodying a uniformly direct knowledge of colonization and
 
hybridization. Bhabha’s description of
 
the postcolonial suggests that the con ­
cept designates primarily the once colonized and now hybridized Third World.
 Despite his efforts to dispense with the First World/Third World binary, it
 remains crucial 
to
 this definition of the postcolonial, whether it be in terms of  
“the experience of the once colonized Third World” 
or
 in that of “productive  
hybridization.” By advancing the idea of hybridity as central to the constitu
­tion of the postcolonial, Bhabha leverages the critique of the “nationalist or
 nativist pedagogy” that historically informed Third World anti-colonialism.
 Hybridity is posited as a cultural condition, but it always refers to its original
 structure: colonizer/colonized, West/East, Europe/non-Europe.
The anti-nationalism characteristic of much of postcolonial studies found
 
expression in Nation and
 
Narration (1990), an important collection of essays  
edited and introduced by Bhabha. Early in his introduction, Bhabha writes
 that “[t]he representative emblem of this book might be a chiasmatic ‘figure’ of
 cultural difference whereby the anti-nationalist ambivalent nation-space
 
become
s the crossroads to a new transnational culture” (4). Conditioned by  
Bhabha’s introduction and his more elaborate final essay,
 
“DissemiNation: time,  
narrative, and the margins of the modern nation,” the collection formulates the
 postcolonial critique of the nation as narrative, an idea that draws heavily on
 Benedict Anderson’s theorization of the nation as “imagined community.”10
 According to Bhabha, “the nation, as a form of cultural elaboration (in the
 Gramscian sense), is an agency of ambivalent narration that holds culture at its
 most productive position” (3).
Bhabha cites Edward Said 
to
 register the ambivalent character of the  
nation: “a force for ‘subordination, fracturing, diffusing, reproducing, as much
 as producing, creating, forcing, guiding’” (3-4). Later, in the concluding lines
 of the introductory essay to Nation and
 
Narration, he again quotes Said, but  
makes reference to the Palestinians and their exclusion from nationhood:
Amidst these exorbitant images of the nation-space in its transnational
 
dimension there are those who have not yet found their nation: amongst
 them the Palestinians and the Black South Africans. It is our loss that 
in making this book we were unable to 
add
 their  voices to ours. Their persis ­
tent questions remain 
to
 remind us, in some form or measure, of what must  
be true for the rest of us too: “When did we become ‘a people’? When did
 we 
stop
 being one? Or are we in the process of becoming one? What do  
these big questions have to do with our intimate relationships with each
 other and with others?”
(7)
While this passage expresses solidarity with the Palestinians and “the Black
 
South Africans,” by turning inward and reflecting back on the national self, the
 gesture chokes off a relation between the critic and “those who have not yet
 found their nation.” To seize the peculiar significance of
 
this passage in con ­
nection
 
with the Palestinians, one needs to hold together that which they “have  
not yet found” and “our loss.” “Nation” is oddly positioned as the object of the
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 recover, but also to establish — which evades the history of  
Palestinian
 
loss  — the denial of a nation-space as a result of the 1947  U.N. Par ­
tition Plan and the creation of 
Israel.
 The name “Palestinian” is the designa ­
tion of a nation dispossessed of a nation-space. This historic loss vanishes
 behind “our loss,” which is actually an act of exclusion (“unable to add their
 voices to ours”) that is only partially corrected by citing Said.
The last lines 
in
 the quotation are from Said’s 1986 book After the Last Sky,  
which details the history
 
and contemporary conditions of Palestinian existence,  
in exile and under occupation. Bhabha discreetly cites a passage from Said’s
 book that blends into the fabric of his text, stripped of the 
specificity
 of the  
Palestinian situation and reduced to a series of universal questions (“what must
 be true for the rest of us”). In “DissemiNation,” Bhabha similarly
 
quotes a line  
from Darwish’s famous poem, which provided the title for Said’s book, as an
 example of the Palestinian nation’s “transnational”
 
existence in the communities  
of “scattered people”: “The gathering of clouds from
 
which the Palestinian  poet  
Mahmoud Darwish asks ‘where should the birds fly after the last sky’” (291).
 Darwish’s poem questions the destiny of the stateless subject in a world of
 nation-states, and the implied answers are “return” and national self-determi
­nation, the in-gathering of Palestinians in historic Palestine, the national terri
­tory
 
partitioned by  the community of nations. Said’s After the Last  Sky invokes  
Darwish’s poem to reinforce a late twentieth-century narrative of the stateless
­ness of the Palestinian nation that takes shape in the photographs of
 
Jean  
Mohr. The positions represented in the writings of Said and Darwish attempt
 to situate Palestinians in Palestine, and to express without equivocation the
 unity of the nation. These are national narratives without ambivalence that
 work against a legacy of imperialism, but cannot easily
 
be translated into post ­
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The Palestinian struggle against Israel that developed especially after 1967
 
has always been focused on reclaiming
 
land and establishing a nation-state, but  
Palestinian nationalism emerged within the
 
internationalist  movements of Pan-  
Arabism, non-alignment, and Third World revolution. At least until the 1980s,
 the
 
Palestinian national movement, embodied in  the PLO,  represented the con ­
tinuing struggle against world imperialism in the postcolonial era. Zionism, by
 definition a
 
Jewish nationalist movement, has also been an international pro ­
ject, but it is linked historically to late nineteenth-century
 
imperialism and has  
benefited from the unrestrained support of the U.S., the great imperial power
 of the late twentieth century. National identity, nation-state formation and
 national liberation are the principal stakes on both sides of the conflict, but
 Zionism has fulfilled its ambition in alliance
 
with imperialism and exists in the  
territory
 
where Palestine had once been. A postcolonialism that differentiates  
Jew from non-Jew, Palestinian from non-Palestinian, but does not distinguish
 between Zionism and Palestinian resistance, both reduced to a dreaded nation
­alism, surrenders political critique to the pursuit of the myth of “a new transna
­tional culture.”
From within this political context, the
 
Arab Jew has served as a representa ­
tive 
figure
 of “the new transnational culture” in the on-going contest between  
Israeli and Palestinian nationalisms. Ella Shohat put forward this position in 
an essay modeled on Said's 1979 Social Text article, “Zionism from the Standpoint
 of its Victims”: “I would 
like
 to extend the terms of debate beyond earlier  
dichotomies ... to incorporate an issue elided by previous formulations, to wit,
 the presence of a mediating 
entity,
 that of the Arab Jews or Mizrahi/Oriental  
Jews, those Sephardi Jews coming 
largely
 from the Arab and Muslim countries”  
(“Sephardim” 39). The idea that the Arab Jew might be situated as a mediat
­ing entity is theoretically provocative, but it too falls back on the idea that the
 mark of cultural difference can produce a politics that undermines the Arab/Jew
 dichotomy. There is first the problem of construing all Jews from “the Arab and
 Muslim countries” as a distinct cultural
 
community within Israel that  is defined  
also against many other cultural religious identities, such as Latin American
 Jew and Ethiopian Jew, but also Arab Druze and Arab Christian, as well as the
 bi-national identities of Armenian Arab and Israeli Arab. More importantly,
 Shohat’s positioning of
 
the “Oriental  Jews” is premised on the idea that they  
stand equally between the European Jews and the Arab non-Jews. That “Ori
­ental Jews” are 
subject
 to racism in Israel, not unlike the racism experienced by  
Palestinians, exposes the Zionist myth that all 
Jews
 are equal in Israel; never ­
theless, for all Jews in Israel, the sense of peoplehood derives from their iden
­tification with Zionism and their citizenship within the Jewish state, which is
 mirrored
 
in the statelessness of the Palestinians: “The vicious entwining of lan ­
guage, people, and the state 
appears
 particularly evident  in the case of Zionism”  
(Agamben 68). Shohat hopes to bring to light the injustice of Israeli politics
 beyond the conflict with Palestinians, but this refocusing on “Oriental Jews”
 links Sephardim to Arabs on
 
the basis of a presumed cultural affiliation that  can  
operate as a wedge against Ashkenazi Zionist politics.




refers to the Palestinians in an attempt to produce  
a
 
finer definition of the postcolonial, and at the same time she reveals the prob-
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the  usage  of the  term as “a  singular  and  ahistorical  abstrac ­
tion (255). McClintocks main critique focuses on
 
the expansive and  imprecise  
application of postcolonial, but does not challenge the fundamental logic of
 postcolonialism;
 
rather, she  “admires” the theoretical  merits of work done in  the  
field:
My misgivings, therefore, are not about the theoretical substance of "post
­
colonial theory”, much of which I greatly admire. Rather, I wish to ques
­tion the orientation of the emerging discipline and its concomitant theories
 and curricular changes, around a singular, monolithic term, used ahistori-
 cally, and haunted by the very image of linear "progress” that much of that
 same work challenges theoretically. Nor do I want to banish the term to
 some chilly, verbal Gulag; there seems no reason why it should not be used
 judiciously in appropriate circumstances, in the context of other terms, if in
 a less grandiose and global role.
(257)
McClintock’s corrective presumes the "theoretical substance of post-colonial
 
theory,” a redundant formulation that hints at the absence of an identifiable
 postcolonial critical method. The ostensible content of postcolonialism — its
 system, its conceptual apparatus, its operational hypothesis, its object — pass
­es without examination, floating loftily in the ether of theory above the ques
­tionable uses of "the term.”
By circumscribing the use of the term, McClintock hopes to "question the
 
orientation of the emerging discipline.” But as I stressed at the outset, post
­colonialism is no more a discipline than it is a theory. Nevertheless, this point
 is not McClintock’s concern; her main argument is against the application of
 the term to a broad range of historical situations. She proposes a more, sensi
­tive and less ambitious use of the term in
 
"appropriate circumstances.” Accord ­
ingly, "the pitfalls of the term postcolonialism” can be overcome through an act
 of redefinition that determines what can and cannot be appropriately "served
 under the single rubric ‘post-colonial’” (260). Written in the wake of the Gulf
 War, the essay makes timely reference to the Middle East and invokes the
 Palestinian situation to emphasize the limits of the term "postcolonial.” At 
one point, McClintock develops the rather simple, but rhetorically powerful, asser
­tion that Palestine cannot be postcolonial because it has not achieved national
 liberation: "for the inhabitants of British-occupied Northern Ireland, not to
 mention the Palestinian inhabitants of the Israeli Occupied Territories and the
 West Bank, there may be nothing post’ about colonialism at all” (McClintock
 256).11
Although colonialism persists in the North of Ireland, Palestine, and many
 
other places, this line of argument emphasizes too narrowly the chronological
 sense of postcolonial. McClintock’s attempt to expose "the very image of lin
­ear progress’” returns implicitly in her redefinition, which 
takes
 the postcolo ­
nial as the terminus in a narrative that begins in the pre-colonial and passes
 through the colonial. One of the problems of this type of
 
chronology of the  
postcolonial is that it can generate a historical vision that fantasizes about a
 precolonial past and succumbs "to the nostalgia for lost origins” that Spivak has
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critiqued (Critique 146). From a distinct historical perspective, one can peri
­
odize the postcolonial from the historical break with colonialism as a 
valid political project. In other words, if the postcolonial 
era
 has a beginning, it  
might be identified as that event in which the ideology of colonialism and its
 colonial institutions are internationally discredited and are forced to maintain
 their existence in concealed forms. As a global era, the postcolonial could be
 said to open, at least nominally, with the U.N. General Assembly Resolution
 1514 of December 1960, the “Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
 Colonial Countries and Peoples.” But even as the General Assembly
 “[s]olemnly proclaims the necessity of bringing to a speedy and unconditional
 end colonialism in all its forms and manifestations,” it acknowledges the con
­tinuation of colonial practices. The question with regard to Palestine is not
 whether
 
it is postcolonial,  but whether the 1947 U.N. partition of Palestine and  
the 1967 Israeli occupation are recognized as colonialism or as something new
 and distinct, a
 
more  pernicious form of territorial conquest. The question poses  
itself, therefore, in relation to the meaning of the creation of Israel and the
 Israeli occupation of East Jerusalem, the West Bank and Gaza Strip, and not in
 relation to the condition or identity of “Palestinian
 




and McClintock, Palestine serves as a geograhic and  ethnic ref ­
erence, like “the Blacks of South Africa” or
 
“Northern Ireland,” to an unnamed  
colonialism in the 
era
 of postcolonialism, but it is not an “appropriate” site of  
postcolonial analysis. Palestine is made to articulate the theme of colonialism
 in the postcolonial era, and because it has “not found its nation” or is not ade
­quately “post,” the Palestinian situation is not suitable for
 
postcolonial analysis.  
It is not particularly important that Palestine and the Arab World are on the
 periphery of the main currents of postcolonial 
studies.
 It is, however, impor ­
tant that, 
given
 the U.S.’s imperial role in the region, notably its unconditional  
economic and military commitments to Israel, there is not more criticism of
 Israel in those quarters of academic study that claim to oppose colonialism in
 all its forms. Postcolonial disengagement from Palestine is especially striking
 when one considers the role of Edward Said in shaping the field. Said’s pres
­tigious position has resulted in some symbolic support for Palestinians, as is
 evident in the essays of Bhabha and McClintock, but there is scant postcolo
­nial interest in Palestinian literature or in representations of Palestine in the
 U.S. Even in a collection of essays titled Cultural Readings of Imperialism:
 Edward Said and the Gravity of
 
History, only one essay out of fifteen takes as its  
topic the Palestinian-Israeli context. Ella Shohat’s essay provides an important
 critique of the assumed opposition between Arab and Jew, but it emphasizes
 Israeli appropriations of the Spanish reconquest of Andaluz. In a collection of
 essays motivated by Said’s work, the absence of a substantial 
discussion
 of  
Palestine or
 
the Arab World is difficult to bring into line with Said’s outspoken  
participation over the last 30 years in Palestinian politics.
Since the publication of “Zionism from the Standpoint of its Victims” in
 
the first issue of Social Text, Palestinian politics has 
never
 been separate from  
Said’s work in literary criticism. Even in Orientalism, one can observe the cen
­trality of Palestine to Said’s project; toward the end of the Introduction to Ori
­entalism, in a note on “the personal dimension,” 
Said
 writes: “My own experi-
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ence of these matters are in part what made me write this book. The life of an
 
Arab Palestinian in the West, particularly in America, is disheartening. There
 exists here an almost unanimous consensus that politically he does not exist,
 and when it is allowed that he does, it is as a nuisance or as an Oriental” (27).
 Beyond the motivating aspect expressed in this passage, there is more perti
­nently the observation that Palestinians in the U.S. are denied political exis
­tence, which I take to mean
 
that there is no representation or narrative  in which  
Palestinians in North America recognize their political ideals. In 
fact,
 Saids  
writings on Palestine, such as The Question of Palestine, After the Last Sky, or
 Peace and Its Discontents, address this problem, but this aspect of his critical out
­put,
 
which employs the methods of literary criticism, has been used to discred ­
it him.
One of the only significant cultural studies engagements with Said’s think
­
ing about Israel and Palestine appeared during Year Two of the first intifada, in
 the Spring 1989 issue of Critical Inquiry under the title “An Exchange on
 Edward Said and Difference.” The “exchange” included two articles, one by
 Robert J. Griffin and another by Daniel and Jonathan 
Boyarin,
 as well as Said’s  
response. The “exchange” centered on an article by Said titled “An Ideology of
 Difference,” published in a 1985 issue of Critical Inquiry and later reprinted in
 the collection “Race,” Writing, and Difference.
The Critical Inquiry “exchange” possesses the momentary but passing
 
excitement and interest of any urgent political polemic. It also indicates the
 degree to which Zionism, even of the most liberal sort, such as that represent
­ed by the Boyarins, does not recognize its violence and consistently conceals the
 operation of difference behind a cloak of Jewish pluralism. Said’s original essay
 makes the point
 
directly and the  rebuttals of his critics merely confirm his argu ­
ment by defending Israel and Zionism as the legitimate expressions of Jewish
 nationalism. In the original essay, “An Ideology
 
of Difference,” Said states that  
“if
 
a  Jewish state is created by and for the Jewish people, then it must be the  
case that non-Jews are posited as radically other, fundamentally and constitu
­tively different” (42). And later adds: “To
 
be non-Jew in Palestine/Israel is first  
of all to be marked negatively” (43). In opposition to difference, Said propos
­es the “forging
 
of connections and, more important,  the existential  need  to form  
modes of knowledge, coexistence, and justice that are not based on coercive
 separation and unequal privilege.” He also suggests that “we can reinterpret
 ideologies of difference only because we do so from an awareness of the super
­vening actuality of ‘mixing,’ of crossing over, of stepping beyond boundaries,
 which are more creative and human activities than staying inside rigidly policed
 borders” (43). Said’s critique of Zionism as an ideology of difference and his
 call for coexistence is equally directed against certain forms of Palestinian and
 Arab nationalism. Coexistence requires that Israelis give up the Zionist dream
 of a purely Jewish state and that Palestinians enter “a community with Zionist
 and non-Zionist Jews on the land of historical Palestine” (57). 
Said
 articulates  
the possibility moving beyond the Jew/non-Jew opposition, beyond the Zion
­ist logic of difference that so disastrously shaped the 
1947
 U.N. Partition Plan  
and provided a framework
 
for the so-called Peace Process. Said’s call for coex ­
istence is rhetorically impressive, but “coexistence,” 
like
 the idea of a “human  
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encounter
 
between different cultures,” is also premised on sustaining the values  
of difference. And it is 
precisely
 by appealing to the notion of coexistence that  





The partition of British Mandate Palestine was the expedient by which the
 
United Nations addressed the crisis of a retreating colonialism. The United
 Nations General Assembly Resolution 181,12 adopted on November 27, 1947,
 "[r]ecommends to the United Kingdom, as the mandatory Power for Palestine,
 and to all other Members of the United Nations the adoption and implemen
­tation, with regard to the future government of Palestine, of the Plan of Parti
­tion with Economic Union set out below.” The U.N. Resolution 181 justifies
 the recourse to partition as a means of addressing a vague crisis, "the solution
 of the problem,” characterized in the following manner: "the present situation
 in Palestine is one which is likely to impair the general welfare and friendly
 relations among nations.” The only feature of the "problem” explicitly men
­tioned concerns "the declaration by
 
the mandatory  Power that it plans to com ­
plete its evacuation of Palestine by 1 August 1948.” From the first sentence of
 the Resolution, which raises "the question of the future government of Pales
­tine,” to the last sentence, which authorizes a $2,000,000 budget to implement
 the U.N. "resolution on the future government of Palestine,” Resolution 181
 rarely makes mention of Jews or Palestinian Arabs, but rather focuses on the
 termination of the British Mandate and the need
 
to establish the framework for  
the "future government of Palestine.” Resolution 181 proposes partition, but it
 is written in the language of decolonization.
The Plan of Partition attached to U.N. Resolution 181 makes evident,
 
however, that the pseudo-decolonization of Palestine, or in the terms of the
 U.N. Plan, the "Termination of the Mandate,” does not lead directly to "Inde
­pendence.” Rather, "Termination of the Mandate”
 
and "Independence” are sep ­
arated by the process of "Partition,” the central term that ironically is intended
 to provide the passage from Mandatory regime to the "future government of
 Palestine.” The Plan is divided into four parts: Part I, Future constitution and
 government of Palestine; Part II, Boundaries; Part III, City of Jerusalem; Part
 IV, Capitulations. Part I is the most substantial and provides the general
 framework for the creation of two states and economic union. Section A of
 Part I addresses the "Termination of Mandate, Partition and Independence”
 and provides a schedule to complete "the
 
undertaking.” Subsection 3 makes the  
most succinct statement on the modalities of partition:
Independent
 
Arab and Jewish States and the Special International Regime  
for the City of Jerusalem, set forth in part III of this plan, shall come into
 existence in Palestine two months after the evacuation of the armed forces
 of the mandatory Power has been completed but in 
any
 case not later than  
1 October 1948. The boundaries of the Arab State, the Jewish State, and
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the City of Jerusalem shall be as described in parts II and III below.
(REF)
The Partition Plan speaks of Palestine as a unit, recognizes the integrity of the
 
colonial state under Mandatory rule, and aims at maintaining
 
some form of ter ­
ritorial coherence
 
by way of economic union, but it also calls for the creation of  
boundaries that serve to demarcate culturally exclusive states. Section B, sub
­section 9, hardens the borders between the two states: “During the transitional
 period [from the end of the British Mandate until the establishment of inde
­pendent governments in the new states] no Jew shall be permitted to establish
 residence in the area of the proposed Arab State, and no Arab shall be permit
­ted to establish residence in the area of the proposed Jewish State, 
except
 by  
special leave of the Commission.” Nevertheless, subsection 10.e of the Plan
 also states that “Preserving freedom of transit and visit for all residents and cit
­izens of the other
 
State in Palestine and the City of Jerusalem, subject to consid ­
erations of national security, provided that each State shall control residence
 within its borders” (emphasis added). In the language of the Plan, Palestine is
 the only name for the territory that is being subject to Partition; it is the 
map of Palestine upon which the U.N. Commission draws the boundaries for the
 two culturally distinct states. The reference to
 
“the other state in  Palestine" vivid ­
ly registers the cartography of cultural difference in the Plan of Partition; from  
the perspective of Zionists, “the other state in Palestine” is the Arab state, and
 from the perspective of Palestinians, it is the Jewish state. Ultimately, the Par
­tition Plan reveals the success of Zionism in establishing its program of cultur
­al differentiation as the dominant international approach to Palestine.
The U.N. Partition Plan in May 1948 may have spelled the end of British
 
colonial rule in Palestine, but
 
it did not give rise to an independent Arab State.  
Implementation of Partition had three immediate consequences for the “future
 government of Palestine”: the creation of Israel on most of the territory of
 British Mandate Palestine; the Jordanian annexation of East Jerusalem and the
 West Bank; and Egyptian domination of the Gaza Strip. The disastrous out
­comes of Partition (i.e. the 1948 War,13 the 1967 occupation, and 1993 Oslo
 Agreement) shift the status of Palestine from territorial unity under a British
 colonial regime to fragmentation and non-being, dismembered and effaced
 from the geopolitical map of the world. About the immediate aftermath of
 partition, Edward 
Said 
has commented that “Palestinians  were essentially silent  
and unknown, that is to say, they were so shattered by the loss and the destruc
­tion of their society
 
that they essentially went into a state of almost blankness”  
(The Pen 24). There is no adequate word to describe the situation that obtains
 in Palestine after 1948.
Early developments in post-Mandate Palestinian 
history,
 and Israel’s later  
occupation following the 
1967
 June War of the Palestinian territories of the  
West Bank and the Gaza Strip, precluded the formation of a Palestinian State
 in the years when most of the older colonies of Europe achieved national inde
­pendence. In effect, the period from 1947 to 1967 corresponds more general
­
ly
 to that hopeful,  but hapless era of “decolonization,” “national  liberation,” and  
the emergence of the “Third World,” whose great emancipatory promise is
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matched only 
by
 the colossal failures and betrayals of the neocolonial period.  
The years from 1947 to 1967 were also informed 
by
 the dominating structure  
of a bi-polar world in the age of nuclear weapons that witnessed the rise of an
 international order
 
built on the old colonial empires. The postwar competition  
between the U.S. and U.S.S.R. that took shape during this period had not,
 however, become completely polarized when the General Assembly of the
 United Nations voted to partition Palestine. The 
Soviet
 Union and the Unit ­
ed States both supported the partition of Palestine in 1947, and when Israel
 declared independence on May 14, 1948, the U.S. recognized the newly creat
­ed nation-state immediately and three days later the U.S.S.R. did the same.
 Moreover, the position of many European leftists who sided in large part with
 the Algerian FLN in this period saw no contradiction in either supporting the
 creation of Israel in Palestine or abstaining from criticism.14 While “the Arab-
 Israeli conflict” became one of the key sites of U.S.-U.S.S.R. military tension
 after 1967, in the first twenty years of the Cold War (1947-67), Palestine dis
­appeared largely from world affairs.
In the Arab World, the U.N. partition plan of 1947 and the Arab-Israeli
 
armistice of 1949 exposed the bankruptcy of the old regimes, monarchies and
 republics subject to the lingering rule of France and Britain. The Arab defeat
 in June 1967 revealed the military weaknesses of the “Arab Nation” and, per
­haps more significantly, exposed the myth of revolutionary Pan-Arabism, rep
­resented in the figure of Gamal Abdel Nasser. If 1947 catalyzed the emergence
 of a Pan-Arabist challenge to the legacies of imperialism,
 
which became a con ­
stituent element in the broader Third World configuration, 1967 opened the
 fault-lines in the myth of a unified Arab front marching
 
beneath the banner of  
the Palestinian revolution. From 1947 to 1967, the idea of Palestine provided
 the core content of an otherwise hollow Pan-Arabist politics, which spoke the
 language of liberation and at the same time produced national regimes of
 repression.15
In the years between partition and occupation, Ghassan Kanafani’s writings
 
criticized the logic of partition and the limits of Arab politics. Kanafani is one
 of the 
few
 Palestinian writers whose works have made their way beyond the  
specialized field of modern Arab literary studies and into postcolonial studies.
 A good deal of Kanafani’s work has been translated into English, and his crit
­ical conceptualization of the idea of “resistance literature” was brought into cir
­culation by Barbara Harlow’s book on the cultural politics of Third World 
rev­olutionary movements. For these 
reasons,
 Kanafani’s writing can be situated  
astride the border of postcolonial studies. Before concluding, I want to focus
 briefly here on two texts, which in my view
 
question the cultural map produced  
by partition and postcolonial studies. Kanafani’s most famous work is Men in
 the Sun, a novel that first appeared in Arabic in 1962, and has become (both in
 Arabic and English translation) the representative narrative of Palestinian
 political dislocation. “A Hand in the Grave,” an obscure and largely ignored
 short story, 
came
 out in the same year. Hilary Kilpatrick’s English translations  
of both works were published under the title Men in the Sun and Other Pales
­tinian Stories in 1978, the same 
year
 that Said’s Orientalism appeared. Men in  
the Sun and Other Palestinian Stories was reissued in 1999. While the publica-
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tion of the original Arabic 
texts
 occurs in the context between partition and  
occupation, the 1978 printing of the English translations 
correlates
 with the  
political context of the Camp David Accords and the beginnings of postcolo
­nial studies. The 1999 reissue of the English collection circulates within the
 atmosphere created by the Oslo Agreement and competes with the narrative of
 Peace that refuses to acknowledge its debts to partition.
Men in the Sun is a tragic story of three Palestinians who travel from their
 
homes to Iraq where they seek 
illegal
 passage to Kuwait and a life of gainful  
employment in the booming oil industry of the 1950s. The precise historical
 and geographical mapping of Men in the Sun, from Ramleh to the H4 pump
­ing station on the IPC pipeline in Jordan to the Shatt el-Arab, describes the
 terrain and the treacherous borders of a divided Arab East across which the
 three Palestinian migrant workers travel to an awful death trapped in a tanker
 truck at the Iraq-Kuwait border crossing.
Before arriving at this terrible end, however, the narrative of each man
 
exposes its beginning by making reference to the catastrophe of the 1948 
War, an event that had occurred ten
 
years earlier. Abu Qais remembers the death of  
the village teacher, Ustaz Selim, “one night
 
before the  wretched  village fell into  
the hands of the Jews” (23). Unlike Abu Qais, who is forced into exile and the
 wretchedness of the refugee 
camps,
 Ustaz Selim “stayed there” (23). In  Assads  
story, reference is to the decisive battle at Ramleh.— “In fact we fought in
 Ramleh ten years ago” (29) — and to the uprooting of Palestinians. An Eng
­lish tourist
 
who agrees to give Assad a lift to the Jordan-Iraq border bears wit ­
ness to the effects of partition: “Oh. Ramleh is a very long way away. A couple
 of weeks ago I was in Zeita? ... I stood in front of the barbed wire. A little
 child came up to me and said in English that his house was a few feet beyond
 the barbed wire” (34). Partition enters Marwans narrative by
 
way of his father 's 
opportunistic marriage to a
 
second wife,  the daughter  of an old friend “who had  
lost her leg during the bombardment of Jaffa,” “amputated at the top of thigh”
 (40). Physical amputation here and elsewhere in the novel is an evident
 metaphor for the partition of Palestine, but not always to the same effect.
The three narratives are brought together by the character of Abu Khaizu-
 
ran whose memories of 1948 also are represented in connection with the image
 of amputation: “For ten long years he had been trying to accept the situation?
 But what situation? To confess quite simply that he had lost his manhood
 while fighting for his country? And what good had it done? He had lost his
 manhood and his country, and damn everything in this bloody world” (53).
 Abu Khaizuran’s attempt to identify “the situation” leads to a conflation of his
 personal
 
loss and national defeat. In his confused and despairing mind, castra ­
tion and partition are indistinguishable. The surgical removal of Abu Khaizu-
 rans manhood, the amputation, and its
 
justification — “it’s better than dying”  
(53) — correspond with the act and rhetoric of partition, “the situation” that
 “he couldn’t even accept... when he was under the knife” (53).
The novel can be read, however, as a critique of Abu Khaizuran’s inability
 
to dissociate his personal situation from the political situation; after all, his
 body is not the land of Palestine, and his experience of castration figures the
 patriarchal fantasy of nationhood as manhood. Abu Khaizuran cannot make
 sense of his situation or the situation resulting from the partition of Palestine,
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and as is evident in the conclusion, 
his
 confusion is evocative of the self-inter ­
est and cynicism that characterized Arab World politics in the period between
 partition and occupation. At the end of the novel, Abul Khaizuran is too
 exhausted to bury the bodies and decides to dump the three dead Palestinians
 on the municipal rubbish heap outside of Kuwait City. The novel is not sim
­ply
 
a commentary on the legacy of the  partition of Palestine, it  is also a critique  
of the national borders of the Middle East, which become the tripwires of those
 three undocumented migrant Palestinians, following the pipelines from the
 Mediterranean to the Persian Gulf and to their death at the Iraq-Kuwait bor
­der. The three Palestinian men suffocating silently in the depths of a truck
 detained at the border is also “an exorbitant image [of] the nation-space in its
 transnational dimension” (Bhabha, Nation 7).
Unlike Men in the Sun,
 
“A Hand in the Grave” does not address the conse ­
quences of partition and has not attracted 
any
 critical attention. Nor does it  
possess the contextual specificity that characterizes Men in the Sun. Moreover,
 the narrative playfulness and apparent ideological
 
innocence of “A Hand in the  
Grave” contrasts with the historical
 
gravity and political salience of Men in the  
Sun. By most 
measures,
 Men in the Sun is a serious political narrative and “A  
Hand in the Grave” appears to be apolitical or at least unconcerned with Arab
 World politics. In the introduction
 
to Men in the Sun and Other Palestinian Sto ­
ries, Kilpatrick comments on the ostensible suspension of
 
the political in the  
short story: “That Kanafani was not concerned with politics to such an extent
 that all 
his
 writing was invaded by it can be seen from stories such as A Hand  
in the Grave' (5). For Kilpatrick, Kanafani’s work is political only when it
 explicitly deals with the effects of Israel’s implantation in
 
historic  Palestine.   All  
other manifestations of tension and struggle are relegated to the non-political
 literary space.
“A Hand in the Grave” is an absurd account of two medical students who
 
set out before dawn to 
rob
 a grave. Set in an unnamed Arab city, the narrative  
provides no indication that the two students are Palestinian or that the events
 take place after partition. The story is built around the seven-year old memo
­ries of Nabil who describes the morning that he and his friend, Suhail, set out
 to obtain a skeleton for their studies. One of the principal themes of “A Hand
 in the Grave” is the relationship between education and superstition, 
an
 oppo ­
sition that is undone by the end of the story. Superstition d education com
­bine to evoke a series of social
 
tensions that  have to do  with the class ambitions  
of two young Arab men and their struggle against patriarchal authority.
Nabil and Suhail are lower middle class students economically dependent
 
on their older male relatives. Suhail’s uncle and Nabil’s father are petty, mean-
 spirited, and ungenerous. The argument between Nabil and 
his
 father in the  
story’s opening scene stages the opposition between the older man and the
 younger as a conflict between superstition and science or between a religious
 education and secular education:
“God curse the hour when I enrolled you in the medical faculty. You
 
want to steal a corpse, do you? Thief! Godless sinner! Haven’t you read
 what God said in . . .?”
“I have. I’ve read all God’s Word, but God
 
isn’t against the medical fac ­
ulty. They require the skeleton, just as the sheikh used to require you to
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know the section of Ain Min’.” He gave me a look of disapproval for
 




By drawing an analogy between his studies in the medical faculty and the
 
father’s Qur’anic studies, Nabil locates science and religion within the same
 field of education. The crisis in the narrative is caused, not by the father’s
 beliefs, but by the two students’
 
fear: “[Suhail] was as frightened as I  was” (92).  
The climactic moment, which occurs when Suhail 
reaches
 his hand through a  
hole in
 
the crypt and  touches what  he  believes to  be  the eyes of the corpse  lying  
in a
 
fifty-year old grave, changes the  lives of the two students. Suhail  goes mad  
and is removed from the college. He 
could
 not stop “explaining in amazing  
detail how he had put his fingers into the eyes of the corpse. The University
 found itself obliged to expel him from the medical faculty
 
after all  hope of cur ­
ing him had been abandoned.” And Nabil is troubled by an insurmountable
 fear and
 
transfers from the medical  faculty to the  law school after  he discovered  
that he “could not stand the sight of a skeleton” (97). The source of their fear
 also provides the inspiration for the father’s religious devotion. According to
 Nabil, his father
 
“praised God at length  when he heard the story, and observed 
that the
 
thieves had  received their due  reward  from  the  dead man  and  the grave.  
Thus he came to believe that the grave we had desecrated was that of a saint






does not conclude, however, until  Nabil  reveals the nature of the  
grave and it is at this point that another image of cultural difference enters the
 narrative:
Yes, it was both a just and stupid fate. For only yesterday, after more
 
than seven years had passed, I learned by
 




It was not a real graveyard. It was a kind of wasteland belonging to a
 Turkish peasant who, during the periods of famine, had taken the trouble
 to construct earthen graves which were actually no more than covers for
 small storage spaces where he kept wheat
 
and flour to avoid its being stolen  
or confiscated. The Turk had left a will that was only opened yesterday,
 when he died, and the secret was contained in that will.
Only yesterday, the heirs took possession of the ground to remove the
 
grave and begin cultivating it.




last lines of the story. The  key figure  in this denouement and  
perhaps in the entire story is the “Turkish peasant,”
 
whose presence in the city  
points indirectly to the long history of Ottoman rule in the
 
Middle East and to  
cultural
 
difference structured in terms of Arab/Turk. This conclusion  indicates  
that the 
deceased
 Turkish peasant and his heirs five among the Arabs and  
belong equally
 
to the land, and that the land is not divided according to ethnic  
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identity, but according the laws of property rights and inheritance, which pose
 
a distinct set of questions having to do with hierarchies of capitalism and patri
­archy. From another direction, the conclusion can
 
be read as a statement about  
the continuity of historical time, the past seeping up from the burial site and
 acquring a new meaning and form in the present. “A Hand in the Grave” dif
­ferentiates between modes of understanding, but it does not create a hierarchy
 of cultural identities. Moreover, the story operates outside of the limited his
­torical vision of partition, and imagines other narrative possibilities that
 
revolve  
around social transformations taking 
place
 in an indeterminate context. Final ­
ly, the reference to the Turk demystifies the legacies and permanence of
 Empire.
“A Hand in the Grave” focuses most obviously on those sites of fracture,
 
tension and discord that are located beyond the Arab/Israeli divide. As with
 some of Kanafani’s other less familiar stories, such as “The Falcon” and “IfYou
 Were a Horse,” the political content of “A Hand in the Grave” is located in its
 attempt to escape the determining logic of partition that produced the frag
­mentation of the
 
Arab East, a region traversed  by  nation-state  borders imposed  
first after World War I and then again in the wake of World War II. These sto
­ries connect with and complicate ideas explored in works like Men in the Sun,
 “The Land of Sad Oranges” or “Umm Saad,” revealing the broad political con
­cerns of Kanafani’s work, critical of
 
the rhetoric of Arabism and Zionism. I  
want
 
to suggest that the disarming power of “A Hand in the Grave” stems from  
its resistance to the cartography of
 
cultural difference that operates under the  
surface of postcolonial studies and is fundamental to the U.N. Plan of Partition
 and the Oslo Peace process.
As the Oslo process limped from a U.S. mediated crisis to complete col
­
lapse, the historical effects of partition and occupation have always towered in
 the background, casting long shadows over what has so far been written in the
 name of peace. Palestinian statehood, Israeli settlements,
 
Jerusalem, refugees,  
and the right to return are the recurring motifs that make manifest the parti-
 tion-to-occupation narrative in the post-peace era. Partition and occupation16
 provide the historical coordinates of a narrative that connects the political dis
­location and territorial dispossession of Palestinians to the story of Israel’s cre
­ation and expansion. But the
 
partition-to-occupation narrative, documented in  
U.N. Resolutions and the personal testimony of Palestinians, has been severed
 from the Peace narrative that has dominated public discourse on Palestine since
 1993; the story of Palestine’s erasure has itself been effectively
 
erased and in its  
place stands the narrative of a doomed peace that merely legitimates partition.
 In the era of
 
peace, the cynical language of partition and occupation — and  
their heroic counterparts solidarity
 
and  resistance — are replaced  by statements  
of “mutual recognition” and
 
“cooperation,” the idiom of a  legitimating narrative  
that seeks to rewrite the past and foreclose the potentialities of an unimagined
 future. In the words of Mahmoud Darwish:
 
“the nakba [the catastrophe of May  
1948] is an extended present that promises to continue in the future.”17 Just as
 the Peace Process is founded on the legacy of partition, postcolonial studies has
 reproduced the First World/Third World cultural opposition. To break with
 this cartography of difference and inaugurate a
 
new international politics, it will
50











These topics, in addition to the more familiar Mid-East issues of “state for ­
mation” and “land and
 
water,” are the titles of the 10 panels.
2.
 
I am referring especially to Foucault’s analysis of discourse and Derridas  
deconstruction of language. Given the tendency to reduce all forms of post
­structuralist critique to “postmodern theory,” it is worth noting that the
 methodological distinctions between Derrida and Foucault are significant and
 numerous. Still, their work shares a common project of unsettling the ground
 of the modern humanist intellectual tradition, a tradition that both totalizes
 and divides “human reality.” See for example, Derrida’s critique of philosophi
­cal anthropology in “The Ends of Man” and Foucault’s “archeology of the
 human sciences” especially
 
in the last chapter of The Order of Things,
3.
 
This essay is a substantial revision of the argument that I presented at “The  
Uncertain State of Palestine” Conference (February 20, 1999). My paper
 opened the “Colonialism/Postcoloniality” panel and emphasized the marginal
­ity of Palestine within postcolonial studies. That argument now seems to 
me to be somewhat beside the point.
4.
 
Discourse analysis (Said), deconstruction and Marxism (Spivak), and psy ­
choanalysis (Bhabha) have provided the theoretical supplement for the most
 important contributions to the field of postcolonialism.
5.
 
Anne McClintock makes a somewhat distinct point when she states: “If  
[postcolonial] theory promises decentring of history in hybridity, syncretism,
 multi-dimensional time and so forth, the singularity of
 
the term effects a re ­
centring of
 
global history around the single rubric of European time. Colo ­
nialism returns at the moment of its disappearance” (255).
6.
 




Another example of this approach is John Thieme, ed. The Arnold Antholo ­
gy of Postcolonial Literatures in English, This sense of the postcolonial is also
 evident in the unwieldy Modern Language Association division, “English Lit
­erature other than British and American.” The Modern Language Association
 has yet to recognize postcolonial as a division.
8.
 
For a summary of the conceptual and the political history of “Third World”  
and its relation to literature, see Harlow (Resistance Literature 5-7).
9.
 
The PMLA published a special issue titled Colonialism and  the Postcolonial  
Condition in January 1995. In the introduction, Linda Hutcheon makes two
 observations that confirm the popularity of postcolonialism. She points out in
 a footnote that “[t]he 6 essays included in this issue were among 117 submit
­ted for this special topic, a record number” (12). Hutcheon notes also that
 “Critical Inquiry, Social Text, Diacritics, and Yale French Studies — to mention
 only a few other general-focus journals [. . .] have recently given special atten
­tion to this topic” (12). A search of the relatively limited MLA bibliography
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for the years 1981 to 1998 turns up over 1050 
records
 in English that include  
either the term postcolonial or postcolonialism. The vast majority (1031) of
 these articles, dissertations and books were published after 1987. (A similarly
 restricted survey of the MLA bibliography using the search string "nation OR
 nationalism” turned up 2,796; and a search using “Third World OR Third
 Worldism” identified 304 
records.) 10.
 
In “Terminus Nation-State: Palestine and the Critique of Nationalism,”  
forthcoming
 
in New Formations,  I discuss in more detail Imagined Communities.
11.
 
The West  Bank along with the Gaza Strip and East Jerusalem are of course  
the Israeli occupied territories, which Israel conquered in the June 1967 War.




All references to UN Resolution 181 and the Plan of Partition are taken  
from the text available on the webpage of Permanent Observer Mission of






Both the forced departure of some 780,000 Palestinians and the Zionist  
conquest of additional Palestinian lands, beyond those granted ,to the Jewish
 State, were the immediate consequence of the implementation of the Partition
 Plan. The transfer of Palestinians from Palestine has historically been central




In “ Ideology of Difference,” Said makes the general point about left-l b ­
eral support of Israel and specifically refers to Hannah Arendt’s ambivalence
 (47).
 
.  .  .
15.
 
Nasser’s regime is the most infamous. Following the 1956 Suez crisis —  
the failed British, French and Israeli invasion of Egypt — Nasser stated in his
 “Morrow of Independence” speech that “this phase of the revolutionary endeav
­our will need to draw upon all
 
the experience of the Arab nation” (80),  but only  
a few years later in 1959, the same government crushed the Egyptian Commu
­nist Party (Amin 141).
16.
 
In the  June 1967 war, Israel also occupied the Syrian Golan Heights and  
the Egyptian Sinai
 
Peninsula.  Israel  annexed the Golan  Heights. Following the  
Camp David Agreements signed in 1978, Israel began its withdrawal from
 Sinai, returning the peninsula almost completely to Egyptian control by 1982,
 the same 
year
 that Israel invaded Lebanon and established its 18 year occupa ­





Darwish’s speech was delivered and broadcast on May 15, 2001, on the  
occasion of the 53rd anniversary of effective partition and
 
the creation of Israel,  
the catastrophe or nakba of the Palestinians. The 
speech
 appeared in English  
in Al-Ahram Weekly On-Line (May 10-16, 2001). The text of the speech was
 also published before its 
delivery
 in a shortened and different translation in The  
Observer on May 13, 2001.
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 women's literature and





 African cinema and
 postcolonial studies.
In response to Laura Mulvey’s question: "What part
 
does the theme of women and their
 
liberation play in  
[Arabic] cinema?” Tunisian filmmaker Moufida
 Tlatli states the following:
Through my work as an editor, I have close con
­
tact with the contemporary preoccupations of
 Arabic cinema. I’ve worked with several 
male and two female directors and I’ve noticed that
 they share a common interest in the condition of
 Arab women. I often wondered why it was that
 male directors should be so preoccupied
 
with the  
question of women, until I realized that, for
 them, woman was the symbol of freedom of
 expression, and of all kinds of liberation. It was
 like a litmus test for Arab society: if one could
 discuss other freedoms. Most likely there would
 not be that much freedom of expression, and
 most likely they could not speak freely about
 political problems, but the question of women
 could still be discussed. I think that 
each
 coun ­
try in the Maghreb [i.e. North Africa] tends to
 take up particular themes and their theme of




(Mulvey, "Moving Bodies” 18)
One of the central themes in contemporary
 
Maghrebi cinema is the condition of Arab women.
 Tunisian Abdellatif Ben Ammar, who directed Aziza
 (1982) points out that "Women are the alternative.
 Victims yesterday, and still sometimes so today,
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tomorrow they will be pushing forward a genuine renewal” (quoted in Teo
 
Samarski). Moroccan woman director Farida Benlyazid, on the other hand,
 counters that although male directors in the Maghreb are preoccupied with the
 condition of women, they do not really give a fair representation of women in
 their
 
films. Speaking specifically  of Moroccan director Mohammed Abderrah-  
man Tazi and 
his
 representation of women in his film Badis (1989), Benlyazid  
states: Tm happy he’s talking about women . . . 
still,
 it is a more subtle,  
nuanced truth than that.... Women have more strength than he shows as hav
­ing” (quoted in Teo Samarski).
Benlyazid’s statements raise issues of representation that are so important
 
to feminist Maghrebi cinema. Films by North African women show a concern
 with the ways in which representation reinforces power relationships and
 becomes as well a 
site
 for subverting oppressive relationships. North African  
women filmmakers such as Moufida Tlatli, Farida Benlyazid and Assia Djebar
 have been involved in independent filmmaking over the last thirty years. Yet,
 they still have, to compete against 
male
 dominated cinema, and they often have  
their
 
work ignored and poorly distributed. My aim in this paper is to include  
another aspect of postcolonial North African cinema by offering an analysis of
 two films by Tunisian woman director Moufida Tlatli and Moroccan director
 Farida Benlyazid.
In their films Silences of the Palace (1994) (Samt Al Kusur) and Door
 
to the  
Sky (1988) (Bab Sma Maftouh), Moufida Tlatli and Farida Benlyazid give the
 audience their own representations of women in colonial and postcolonial cul
­ture in North Africa. The narrative strategies these films 
deploy
 to decolonize  
the gaze and to locate the woman as a subject of space show that
 
North African  
women filmmakers are very aware of the politics of
 
postcolonialism. Tlatli's  
and Benlyazid’s representations of the female gaze and female space demon
­strate the 
way
 they experiment with different techniques to subvert dominant  
discourses of power. Both films, for instance, centralize the female gaze as an
 opposition to the male gaze and as a form of the female collective. Tlatli’s and
 Benlyazid’s reappropriation of the camera is a challenge to colonial and patri
­archal representations. The camera epitomizes, for them, a defiance of the
 dominating gaze. Both films offer an all-female space, a space often neglected
 in North-African cinema. The privileging of space in these films becomes
 understandable if 
we
 take into consideration North African  women’s immobil ­
ity in patriarchal and postcolonial spaces. Produced in 1988, Door to the Sky
 deals
 
with a young woman who journeys from France to Morocco to attend her  
father’s funeral. Nadia, the protagonist of the film, seeks an alternative to
 France in Moroccan Muslim culture and decides to turn the family house she
 inherited from her father into a zawiya [shelter] for poor women out of
 khayriya [charity]. In her comments on this 
film,
 Ella Shohat argues that “  
Door to the Sky envisions an aesthetic that affirms Islamic culture
 
while inscrib ­
ing it with a feminist consciousness, offering an alternative both to the West
­ern imaginary and to an Islamic fundamentalist representation of Muslim
 women” (Shohat, Unthinking
 
Eurocentrism 165). The  film enacts its double cri ­
tique of Islamic fundamentalism as well as women’s liberation within a West
­ern feminist context, through its 
recourse
 to spiritual, liberal Islam.
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Similarly, Moufida Tlatli’s film Silences of
 
the Palace encourages critical  
reflection 
on
 patriarchal Islam, but this time by shedding light on representa ­
tions of women and slaves 
in
 Muslim Tunisian society. The film centers on the  
lives of Tunisian women slaves in the Beys’ palace at the time of Tunisia’s anti
­colonial struggle against French colonialism. Tlatli‘s courageous probing of the
 representation of slaves in Muslim society 
opens
 a new debate in readings of  
patriarchal Islam and Muslim societies. Fatima Mernissi has pointed out that
 “Minorities, women, and slaves are the groups that have historically constitut
­ed a challenge and a limitation to Islam’s claim to universality and equality. . . .
 The Islamic state thus rested on a contradiction between the legal inferiority of
 some groups and the philosophical principle of equality of all beings, which is
 central to Islam as a universal religion” (“Arab Women’s Rights”
 
44). It is exact­
ly such claim to universality that Tlatli’s 
film
 challenges  when it chooses to shed  
light on Islam’s margins.
A Scene From “Door to the Sky, Courtesy of Arab Film Distribution.
Silences of the Palace and Door to the Sky are, therefore, good examples of
 
what Ella Shohat characterizes as feminist “cinematic counter-telling”1 which
 characterizes contemporary films produced by
 
Third World women directors.  
Shohat further argues that what characterizes these films is their experimenta
­tion
 
with new narrative forms and techniques that subvert mainstream cinema.  
It would be limiting, however, to focus on these films’ modern techniques and
 aesthetic aspects while ignoring their political and feminist overtones. Both
 Silences of the Palace and Door to the Sky are obviously done with a conscious
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feminist and political agenda, which is evident in the alternatives they offer to
 
both colonialism and Islamic patriarchy.
Set
 in Tunisia, both during and after French colonialism, Tlatli’s film cen ­
ters 
on
 Alia and her mother Khedija, who live as slaves in the Beys’ palace. The  
film sheds light on the unspoken in North African cinema, for it focuses on  
poor women slaves who are subjected to labor as well as sexual slavery to the
 Beys in colonial Tunisia. The film also shows how rape was institutionalized by
 slavery in North Africa.2 In his recent book Islams Black Slaves, Ronald Segal
 pinpoints the beginning of Islamic slavery eight centuries earlier than the
 Atlantic slave trade, and shows that it had different manifestations. He argues
 that the difference between the Atlantic trade and the Islamic trade lies in their
 different systems: “The Islamic trade was conducted on a different scale 
and with a different impact. Unlike the Atlantic trade, which began late and grew
 intensively, it had begun some eight centuries earlier 
and,
 except at certain peri ­
ods, it involved lower average annual volumes. The social and cultural impor
­tance of slavery itself was greater than its economic one” (Segal 3-4). While
 slaves served as a source of labor and a means of economic production in the
 Americas, the Muslim elite, Segal argues, used slaves as 
guards
 and soldiers, as  
concubines, as cooks and musicians “with slavery
 
itself primarily a form of con ­
sumption rather than a factor of production” (4). Muslim feminists from North
 Africa have also analyzed the history of the Arab-Muslim world in attempt to
 identify the dominant discourses of power that subjugate 
and
 oppress women  
and slaves. In The Veil and the Male Elite, Fatima Mernissi hints at the issue of
 slavery and argues that certain socio-political factors in North Africa justified
 the enslavement of poor women. She explains how slave women were not pro
­tected, for protecting them would hinder the male elite’s right to sexually
 
exploi
t them (The Veil 186-7).
Tlatli’s film Silences of the Palace unveils Tunisian women’s history in colo
­nial and pre-colonial Tunisia, by presenting the lives of poor women slaves 
in the Beys’ palace. Here the powerful Beys play a dominant role in Tunisian his
­tory, relegating women and servants to marginal roles. Tlatli’s purpose is to
 probe the correlation between gender/class oppression and slavery within the
 context of patriarchal Tunisia. In response 
to
 “The men [who] were a little bit  
shocked that a
 
woman who comes from the most liberated country in the Arab  
world would make a film about women’s conditions,” Tlatli replies that “It is
 because we are the most liberated country 
in
 the Arab world that I made such  
a film” (quoted in Stone 31). Her response is an 
index
 of how her country offers  
her the freedom and distance to probe patriarchy and class oppression in
 Tunisian society as power dynamic. Tlatli achieves such distance in her film
 through Alias journey into Tunisia’s past, which takes the audience to the time
 when Tunisia was 
on
 the verge of independence in the 1950’s. Alia takes two  
key journeys in the film: one physical journey to the Beys’ palace upon learning
 about the death of Sidi 
Ali,
 and one journey which is dramatized through her  
consciousness and memories. Her physical 
and
 mental journeys provide a nar ­
rative strategy in the film for reflecting on the Tunisian woman/nation and its
 history.
In the first sequence of the film, we learn that
 
Alia is about to undertake an  
abortion; her lover Lotfi, the revolutionary hero, who had assured her that her
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family background would not pose a problem to their relationship in indepen
­
dent Tunisia, refuses now to marry her. The 
film
 here makes an obvious cri ­
tique of the male nationalists who have failed to keep their promises and bring
 about gender and class equality in postcolonial Tunisia. The
 
later scenes, which  
depict Alias silent
 
revolt while in the palace, highlight  her desire for expression  
in her secret attraction to Lotfi, who acts as her ideal. In one of Alias flash
­backs, Lotfi predicts that Alia “will be a great singer” and that
 
“[her] voice will  
enchant everyone.” Lotfi’s equation of Alias voice with the birth of the nation
 in the same scene is typical of the male nationalists who often deploy women s
 bodies as emblems or symbols of the nation, but once independence is won they
 reinforce the same patriarchal structure that determined their pre-independent
 stations. Drawing upon the postcolonial theory
 
that often equates colonialism  
with patriarchy, Dorit Naaman comments, in her reading of Silences of the
 Palace, that “the newly-emerged nation-state goes through a metaphorical "sex-
 change’ shortly after independence and literally engages in asserting its 
newly acquired patriarchal power to suppress those who 
were
 oppressed all along,  
women” (Naaman 333).
Alia is shown to be still suffering in the postcolonial present, as she con
­
fesses, in front of her mother’s grave, in a voice-over: “I thought Lotfi would
 save 
me.
 I have not been saved. Like you, I’ve lived in sin. My life has been a  
series of abortions. I could never
 
express myself. My songs were stillborn. And  
even the child
 
in me Lotfi wants me  to abort it.” The film shows that  the polit ­
ical and sexual relationship of the Tunisian woman with her colonized man is a
 problematic one. Lotfi, the former colonized man, becomes the colonizer of
 Alia in a specific sense. In one of her interviews, Tlatli points out that
 “Tunisian women are the colonized of the colonized,” and
 
goes on to insist that  
“The Tunisian man, as the colonized person, has his revenge by colonizing the
 underclass which are the women. They in turn put their frustrations into their
 daughters. In the Arab world, the woman does pay. At an unconscious level,
 she is responsible for keeping the status quo as regards her own position. I
 wanted to show how she 
can
 break from the past” (quoted in Francke 213).  
Here, the film also presents the coincidence of Alias abortions and postcolonial
 Tunisia, and thus equates the painful 
stage
 of the independent nation in tran ­
sition to women’s condition in postcolonial Tunisian society.
That Tlatli deploys flashbacks as a narrative mode in Silences of the Palace,
 
shows that she is interested in subverting the chronological narrative method,
 which was previously used in
 
Maghrebi cinema. In this film, the protagonist is  
portrayed mainly through the filmmaker’s exploration of the different locations
 where the main 
events
 take place. These places include Alias memory, which  
is associated with places within the palace: the hallways, the upstairs and the
 downstairs, the kitchen, and the gate. Alias flashbacks and memories are trig
­gered by her return to the
 
palace after  she learns about the death of the Bey Sidi  
Ali who could
 
be her father. Alia,  who is now an adult, enters the palace, forc ­
ing herself to surrender to the dreaded act of remembering. It is as if the rule
 of silence, which was necessary at first in the palace in order to make life bear
­able, has eventually to be broken. Through her memories and flashbacks, Alia
 tries to come to terms with her mother’s history as 
an
 enslaved and colonized
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woman and with her personal history. The access to the buried memories of
 
her childhood in the
 
palace and to "the  past [she] thought she buried with [her]  
mother" is necessary for her psychological freedom.
Through Alias flashbacks, Tlatli enunciates the painful memory of the
 
Beys violations of womens rights of ownership over their own body, and their
 lack of voice in the palace. Aha reflects back on how her mother was sexually
 exploited by the Beys and did not have the power to break the silence. In 
one scene, she is shown urging her mother to escape the palace and resist the Beys:
 "You are worried about them. Don’t! Others can serve them, dance for them. .
 . . To see you say
 
‘no’ for once! ‘No, I won’t serve. No, I don’t belong to you.’”  
In a later scene in the film, Alia runs around in circles in a moment that cap
­tures her confusion and inner torment, after witnessing her mother in bed with
 Sidi
 
Ali. Her subsequent witness of her mother’s rape by Sidi Bashir, Sidi  Ali’s  
brother, results in her being sick and confined to bed. As the camera pans
 across the bodies of mother and daughter, it also reveals the scars of rape as it
 revisits the pain of the mother’s preparation for abortion. Khedija’s resistance
 takes the form of self-inflicted violence. Her decision to end the pregnancy
 that resulted
 
from  her rape stems from her acquired sense of the shame and pri ­
vacy she feels about her body.
Tlatli experiments with different narrative strategies of voice, 
gaze
 and  
female space in the film by way of representing marginal subjects’ resistance to
 silence and subordination. She explains that women’s silences in her film stem
 from her own personal experience, since she felt obliged to make this film after
 attending to her sick mother
 
who refused to speak during the last five years of  
her life: "Five years before my mother died she stopped speaking. I think that
 her decision to remain silent 
came
 out of an accumulation over the years of all  
those little silences. It became a form of protection while at the same time it
 was a signal that she did not want
 
to prolong  the fruitless dialogue. It was very  
painful for me since there were so many questions I had that remained unan
­swered” (quoted in Francke 
213).
 Here Tlatli obviously admits to a certain kind  
of identification with her protagonist Alia, who struggles to come to terms with
 her mother’s pain and silences in the film. Silence in the film surrounds the
 mother’s illicit sexual relationship with Sidi Ali and the identity of her daugh
­ter’s father. In the sequence that portrays Alia
'
s birth, Hadda, the senior ser ­
vant, censors a woman servant who inquires about the name of Alia
'
s father.  
Women in the palace have opted for silence out of fear of the Beys, and thus
 their oppositional speech remains suppressed throughout the film.
The film also presents obvious coincidences between women’s silences and
 
Tunisia’s colonialism. By emphasizing women’s silences, the film draws atten
­tion to the 
way
 colonialism has intensified the immobility of Tunisian women  
and reinforced their 
seclusion
 from the public sphere where national history is  
being made.3 The film starts by establishing the unstable political situation in
 Tunisia on the eve of its independence from France. Tlatli
 
highlights the  back ­
ground of political events in the film in a very realistic way, using the medium
 of radio coverage. This political situation forms the background to women’s
 silences that coincide with the rising anti-colonial protests outside the palace.
 The connection between the 
silenced
 slave woman in the palace and the colo ­
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nized nation is established through an obvious parallel the filmmaker makes in
 
one scene between the women servants fighting inside
 
the kitchen and the anti ­
colonial struggle which is taking 
place
 outside the palace. Housseine, the son 
of the senior woman servant, pleads
 
with the women to stop fighting and to lis ­
ten to the demonstrations against the colonizer that are taking 
place
 outside.  
The
 
identification of the women servants with the anti-colonial  struggle  is clear  
from one woman’s words: “I don’t belong to myself. I want to go out in the
 street, naked, barefoot, to run without being stopped, to scream and shout out
 loud. Only their bullets can shut me up.” When she hears the radio announce
 the curfew that the French have imposed on the Tunisian natives, one woman
 declares: “Our lives are like curfews.” That women are silent at this crucial 
rev­olutionary moment in Tunisia’s history underlines Tlatli’s pessimism about
 women’s liberation, even in the aftermath of Tunisia’s independence.
Against such silences, and as an alternative to women’s representations
 
within Tunisian patriarchy and colonialism, the film
 
presents a compelling fem ­
inist quest for voice and self-discovery in the person of Alia. The act of film
­ing itself becomes for
 
Tlatli an immediate form of representation, and consti ­
tutes a kind of delegation of voice with political overtones. Tlatli’s attempt to
 give voice to her protagonist is expressed through Alia’s creativity as a singer,
 and through metaphors and symbols in the film that connote creativity — the
 lute. Through Alia’s keen interest in music, Tlatli shows how the representa
­tional act and the ability to speak can be nurtured and realized through music.
 Khedija bought Alia the lute against the Beys’ unspoken rule that servants are
 not supposed to learn and play music. She hopes that by learning music, her
 daughter might escape her mother’s fate in the palace. Alia’s singing, however,
 only stirs the Beys’ sexual interest in her. Her singing is exploited as another
 kind of slavery in the palace, since she is now expected to sing
 
for and entertain  
the Beys.
The possibility of resisting power without allowing that resistance to be
 
sabotaged by the Beys is, therefore, a persistent struggle in the 
film.
 In her  
efforts to explore Alia’s voice, Tlatli is aware of the power of the Beys that nei ­
ther Alia nor her mother can ever overcome, and which inevitably influences
 their actions. 
She
 demonstrates how Alia subversively exploits existing discur ­
sive realms in the palace. The film therefore points to the source of Alia’s cre
­ativity —the lute — in the resources that only the elite is allowed to own and
 use. By playing a musical instrument that is forbidden to servants, Alia per
­
forms
 a subversive music that allows her to forge her own voice against the  
voices of the elite. Tlatli’s film celebrates music and singing as a resistance to
 power and as 
defiance
 against women’s harsh realities in postcolonial Tunisia.  
The scene that portrays Khedija’s screams from her fatal abortion 
coincides
 in  
the film with Alia singing the Tunisian anthem in her first performance as a
 singer in the palace. Alias song becomes reflective of the country’s 
rise
 against  
colonialism, and contrasts sharply with the narrow backward world represent
­ed by
 
the patriarchal Beys of the palace. This scene also stresses the identifica ­
tion of Alia with the upheavals of the nation.
In addition to voice, Tlatli’s representation of the female 
gaze
 in the film  
demonstrates the way she experiments with different narrative strategies, by
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way of questioning the power dynamics that constitute the ideologies of the
 
Beys palace. At the surface of the film, women are
 
the object of the Beys’ erot ­
ic look, but Tlatli’s manipulation of the gaze is more complex. Despite the
 presence of the male gaze, the controlling 
gaze
 in the film is female. Tlatli  
explains in her interview with Mulvey that she feels compelled to make 
up
 for  
womens silences in the film by granting them instead the power of looking:
If the mouth is 
closed
 then the eyes speak. I wanted to make their eyes  
speak and say a great deal. All the women are within the tradition of
 taboo, of silence, but the power of their look is extraordinary. They have
 had to get used to expressing themselves through their eyes. So Alias
 attempt to find out her mother’s actual role in the palace has to become 
an investigation. She looks through keyholes, through a crack in the door.
 Her look is searching for things that she shouldn’t see.”
(Mulvey, “Moving” 




 primarily exists as a knowing, inquisitive gaze. In her essay “His ­
torical Trauma and Male Subjectivity” Kaja Silverman draws a distinction
 between the knowing, protective gaze, on the one hand, and the traumatic,
 painful gaze, on the other hand. (110-127). The female 
gaze
 in Tlatli’s film is  
not as objectifying and controlling as the male gaze, since it mainly reinforces
 the female characters’ perceptive power. It needs to be pointed out, however,
 that
 
the'film does not present a unique female perspective, as not all women are  
unified in their 
gazing;
 women in the film seem divided against each other by  
jealousy, their class, or their relationships to 
men:
 the wife of Sidi Ali, for  
instance, who cannot bear children, demonstrates insightful perception in the
 film, since she is able to guess the extent
 
of Sidi Alias fondness for Alia and the  
sexual affair between him and Khedija. Though she suffers in her watching, it
 is hard to characterize her gazing as controlling, since she is shown to be silent
 and waiting passively throughout the film.
Alia also demonstrates such power of
 
perception in the film, since she is  
shown to be inquisitively searching for the male gazes that 
follow
 her mother.  
Tlatli has commented that as a child, Aha exhibits an innocent, “voyeuristic”
 look, but as a young woman, she becomes the object of
 
the Beys’ voyeuristic  
gazes herself (Mulvey, “Moving” 
20).
 The controlling  male gaze is subverted in  
Tlatli’s film through the absence of scenes showing requited gazing between
 
the  
Beys and their women servants. Tlatli also identifies Alia
'
s powerful gazes as a  
key stage in her protagonist’s struggle against hegemonic discourses and
 towards psychological freedom. The film foregrounds Alia
'
s powerful self ­
gazes, as when she looks in the mirror, and the influence of her female, obser
­vational gaze — as when she gazes at her mother, her unacknowledged father
 Sidi Ah and the other women in
 
the film. In gazing back at the men who make  
sexual advances to her such as Sidi Bashir, Sidi
 
Ali’s brother, Aha  liberates her ­
self from the patriarchal male gaze. Alia
'
s gazes, however, are also a source of  
pain and inner torment in the film. In one scene, Alias gazing at her mother’s
 rape by Sidi Bashir results in her
 
nervous breakdown. This type of look, accord ­
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ing to Tlatli, “bears witness to her feelings, to her
 
fear and her panic. Her con ­
tact with other people is reduced to the tiny nuances of
 
a half look” (Mulvey,  
“Moving” 20). Tlatli’s experimentation with different types of the gaze in her
 film testifies to her quest for narrative aesthetics that are capable of expressing
 the reality of Alia and the other
 
women servants in the palace.
The filmmaker’s representation of space also aims to shed light on patterns
 of domination in the palace. Through her structuring of place, Tlatli represents
 Alia
'
s mother, whose subject positions “downstairs” are defined by poverty, slav ­
ery, and gendered subordination. It
 
is this legacy of multiple othering that Alia  
is shown to be inheriting in the film. The “upstairs” is where the princes and
 their
 
wives and children live. It symbolizes wealth and high class. The down ­
stairs, on the other hand, is the world of the servants. As the child of an illic
­it sexual union between a woman servant and the Bey Sidi Ah, Alia becomes
 the in-between, an
 
identity that reinforces the “marginality” of occupying an in ­
between space between the downstairs world of her mother and the upstairs
 world of her unacknowledged father.
In her interview with Laura Mulvey, Tlatli points to the ambiguous posi
­
tion of Aha who is caught between the two opposite worlds of the Beys and the
 servants: “For Alia
 
the attic is an intermediate space that she’s made for  herself,  
between the world of the servants and the
 
world of the princes. She is uncom ­
fortable in both worlds .... The attic is upstairs, but it’s also poor” (Mulvey,
 “Moving” 19). Tlatli locates the freedom and desires of Aha in the attic as a
 peripheral but potentially liberating space. Alia
'
s claiming of a separate physi ­
cal place also signifies a space that has psychologically
 
therapeutic and creative  
implications. It is in the attic that Aha plays with her lute, sings and dreams.
In its association between the life of women slaves within the Beys’ palace,
 
French colonialism and national independence, Tlatli has made of the woman
 question a historical issue that is rooted in the colonial and the postcolonial
 phases of Tunisia’s history. Thus, Tlatli has put the problem of the Arab Mus
­lim
 
woman in general, and of the Tunisian woman in particular,  within its true  
framework, taking into account the fact that the problem of the Arab Muslim
 woman is an objective result of certain
 
historical  factors.Echoing  the past and  
dealing with the present,
 
Tlatli’s film constitutes an effort to represent women  
who have been previously marginalized and silenced.
While Silences of the
 
Palace presents Tunisian women at the height of anti ­
colonial struggle but marginalized within the Beys’ palace, Farida Benlyazid is
 not generally concerned with a feminist critique of anti-colonial, nationalist dis
­course. Her film A Door to the Sky presents the story of a
 
woman’s search for a  
new identity
 
in postcolonial Morocco within the context of Islam. Tlatli initi ­
ates her critical reflections by uncovering a history of marginalized, enslaved
 women
 
within a patriarchal Muslim society, while Benlyazid resorts to a histo ­
ry of powerful Muslim women, a history that consists, in Ella Shohat’s words,
 of “female spirituality, prophecy, poetry, and intellectual creativity as well as
 revolt, material power, and social and political leadership” (165). Their films
 testify to the different approaches North African feminists adopt in their
 attempts to 
create
 alternative  realities and provide new guidelines for the future.
In its images, Benlyazid’s film Door to the Sky dramatizes the divide
 between the “modern” and the
 
“traditional” which characterizes Morocco’s con-
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temporary social formations. Sabry Hafez argues that “One of the recurring
 
themes in [Maghrebi] cinema is the conflict between modernity and tradition
 which is often treated in terms of
 
its relevance to the quest for identit. (43).  
The contradictions and opposite images which characterize this film, such as
 the 
images
 of Westernized women in the Modern city and traditional women-  
in the old Medina, are symptomatic of the ambiguity of Morocco’s social for
­mations. The film in its images enacts the double-alienation which Moroccan
 writer Abdelkebir Khatibi
 
refers to when  he asks the people of the Third World  
to “follow a third way . . . [and practice] a subversion that is in a way double,
 which, by
 
claiming the power of speech and action, goes to work in the context  
of a difference that is uncompromising” (11).
Abdelkebir Khatibi may be considered as perhaps the most outstanding
 
proponent of North African postcolonial theory. Khatibi opens his Maghreb
 Pluriel (1983) [the Plural Maghreb] with a similar approach to Frantz Fanon’s
 own proposed solution to European colonialism. Fanon once said, “If we want
 to turn Africa into a new Europe, and America into anew Europe, then let us
 leave the destiny of our countries to Europeans. They
 
will know how to do it  
better than the most gifted among us. But if 
we
 want humanity to advance a  
step further, if we want to bring it up to a different level than that which
 Europe 
has
 shown it, then we must invent and we must make discoveries. If  
we wish to live up to our people’s expectations, we must seek the response else ­
where than in Europe” (Fanon 315). Khatibi’s own proposed solution to
 European imperialism is his theory of “Double Critique,” by means of which
 
he  
aims to critique both European imperialism and Arab Muslim social forma
­tions.
Dedicated to Fatima El Fehriya, a Muslim Tunisian woman who founded
 
Al Karawiyin University in
 
Fez in  the tenth century, Benlyazid’s work explores  
spiritual, traditional Islam as a third way and an alternative for Moroccan
 women beyond
 
the discourse of Westernization as  well as beyond the discourse  
of Islamic fundamentalism. Other Moroccan women writers have also probed
 women’s negotiation of tradition and modernity
 
in the aftermath of Morocco’s  
independence from the French. In her novella Year
 
of the  Elephant, Moroccan  
writer Leila Abouzeid exposes the postcolonial Moroccan elite to harsh criti
­cism. 
She
 recounts the story of Zahra, a woman who fought for independence  
alongside her husband, a national revolutionary, who abandoned her for a
 Westernized woman in the aftermath of independence. Abouzeid makes her
 protagonist embrace Islam and Moroccan tradition in repudiation of the ideol
­ogy of the modernized elite such as Zahra’s husband who have failed to keep
 the promises of the national revolution.
Both Benlyazid’s film and Abouzeid’s novel enact a clear decentering of
 
Western feminism in their potential positioning of a “Moroccan feminism”
 which is conceptualized around a notion of female identity rooted in Muslim
 culture. Benlyazid’s film makes use of an all-female space to affirm such a
 female collective. This point is made by the camera’s repeated privileging of
 space over action in the film. Often, the camera focuses on women’s spaces in
 their rooms and the kitchen and all action is suspended. The all-female space
 represented in the film, and women’s free agency in the huge family mansion
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challenge the Western feminist assumption that all Muslim women are con
­
fined to oppressive domestic spaces. In her autobiography Dreams of Trespass,
 Fatima Mernissi draws a clear distinction between the “imperial harems” of
 imperial Muslim society (in which polygamy was universally practiced) and
 domestic harems of the twentieth century where “extended families . . . with
 often monogamous couples . . . carried on the tradition of women s seclusion”
 (Dreams 34). Mernissi 
defines
 the “hudud” of the harem as the sacred frontier  
of the Islamic tradition: “To be a
 
Muslim is to respect the hudud ... to respect  
the hudud was to obey” (3). Frontiers are also defined as signifiers of power:
 “The frontier indicates the line of power because whenever there is a frontier,
 there are two kinds of 
creatures
 walking on Allah’s earth, the powerful on one  
side, and the powerless on the other” (242). Benlyazid’s film highlights an
 alternative model of the gendered organization of space to that delineated in
 Mernissi’s novel. Unlike the harem spaces in Mernissi’s novel and the Beys’
 palace, the family mansion becomes in Benlyazid’s film a vehicle of empower­ment for its women.
Door
 
to the Sky is set in the city of Fez, whose old medina abounds in such  
spacious family mansions. In her comments on the setting of the film, Sandra
 Gayle argues that
Fez as the location is symbolic of the cultural depth of Moroccan society,
 
the persistence of tradition in the face of the modern, the cohabitation of
 duality, even the interaction and intertwining of oppositions .... What
 more perfect setting for the intricate memory, tradition, modernity, faith,
 rationality, disenchantement, idealism and personal discovery?
(Gayle Carter, 357)
Fez, one might add, is also the city whose historical landmarks such as Al
 
Karawiyin University, which was built by a woman, testify to women’s rich
 intellectual history and cultural contributions within the context of Islam.
The setting of the 
film
 has also historic reverberations in Morocco’s colo ­
nial relation to France. Like Silences of the Palace, the central narrative in Door
 to the Sky is organized as a journey. Nadia, the protagonist, 
takes
 different jour ­
neys in the film; such journeys bring forth her bilingualism. While she com
­municates to the women in the Zawiya in Arabic, Nadia addresses her
 
woman  
lawyer Touria, her French boyfriend Jean Philippe, and her educated
 
Moroccan  
boyfriend Abdelkrim only in French. The first journey that is revealed in the
 film is Nadia’s trip from France to Fez, Morocco. Nadia arrives at the airport
 dressed in jeans and a leather jacket. There she meets her sister Laila who
 immediately disapproves of her 
way
 of dress, and reminds her that she is now  
in traditional Fez. The film opens with the question of how to reconcile West
­ernization and Moroccan traditional culture. The alienation caused by French
 colonial education creates hybrids such as Nadia whose double culture — Euro
­pean and Muslim - drives them into cultural confusion.
Charting Nadia’s struggle to come to terms
 
with her dual allegiance to both  
France and Morocco, Benlyazid introduces another sequence in which Nadia
 resists her sister’s plea to wear a Moroccan dress and join the mourners in her
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father’s funeral. The scene dramatizes Nadia’s revolt and confusion as she
 
drowns her sense of despair in alcohol. In the same scene, Nadia’s voice-over
 declares in the letter she writes to her French boyfriend: “I feel a stranger . . .
 Everything is so 
absurd.
 I am confused and I feel guilty. Why? And for what?”  
In a subsequent scene that portrays her encounter with her boyfriend in the
 “Merinid” hotel in Fez, Nadia is shown to be experiencing an inner conflict
 between her love for him and the ties by which she is bound to her family and
 religion.
As she makes contact with the Moroccan female collective, Nadia will later
 
embark on a spiritual journey through which she rediscovers spiritual Islam
 with the help of Karina, an old family relative. On the other hand, Nadia’s
 brother, who has also journeyed from France to Fez to attend his father’s funer
­al, has decided to cut his ties to Morocco. In a scene where the family
 
is hav ­
ing dinner, the brother declares that Nadia and him have chosen France over
 Morocco, a claim immediately dismissed by Nadia who responds “I 
am
 both.”  
Through Nadia’s brother, the film points to the Moroccan Westernized elite,
 who are a product of European colonialism, and who often disassociate them
­selves from the Moroccan masses. Cutting Nadia’s brother from subsequent
 scenes, the film turns its focus to Nadia, through whom Benlyazid advocates a
 type of decolonization that deploys spiritual Islam as an alternative to both
 European imperialism and Islamic fundamentalism.
On the 
day
 of her father’s funeral, Nadia wears white mourning clothes  
according to Moroccan custom; as she listens to the Koran, she is enthralled
 
by  
the rhythms of Muslim chants. Kirana’s recitation of the Koran on the day of
 the funeral incurs a transformation in Nadia, who now begins to be gradually
 interested in Islam, as she decides to break up with her French boyfriend Jean
 Philippe. In the letter she
 
writes to her  boyfriend, Nadia cites racism and cap ­
italism as the major reasons behind her decision to leave France forever:
I often dreamt that we are in our place in Paris, and Mr. Le Pen appeared
 
suddenly, insulted me and threw me out. I would wake up humiliated,
 guilty and I hated you . . . the hordes of starving children throughout the
 world, the bombs, the
 
bloodshed. I had nightmares about all this, and I felt  
like I was collapsing under the
 
weight of such horror. No, no and no! My  
lack of power tortures me and comfort makes me sick. I don’t need to wit
­ness the
 
guilty Western conscience at mealtimes.... I  belong here, not  else ­
where.
To appease her conscience, Nadia decides to turn the old family mansion
 
into a zawiya for poor women and battered wives out of khayriya (charity).
 While the film reinforces a positive image of Islam as a force of social justice
and liberation, it is also critical of discriminatory patriarchal Islamic laws, such
 as the law that favors the male in inheritance. In order for Nadia to be able to
 open the zawiya, she has first to engage in legal battle against her brother,
 
who  
now resides in France and who is entitled to half of the inheritance, according
 to Islamic law. In the following conversation with her woman lawyer, Nadia
 questions narrow male interpretations of Islam that have often subordinated
 Muslim women:
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want to create a  women's lib in Fez?
Nadia: No,
 
it  always existed in  our country. The problem  is that we are  los ­
ing the best aspects of our culture. You know in Islam,
 
women have always  
used their wealth freely
 
and have financed shelters for deprived and  unhap ­
py women.
Touria: Yes, but in our case the law favors your brother.
Nadia: I am ready to fight to the 
end.
 This house must become a shelter.
Upon opening the shelter, Nadia begins to explore the spiritual heritage of
 
Islam. She comes to discover such Muslim philosophers and mystics as Imam
 Ghazali and El Halaj, who have endorsed Islam’s message of equality, love and
 tolerance. As she visits Moroccan saints such as Moulay Abdesellam, Nadia
 begins to 
experience
 visionary dreams, and to assume the task of a healer. One  
of the people she is going to heal is Abdelkrim, an artist, who suffers from
 depression. The two fall in love and quickly get married against the rising
 protests of the women who would prefer to keep men out of the zawiya.
 Through the women’s fierce protests against Abdelkrim and Bahiya, a West
­ernized woman,
 
who the women insist  be removed from the zawiya, Benlyazid  
issues a subtle criticism of Islamic fundamentalism. In one scene in the 
film, Nadia
 
protests the narrow interpretations of Islam and evokes Ibn Arabi, a Sufi  
who often equated
 
Islam with  love: “Why do people see Islam through the nar ­
rowest
 
door? Islam is love. You  read Ibn Arabi?” Here,  Benlyazid suggests that  
a spiritual
 
Islam, which is based on tolerance, social justice and charity, must be  
sought as a viable alternative to Islamic fundamentalism.




purely Eurocentric terms. Some audiences have criticized  this film  
because of its emphasis on Islam as a solution for Moroccan women and
 because of what they regard as the unconvincing denouement of the protago
­nist’s feminist struggle through seeking an alternative in Islam. Against such
 common arguments about the incompatibility between Islam and feminism,
 Miriam Cook argues in her book Women Claim Islam that
Islamic feminism is not a coherent identity, but rather a contingent, con
­
textually determined strategic self-positioning .... Whenever Muslim
 women offer a critique of some aspect of Islamic history or hermeneutics,
 and they do so with and/or on behalf of all Muslim women and their right
 to enjoy with men 
full 
participation in a just community, I call them Islam ­
ic feminists. This label is not rigid. It does not 
describe
 an identity, but  
rather an attitude and intention to 
seek
 justice and citizenship for Muslim  
women.
(Cooke 61)
Through Nadia’s questioning of the Islamic Shari’a that favors her male
 
brother in terms of inheritance, Benlyazid condemns male-interpretations of
 Islam that have allowed women’s subjugation to exist in Muslim countries such
 as Morocco, and joins a growing body of Muslim feminists who question the
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male-manipulated interpretation of Islam. Muslim feminists have proposed
 
different interpretations of Islamic law, drawing on Islamic sacred texts, and
 showing
 
how the Koran and the Hadith can allow for  more emancipatory views  
regarding women. Leila Ahmed for one argues that equality is inherent in
 
Isla
m: the ethical voice of Islam” explains why “Muslim women frequently  
insist, often inexplicably to non-Muslims, that Islam is not sexist. They hear
 and read in its sacred text, justly
 
and  legitimately, a different message from that  
heard by the makers and enforcers of orthodox, androcentric Islam” (Ahmed
 88, 66). North African feminists on their
 
part have stressed the importance of  
the re-interpretation and revision of Islam in an attempt to ensure women’s
 
lib ­
eration. Fatima Mernissi has argued that there is no sura [verse] in the Koran
 that suggests that women should be veiled, and that the verse
 
which is normal ­
ly cited to refer to the veil in Islamic tradition, applies only to the prophet’s  
wives. By engaging religious
 
law and  Islamic tradition, writers such as  Mernissi  
aim, as Winifred Woodhull has put it, “to beat the traditionalists at their own
 game, perhaps at the price of compromising the secularist, cosmopolitan stance
 they
 
had adopted in the past” (Woodhull 34).
Women filmmakers such as Benlyazid and Tladi have successfully inter
­vened into male-dominated film culture to explore the different historical and
 political factors that shape the fives of North African women. Their films
 address issues that are relevant to contemporary postcolonial studies, such as
 gender, fundamentalism, nationalism and national identity, memory and histo
­ry. Their experimentation
 
with modern techniques and film aesthetics testifies  
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Moroccan scholar Mohammed Ennaji is also to be credited for breaking the  
silence about the topic of slavery
 
in the Muslim  World in his book Serving the  
Master, in which he gives a detailed analysis of the history and dynamics of
 slavery in nineteenth-century Morocco.
3.
 
The film resonates with Frantz Fanon’s analysis of the colonizer/native  
polarity in The Wretched of the Earth, where he argues that the native was con
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 nomadism in modern
 anthropology, history,
 literature, and theory.
At the 1999 MLA Convention, Stephen Greenblatt
 
gave a talk in which he encouraged the audience to
 abjure its “native identity” and start thinking as
 “nomads.”1 No event is more timely for reconsider
­ing the crisis of identity, on which so much energy
 continues to be spent, than a prestigious academic
 convention taking place on the eve of
 
the new mil-  
lennium, December 1999. For Greenblatt, the tran
­sition from the old to the new order corresponds to
 the failure of “nativism” as a conventional mode of





 “nomadism.” But if his critique of  
nativism is understood as a rejection of ethnocen
­trism, his embrace of nomadism is not supported by
 any concrete analysis. Although he 
makes
 us sensi ­
tive to the self-serving ideologies of colonialism,
 racism, genocide, and ethnic cleansing, his call for a
 nomadic identity
 
offers little or nothing to the ongo ­
ing debate on identity and difference. As Caren
 Kaplan suggests, nomadism is expected to rescue the
 postmodern West from its crisis just as the related
 tropes of exile and wandering were employed by
 Western writers and
 
critics to counter the  ills of mod ­
ernism (26).
Yet the promise of nomadism is more complex
 
than a simple substitution of one key term for anoth
­er. The
 
word “nomad”  is so loose and so elastic in its  
range of meanings (extending from aimlessness, bor
­der crossing, and deterritorialization to transgression,
 anarchy, and anti-nationalism) that it 
resists
 going  
out of intellectual
 
fashion. In addition to anthropol ­
ogy where it constitutes a sub-field, nomadism has
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 as a critical paradigm in literary criticism, philosophy, and cul ­
tural studies for the last twenty-five years or so. The problem is that each time
 the term is pronounced it
 
gives the impression of carrying a "new” and "untest ­
ed” message. No narrative forms, Ihab Hassan contends, express "the new cul
­tural visions” characteristic of the American postmodern era of the 1960s more
 than
 
"nomadic autobiographies” (xv). Inspired by "the decline of metaphysical ­
ly fixed, steady identities,” the feminist critic Rosa Braidotti asserts that
 "nomadic consciousness is an epistemological and political imperative for criti
­cal thought at the end of the millennium” (2). Michel Foucault, Stephen
 Muecke, John Hollander, Brian Massumi, Paul Patton, and others 
explicitly
 or  
implicitly make similar 
claims.
2 Acknowledged or not, most of these claims  
are, however, directly influenced by Mille Plateaux, a text co-authored by the
 French
 
poststructuralist philosophers Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari. Writ ­
ten in 1980 and translated by Brian Massumi as A Thousand Plateaus (1987),
 this text is the first
 
study to  propose "nomadology” as a  critical  alternative to the  
despotism underlying "rooted” conceptions of identity in Western metaphysics.
 "What is lacking,” Deleuze and Guattari affirm, "is nomadology, the opposite
 of history” (23).
No matter how
 
promising this statement sounds to its pioneers and inher ­
itors alike, nomadology has proven incapable of going beyond the myth of the
 nomad, a myth which is an integral part of, not the "opposite to,” that same
 Western history.3 Nomadism goes back to Greek and Roman antiquity, re-
 emerges in the 
heyday
 of imperialism to provide a rhetorical excuse for British  
and French colonial acquisition of territory, and survives in contemporary
 Western literature and film as an exotic attraction that evokes the themes of
 adventure, wandering, and exile. These colonial, anthropological, historical,
 and literary appropriations of
 
nomadism provide the constitutive components  
of what I critique elsewhere as the "nomadist discourse.”4 I recall them here in
 passing
 
to stress that nomadism has occupied a disturbing place in the Western  
imagination long before it came to surprise us as a critical paradigm —
 nomadology — pioneered by Deleuze and Guattari and disseminated by their
 successors.
More disturbing, however, is postcoloniality’s appropriation of nomadism
 
for its own critical purposes, the issue I shall be addressing in the present essay.
 Considering that nomadology is a poststructuralist theory that essentially mod
­els its subject on "authentic” nomads from the Sahara, Arabia, Mongolia, Abo
­riginal Australia, and Native America, it is intriguing, indeed, that
 
postcolonial  
critics participate in such a discourse without first verifying its epistemological
 foundations. What is at 
stake
 in the postcolonial domestication of nomadism  
is not simply a rhetorical mimicry,
 
but, as I argue, a "native” confirmation of the  
Western nomadist discourse, on the one hand, and a perversion of the central
 issues (language, identity, territory) underlying the whole postcolonial project,
 on the other. Turning back to the question of identity
 
crisis, on which so much  
energy continues to be spent, what sort of identity politics does postcolonial
 criticism seek to inaugurate through nomadology?
According to a recent article by Jamil Khader, nomadology can only be an
 
empowering concept for the postcolonial negotiation
 
of identity, and in the case  
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of his essay, Native American identity. Reading The Crown of Columbus (1991)
 
by Louise Erdrich and Michael Dorris, Khader states that since "postcolonial
 Nativeness” is by definition a palimpsest of "multiple, shifting, and contradic
­tory” elements, "it carries with it some productive affinities with Gilles
 Deleuze’s and Félix Guattari’s seminal works on the rhizome and nomadism”
 (83). Khader recalls Braidotti’s insights to 
argue
 that "postcolonial Nativeness  
shares with nomadism a propensity for dislocation, for the collapsing of any
 fixed centre that may block the process of becoming, connection, multiplicity,
 and difference” (85).
It is also through Deleuze’s and Guattari’s work that the African film crit
­
ic Teshome Gabriel awakens to the importance of nomadism as a critical prac
tice to be retrieved — since it is non-Western in its origins — 
by
 emerging cul ­
tural movements in the Third World: "it is only
 
through  work  of nomadic sen ­
sibility that black cinema, independent cinema, exile, and Third World cinema
 will capture its axis” (73). Nomadism figures in Gabriel’s nostalgic reading
 more as a return to indigenous mythical traditions, originating in Africa, than
 a critical practice to be enacted in the future: "Today,” Gabriel says, 
"nomads, in the book of
 
travels, are to be found in the Americas and in the genesis of  
myths which reach back to the African savannah” (70).
The arguments offered by Khader and Gabriel represent clear examples of
 
how nomadism leads postcolonial critics to 
forge
 repressive alliances between  
cultural experiences whose violent encounters of the past and distinct priorities
 of the present are normally more visible than their so-called universal affinities.
 Granting that nomadology is applicable outside its Western boundaries, its
 critical message, if it has any, cannot accommodate the critical priorities of the
 postcolonial project. Deleuze, Guattari, and Braidotti treat nomadism as an
 avant-garde concept, inspired by non-European tropes, that would free them
 from the 
fixations,
 dichotomies, and territorialization characteristic of Western  
metaphysics. As Deleuze and Guattari argue, the West is essentially an
 arborescent system of knowledge whose foundations must be uprooted and dis
­placed by the "nomadic” rhizome. To suggest that nomadism is able to serve
 similar functions in the Native American or African contexts is to "naturalize”
 the entire historical phenomena that the postcolonial critique has sought to
 subvert from the outset. By the time it reaches its self-realization, postcolonial
 identity is already uprooted, displaced, and heterogenized by the encroaching
 powers of imperialism and capitalism. Native Americans, Africans, and all the
 indigenous groups which have 
suffered
 from territorial dispossession do not  
need nomadic expressions, such as a "propensity for dislocation,” to articulate
 their future goals. In other words, colonial subjects are already "nomadized” 
by the repressive forces they have undergone historically. How 
can
 postcolonial  
identity invest in the metaphor of "becoming nomad” as one of its future criti
­cal objectives when it is stereotypically and literally labeled as "nomadic”?




between center and margin, past and future, is totally obscured by the  
discourse of nomadism. The "crucial question” that needs to be raised by post
­colonial critics, argues Samia Mehrez, is one about the search for "territory”
 
and  
"legitimate space” (27). Conversely, Deleuze’s and Guattari’s influential con-
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cept of "deterritorialization,” Mehrez continues, is the product of an 'elitist
 
exoticism” that conceals the (North African) Diasporas "real struggle against
 exile and nomadism” (33)- Territory, sovereignty, ownership, and all the princi
­ples that nomadology desires to vacate, represent fundamental concerns, not
 only
 
for diasporic writing but also for postcolonial literature in general.
In fact, no one could imagine reading Chinua Achebe
'
s Things Fall Apart,  
George Lamming’s In the Castle of
 
My Skin, or Asia Djebar’s Fantasia, to name  
only a few major postcolonial
 
narratives, without realizing that the recuperation  
of territory, in both its material and symbolic value, from colonial dispossession
 is the main struggle underlying the postcolonial project. Describing her dis
­placement condition caused by the French colonial occupation, a female Alger
­ian character in Djebar’s novel says: "How was I to know that the next time I
 went down to the village I would find myself living in a tent, like a nomad”
 (149). In
 
his analysis of The Crown of Columbus, Khader is himself aware of the  
intricate relationship between Native Americans and their 
land:
 "Natives never  
stop investing in their ancestral territories, because identity is conflated with
 land” (95). Of course, Khader does not pursue this kind of argument because
 that would only confirm his self-contradiction. Instead, he proposes deterrito
­rialization as the spatial medium to be shared by both the conqueror (Colum
­bus) and
 
the conquered (Native American characters). Thus,  Native Americans  
are "nomadic” just like Columbus, whom he identifies as "another genuine
 nomadic subject” deprived of a homeland (91).
Once the "affinities” postcolonial critics establish
 
between nomadology and  
postcoloniality begin to
 
unfold,  they yield ethnographic rather than critical sub ­
stance. At the center of this naively constructed relationship is the difference
 between the "literal” and the "figurative” meanings of
 
nomadism. Despite its  
most sophisticated articulations, nomadology is 
never
 able to blur the gap  
between the "metaphorical” nomad, a Euro-American subject endowed with
 the will to global mobility and border-crossing, and the "literal” nomads who
 derive their (exotic) value from their confinement to strict tribal or regional
 boundaries. Unlike Columbus, Deleuze, Guattari, Braidotti, and other
 nomadologists, Tuaregs, bedouins, and Native Americans are "authentic
 nomads” who enter the nomadist text to concretize the pleasures of global
 mobility and subversive urban criticism without productively benefiting from
 them. Hidden in Khader’s reading is the idea that Columbus’ performance of
 nomadism must be illustrated by the Native Americans’ literal nomadism in
 order to betray its proper and tangible meanings.
Far from serving a critical purpose, the function of postcolonial nomadism
 
is purely illustrative: it confirms the ethnographic origins of poststructuralist
 
nomadol
ogy, which in turn borrows, albeit discreetly, its references from non ­
Eur pean histories and cultures. This double illustration makes it difficult to
 distinguish between those who are empowered and those who are perverted by
 nomadology. Even more complex is the fact that much of the critical terrain
 that nomadology has gained abroad corresponds to the very spaces that
 
West ­
ern anthropology, literature, and film 
associate
 with pastoralism, deserts,  
steppes, camels, and tents. North Africa happens to be one of these favorite
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spaces, where the myth of the nomad is invited back under the critical cloak of
 
nomadology.
Whether we wish to define it as a homecoming or as an exportation, the
 
journey of nomadology to North Africa is carried through a two-volume issue
 of Yale French Studies, which will occupy us in the rest of this essay Published
 in 1993 under the title, “Post/Colonial Conditions: Exiles, Migrations, and
 Nomadisms,” the volume, as its editors Françoise Lionnet and Ronnie Scharf-
 man write, “is devoted
 
to the questions of identity and modernity in France and  
in
 
the  following areas: North and West Africa, the  Middle East, the Caribbean,  
Vietnam, and the Indian Ocean” (1). The contributors to the journal represent
 some of the most distinguished scholars from North Africa, Europe, and
 America in the field of francophone studies.
Conflated in the journal with “nomadology” or “nomad thought,”
 
nomadism holds the universal promise of answering some of the long-lasting
 questions regarding postcolonial literatures written in European languages:
 how are we to classify a literature that is ethnically and culturally different from
 its language of expression? How does it reconcile the demands of the local with
 those of
 
the foreign readership? To which national tradition does it belong?  
How do 
we
 politically identify diasporic literatures? Nomadism is called upon  
to resolve these questions as a cultural bridge on which the postcolonial rela
­tionship between France and its former colonies in Africa, Asia, and the
 Caribbean is negotiated. It becomes the safely universalizing trope through
 which the francophone imagination will overcome the trauma caused by the
 colonial legacy. Investing in its inherent elasticity, francophone critics use
 nomadism to “situate”
 
the francophone text, to avoid confining  its author, char ­
acters, setting, and plot to a fixed geographical, cultural, or linguistic structure.
With the exception of Samia Mehrez, all the Yale French Studies contribu
­
tors whose topic is nomadism wind up validating its ethnographic, not to say
 colonial, drives. Even Winifred Woodhull, who cautions about the risks of
 reading North African francophony in “strict conformity” with fashionable
 French theories, is unable to distinguish her own use of nomadism from the
 exotic meanings it has in Deleuze and Guattari’s work.5 In her essay entitled
 “Exile,”
 
which opens the first  volume of Yale French Studies, Woodhull writes:
In their 
'
nomadic’ texts, Tahar Ben Jelloun and Leila Sebbar, for example,  
directly address the problems of cultural hybridity, and the processes 
by which they are negotiated in various postcolonial situations, both in France
 and in North Africa. In the case of Ben Jelloun and other North African
 writers such as Khatibi and Rachid Boudjedra, textual nomadism stands in
 relation to real 
changes
 in the writers’ geographical  location  — their move ­
ment between France and North Africa. For theorists like Deleuze and
 Michel Foucault on the other hand, ‘nomadism’ is a trope for non-dialecti-
 cal modes of thought and ‘wild’ modes of social affiliation that do not nec
­essarily have anything to do with the cultural hybridity mentioned above
 even
 
though they stem, in part, from North Africa’s successful challenges to  
French political, intellectual, and cultural hegemony in colonial regimes.
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Woodhull encounters the difficult problem of
 
how to employ nomadism as a  
critical means without being complicit with Deleuze (and 
Foucault?)
 who have  
already proposed nomadism as an altern tive to the structures of power incar
­nated by the state and political parties. In her view, although Deleuze’s
 nomadism is partly inspired by the North African struggle against the French
 colonial state, it
 
is too “wild” and too anarchic to relate to the cultural  priorities  
of Maghrebian
 
francophone writers (Ben Jelloun, Khatibi, and Boudjedra) or to  
French writers of North African origin
 
like Leila Sebbar. But once she believes  
that she has successfully purged nomadism of its French imports, she proposes
 it as a symbolic space in which France and its former North African colonies
 can rediscover one another in order to negotiate their ideological conflicts and
 share their linguistic 
affinities.
 She goes on to say that “exile and nomadism”  
suggest the need to make France the target of “deterritorializing strategies” on
 the one hand, and to capture the “hybrid, unstable identity” of the Maghrebian
 writers, intellectuals, and immigrants, on the other (8).
For all her repetitive emphasis on the term, Woodhull still leaves us pon
­
dering her own use of nomadism and whether or not she 
really
 means it as a  
critique of poststructuralist formulations. Her insistence on using nomadism
 places her in a complex situation: she does not express a desire to endorse
 Deleuze’s nomadology nor does she demonstrate the capacity to resist some of
 its key terms such as “deterritorialization.” Nowhere does she hint that what
 she refers to as poststructuralist “wild”
 
nomadism is the product of a myth part ­
ly inspired by the North African 
Sahara.
 While she fractures nomadism into  
literal, metaphorical, and critical meanings, she is ambiguous about which of
 these
 
levels she is dismissing as French poststructuralist  concepts and which she  
is keeping as defining characteristics of North African emigrant writing:
 “Where the related question of
 
‘nomadism’ is concerned, the French context  
requires that we 
will
 distinguish its significance in the lives of literal nomads,  
such as migrants, from its meanings in the life and work of émigré writers on
 the one hand, and in the work of French theorists on the other” (8).
At first sight, Woodhull’s reference to North African emigrants as “literal
 
nomads” or “nomads of modernity” (12) seems to reflect a social view totally
 unconcerned with the “literal”
 
nomads of anthropological texts. Yet  such a view  
is far from being innocent. Woodhull has the opportunity to clarify
 
the mean ­
ing of the adjective “literal” in her study Transfigurations of the Maghreb which
 appeared shortly after her article in Yale French Studies, The same essay,
 “Exile,’’constitutes the third chapter of her book, preceding a chapter (“Out of
 France”) which mainly examines the image of the North African desert in
 French contemporary fiction. Reading the two chapters together, we 
realize that not only is her notion of literal nomads ethnographically informed, but it
 is also inspired by J. M. Le Clézio’s Désert and Michel Tournier’s La goutte d’or,
 two French novels that both feature dual settings in the North African Sahara
 and metropolitan France.
Woodhull criticizes Desert as a
 
Eurocentric  text that exoticizes the “Sahrawi  
nomads,” their history, and their Berber ancestors.6 Conversely, she praises La
 goutte d'or as a hybrid text which demonstrates “the power of Maghrebian tra
­ditions . . . not only able to survive in their native context but to mix with the
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elements of French modernity in such a way as to productively unsettle and
 
reconfigure relations between sexes, genders, classes, and cultures in France”
 (185). But on one side or the other, she identifies the nomads in the texts she
 is discussing as ethnographic subjects, with Berber as their language, shepherd
­ing as their social activity, and the Sahara as their place. In other words, their
 “literal” nomadism precedes that of the North African immigrants in France
 whom she describes above as “literal” nomads” or “nomads of modernity.” The
 fact that the 
two
 kinds of nomads collide within a single study belies Wood ­
hull’s distinctions and demonstrates how her entire analysis is no less complic
­it with the nomadist discourse than the French texts under her critical investi
­gation.
Most importantly, the link between “literal” and “authentic” nomads that
 
Woodhull tries to hide is quite obvious in Desert and La goutte d'or. In the first
 novel, the protagonist is an exotic Berber
 
woman named La lla whose character  
is shaped around a double displacement; first, her ancestors are chased out of
 the Western Sahara
 
by the French colonizer in the early decades of the twenti ­
eth century; second, born as a political refugee in a Berber ghetto somewhere
 in the center of the post-colonial Morocco, La
l
la joins the wave of Moroccans  
moving to Europe in the late 1960s to earn their living. As a successful per
­former and model in Marseilles and Paris, her photos cover 
various
 French  
magazines. At the same time, she maintains a double life by sharing her free
 time with a marginalized Gypsy who reconnects Lalla
 
with her “nomadic” ori ­
gins. Similarly, La goutte d’or is structured around a South-North journey.
 Idriss, a Berber shepherd, leaves the Algerian Sahara in search of the photo
­graph that a French tourist has taken but never sent back. Unlike Laila who
 returns to her native village, Idriss chooses instead to continue living in France
 as a North African immigrant. While the two postmodern sagas seem to
 reverse the Orientalist traditional journey from North to South, they do so with
 the ultimate intention of providing the French reader with a framework within
 which to imagine the entire phenomenon of immigration. The North Africans
 modern immigration to France, both Le Clézio and Tournier finally suggest, is
 simply a natural extension of their nomadic heritage. It is to this same conclu
­
sion
 that  the distinctions Woodhull makes between the  literal, the modern, and
the critical levels of nomadism are to be traced. While these distinctions do not
 advance her critique in any productive sense, they are blurred and contained
 within an essentialist 
vision
 that defines North Africa as primarily the spatial  
domain of ethnographic nomadism.
Far more problematic than Woodhull are some of the other contributors to
 
Yale French Studies, namely Antoine Raybaud, Lisa Lowe, and Hedi Abdel-
 Jaouad. In their view, what makes Maghrebian francophony exceptionally
 nomadic, vis-à-vis French literature as well as other francophone literatures, is
 that its nomadism is not solely a metaphor
 
but the living trademark  of a North  
African culture historically designated by its 
archaic
 and modern nomads.  
According to Raybaud, whose article is included in the first
 
volume to provide  
historical background, North
 
Africa and the Middle East provide the ideal set ­
ting for understanding how
 
nomadism shifts back and forth between its literal,  
metaphorical, and critical dimensions:
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An immense space, an immense clamor, an immense memory
 
of words and  
stories: since its origins the Maghreb has been divided between the
 nomadic and the sedentary, overrun, since the Hegira — that is, since the
 founding of Islam — by multiple waves of men from Medina or Mecca,
 from the deserts of Arabia or Baghdad or Upper Egypt or Cairo. At times
 conquerors, at others fugitives, sometimes missionaries and others, plun
­derers in
 
realms with cities and courts, or as rebellious and anarchistic  tribes  
(these ‘locust nomads’
 
stigmatized by Ibn Khaldun), they leave  home,  found  
only to move on farther towards the Ocean or the Hesperides; they settle
 only to ebb again and be dispersed.
(146)
This passage offers two main points common to European and American
 
nomadist anthropologists: first, nomadism is the dominant factor for under
­standing the historical relationship between North Africa and the Middle East;
 second, while nomadism is classified as an ancient practice belonging to the
distant past, nomads (that is, Berber Tuaregs and Arab bedouins) continue to
 exert powerful influence in the two poles of the modern Arab world. In both
 cases nomadism is the fabric in which the archaic and modern characteristics of
 the Arab world are interwoven. Thus, the whole history of the Maghreb, from
 its Arab conquest through Islamization to its current role in the Arab world, is
 encapsulated in one word, a word
 
which, nonetheless, always gives the impres ­
sion of being open, borderless, and liberating.
If Le Clé
zio
 and Tournier structure their novels around the South-North  
journey to nomadize modern North African emigrations to France, 
Raybaud, the literary critic with North African francophony as one of his special fields,
 accounts for a historical journey from East to East to demonstrate how
 nomadism 
ties
 one pol  of the Orient to another. He completes the geopoet ­
ics of movement
 
by suggesting that North  African travelogues comprise a con ­
tinuous nomadic tradition before being a social, religious, political, or cultural
 practice. For example, the pilgrimage to Mecca 
has
 no religious significance  —  
nomadism and religion are irreconcilable phenomena since the latter seeks to
 sedentarize the former — but is simply an ongoing expression of the ebb and
 
flow 
in an immense desert of nomadism lying  between the Atlantic Ocean and  
the Persian Gulf. Whether the Maghreb desires to move North or East, its
 gaze falls back on a self-reflecting mirror that freezes what lies ahead in order
 to activate what lurks behind — its nomadic roots.
Raybaud does not stop with these historical and anthropological conjec
­
tures. Rather, he applies them to francophone texts by Algerian writers includ
­ing Kateb Yacine, Moloud Mammeri, Nabil Fares, and Mohamed Kheir-
 Eddine. Since these writers are mainly Berbers or inspired by Berber tradition,
 Raybaud stamps 
any
 allusions they make to origins, myths, epic poems, and  
folktales with the seal of nomadism to further bridge the gap between the lit
­erary and the historical, the modern and the archaic, and to connect the author
 and the text. In the Maghreb, he argues, "two 
factors
 favor a nomadism of  
words: the proximity of Berber culture, forbidden and unsubdued, and the
 interdiction and insubordination imposed by historical conditions that are
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those of an interminable conquest” (148). Poetic nomadism hides a colonial
 
nomadism, the one that served French imperialists as a powerful ideology jus
­tifying the dispossession of native North Africans who 
were
 deprived of their  
land and
 
property. Raybaud draws on "the interminable conquest” to highlight  
instead the nomadist stereotype of the invincible nomad, the token of a perma
­nent resistance
 
that  never culminates in  the achievement of a political  objective.  
He also states that nomadism is the
 
"active safeguard of a memory and an insti ­
tution: it gives rhythm to image, order
 
to the imaginary of the tribe, but also to  
their memories, their values, their complicities, their
 
gestures, their history and  
the meaning of their history, their identity” (148).
Paradoxically, the nomadic frontier is so vast and so encompassing that it
 
leaves no exit through which those imprisoned beneath could come out and
 reclaim the meaning of their
 
history and self-identity. But such a poetic design  
does not advance Raybaud's literary claims either. Like all nomadist practices,
 
his
 is imprisoned in its own conceptual flaws and contradictions. On the one 
hand, Raybaud imagines the entire Orient as a historically restless image sus
­tained by waves of conquest, plunder, anarchy, and dispersion; on the other, he
 reterritorializes these nomadic characteristics within a 
stable
 institution based  
on the fixed principles of memory, order, and rhythm. Of course, there is no
 better way for the construction of the nomadic: the nomadist cannot afford to
 let his signifier run out of control to the point of losing track of its ethnic and
 geographic signified. One of the essential definitions of the nomadist
 
discourse  
is, above all, to immobilize its subjects, to keep them
 
under control so that  their  
exotic value is fully secured. Mobility must be rejected as a dynamic concept
 because it shakes the foundation of the Self/Other dichotomy; it erases the rad
­ical difference that ought to exist between the two constructed poles, a differ
­ence necessary for salvaging exoticism in the postmodern era.
One of the main articles in Yale French Studies that
 
openly applies nomadol-  
ogy to the postcolonial francophone narrative is "Literary Nomadics in Fran
­cophone Allegories of
 
Postcolonialism: Pham Ky and Tahar Ben Jelloun” by  
the prominent postcolonial critic Lisa Lowe. Her article is less a subconscious
 infiltration of the nomadist stereotypes than a conscious 
espousal 
of nomadism,  
in its historical, anthropological, and poststructuralist constructions. The read
­
er
 would expect an essay by a postcolonial scholar like Lowe to reflect some of  
the critical vigor
 
characterizing her previous critique of British and French Ori ­
entalism in Critical Terrains. Disappointingly, nomadism saps her critical ener
­gy, leading her on a search, through nomadist sources, for secure positive mod
­els through which to articulate postcoloniality in
 
general and  postcolonial fran ­
cophone literature in particular:
[N]omadism suggests to us another manner of reading and thinking post
­
coloniality, which explores not only
 
the category of space, but also a move ­
ment across spaces. Nomadism alludes to a critique of colonialism which
 would neither reproduce, nor
 
be bound in binary logic to, cultural domina ­
tion; as an emblem for perpetual renewal, flux, nonconservation, it is cer
­tainly conditional, strategic, and temporary.
(47-48)
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Like Khader, Lowe situates nomadism in between a critique of colonialism and
 
a figuration of a postcolonial identity, both of which must be free from binary,
 essentialist logic. The caution against binarism is excessively stressed through
­out her article. But how is she capable of writing nomadism without reducing
 it to the very binary
 
logic she intends to dismantle?
By taking Deleuze’s and Guattari’s “subversive nomad thought” seriously
 (46), Lowe intends to satisfy multiple critical needs. She deploys nomad
 thought to complicate Foucault’s “heterotopia” the notion designating
 
the space  
of the marginalized, the outcasts, and the repressed, yet ultimately Lowe is
 caught up in its binary oppositions. Nomad thought allows her to redefine
 “postcoloniality as a heterogeneous space, non-binary terrain” and dismantle
 “those static, fixed antinomies by traversing them, by displacing them with
 other positions and locations” (47). To illustrate these supposedly innovative
 aspects of nomadism, she reads them in the context of two postcolonial fran
­cophone novels: one is Des femmes assises ça et 
l
à (1964) by the Vietnamese  
writer Pham Van Ky; the other is L'enfant de sable (1985) by the Moroccan
 writer
 
Tahar Ben  Jelloun. Through the examination of what she dubs as “the  
literary nomadics” in these
 
two novels, Lowe  intends to express in “spatial terms  
the need to avert colonialism’s binary logic, which works to project and overde
­termine certain forms of identity — nativist, nationalist, or fundamentalist —
 as the response to colonialism” (48).
Her rejection of binarism and essence reflects her willingness to expand the
 
scope of her previous study, Critical Terrains,
 
which is more a critique of Euro ­
pean colonialist and Orientalist narrative than an affirmation of a postcolonial
 alternative. Hence the dual importance of nomadism in her subsequent article.
 As a postcolonial practice, nomadism bestows on the colonized Vietnamese a
 positive identity — a nomadic identity —
 
which allows them to continue crit ­
icizing colonialist ideology
 
without surrendering to its counter-effects such as  
nativism and nationalism. On these postcolonial francophone grounds, Lowe
 arranges unexpected intellectual meetings so as to erase
 
the undesirable  residues  
of binarism on the one hand, and affirm the global and the local 
significance
 of  
nomad thought
 
on the other. She first turns to A Thousand Plateaus to illustrate  
the universal, stateless space of “the nomos" (47), then to Franz Fanon’s The
 Wretched of the Earth to warn against the enclosure of postcolonial identity in a
 racial, ethnic, or tribal essence. She drags Fanon into this originally Deleuzo-
 Guattarian enterprise by force to make us “suspicious of an uncritical nativism
 appealing to essentialized notions of precolonial identity” (43).
It is needless to point out how Lowe expends unnecessary energy on dis
­
mantling atomistic binaries while she is engulfed within the overarching yet
 invisible, sedentary Self/nomadic Other dichotomy. It is, rather, her excessive
 confidence in the notion that nomadism has nothing to 
do
 with pre-colonial-  
ism, colonialism, and neo-colonialism that needs to be challenged. The basic
 question arising from her approach is this: what is the point of convergence
 between the two postcolonial novels under her investigation? Their common
 point, Lowe asserts, lies in the nomadic heritage of their respective traditions,
 long before francophony was born: “In using the term nomadic,’ I take as point
 of departure the very literal sense in which nomadic practices are and 
were
 of  
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central importance to the histories of Cochinchina and Vietnam, and of
 
Morocco and the Maghreb, the geographies associated with both of the 
texts discussed in this essay” (45). The two francophone novels strike her as nomadic
 not only metaphorically, but in the “literal sense,”
 
which presupposes that their  
spaces, characters, and perhaps even the authors, are nomads in the same way
 nomadists and anthropologists define the Berber Tauregs and Arab bedouins of
 North Africa. From this perspective, she moves away from her poststructural
­ist and postcolonial counterparts, declining the metaphorical advantages
 offered
 
by the term: by  showing no specific desire to “become nomad,” she puts  
herself in the inevitable position of an urban subject representing the nomad.
It is unlikely
 
that Deleuze and Guattari would be pleased by Lowe’s analy ­
sis of nomad thought despite its full subscription to their project. Much less
 would Fanon, though for different reasons. She is so confident about the orig
­inal meaning of nomadism, that unlike her mentors, she does not even need to
 define her nomads as abstract, non-representational, and non-referential. 
She draws on the most “representational” texts (as Christopher Miller would
 describe them) written on Vietnam and Morocco by traditional Western
 anthropologists and historians. Milton Osborn (The French Presence), she con
­tends, “comments upon the migratory theme of Vietnamese history’ and the
 presence of floating populations living outside areas under the firm control of
 the government in the period preceding the arrival of French colonialism in
 1895”
 
(46). In  the Moroccan context, too, French colonialism is blamed for ter ­
ritorializing the pre-colonial 
natives,
 not for grabbing their land and dispersing  
their communities. Forgetting the oxymoronic resonance of her gesture, she
 turns to Edmund Burke to add substance to her claim: “Nomadic tribes also
 comprised an important portion of the population in Morocco both before and
 after the imposition of French rule in 1912” (46). The problem with the refer
­ences Lowe adopts lies less in their foreignness to Vietnam and Morocco than
 in the historical period for which they are selected. Both sources deal with the
 same pre-colonial period (the second half of the nineteenth century), when
 “nomadic tribes,” according to Lowe’s paraphrase of the nomadist lamentations,
 
were
 “floating” across the “smooth” spaces of Vietnam and Morocco. Besides  
presupposing
 
that sedentarity had not  existed in these regions before the arrival  
of the colonizer, her nomad becomes an incarnation of, not the alternative to,
 the pre-colonial and tribal essence against which Fanon warns us.
Lowe’s argument hardly develops as a critique. Nor does it promise a pos
­
itive alternative to precolonial, colonial, or neocolonial forms of thinking. Her
 nomad thought is inscribed within a nativist and primitivist project, which not
 only falls short of divorcing the postcolonial from the precolonial, but also dis
­torts the colonial dialectics that lie in between: instead of 
exposing
 nomadism  
as the
 
product of an imperial ideology, esp cially in the modern French context,  
she rewrites it as a typical native
 
practice that predetermines the shapes of anti ­
colonial struggle.7 The precolonial, 
colonial,
 and the postcolonial axis corre ­
sponds in her analysis to three historical phases whose linearity and smooth
 continuity are ensured by nomadism. Lowe holds French colonialism respon
­sible for urbanizing Moroccan nomads without at the same time recognizing
 the transformations endemic to 
any
 colonial encounter. Moroccan nomadism,
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as she mentions above, continued despite the “imposition of the French rule in
 
1912.” The “triumph” of nomadism and its war machine, as the belated seek
­ers of exoticism would pleasantly put it, is even more attested by the recent
 political history of
 
modern Vietnam. “Moreover,” Lowe continues, “one may  
argue, as Herman Rapaport does,
 
that a history of nomadism continued beyond  
the colonial period of Vietnam, into the guerrilla tactics with which Viet Cong
 fought the American soldiers During the Vietnam War” (46).8
By reducing anti-colonial resistance to an instance of ethnic ritual, Lowe
 
unproblematically subscribes to Deleuze’s and Guattari’s idealization of the
 nomadic war machine and to the general French stereotype of invincible
 nomads.9 Her views hardly identify with the political goals of
 
the liberation  
movements taking place in the French colonies. She reduces North Africa and
 Indochina to hoards of nomads whose power is, nonetheless, symmetrical to the
 organized army of the colonialist state. The symmetry implies that
 
the military  
resistance in Algeria and Vietnam can only
 
be understood as the expression of  
a primitive nomadic inhibition incidentally brought to the surface by French
 colonial provocation. According to this view, it
 
is neither  possible to see sover ­
eignty, 
autonomy,
 and state formation, for example, as political aims national  
movements of liberation seek to achieve, nor obvious to understand anti-colo
­nial struggle as the expression of a national consciousness shaping and shaped
 by the mutations of modern history.
By the time Lowe begins to discuss the two francophone novels, there is lit
­
tle potential left in her nomad thought to make it deserve the label of hetero
­geneous and non-binary
 
postcolonial. And the selection of Ben Jelloun’s L'en-  
fant
 
de sable as her primary text does not make her analysis less positivist than  
it already is. According to her reading, the novel “allegorizes problems of colo
­nial domination, nativist reaction, and nomadic resistance in the protagonist’s
 ambivalent relationship to sexuality and gender roles” (45). Ben Jelloun’s novel
 may support Lowe’s critically
 
unfounded notion of “nomadic resistance,” but it  
is precisely the sort of text that refuses to allegorize the cultural, political, and
 gender issues relating to colonial or postcolonial Morocco. L’enfant de sable is
 rather an exoticist (or self-exoticist) narrative which exploits the Moroccan
 South and the 
figure
 of the nomad to enchant the French reader with neo-colo-  
nial images of the Orient from which contemporary French writers themselves
 have turned away.
The perception of North
 
Africa as a nomadic space becomes more authen ­
tic when it is shared by North African critics themselves. One of the critics
 who stands in Yale French Studies as a 
local
 representative of North African  
nomadism is the Tunisian Hedi Abdel-Jaouad. In 
his
 essay, Abdel-Jaouad  
describes the Swiss-Russian writer Isabelle Eberhardt as “this self-willed
 nomad” who “repudiated Europe and its civilization, converted to Islam,
 dressed as a man, assumed a male identity, and roamed the Sahara, untram
­meled
 
by the constraints of her  youth and sex” (93). Like Lowe, Abdel-Jaouad  
drags Fanon into his “crosscultural” enterprise in an effort to postcolonize
 Eberhardt’s nomadic disguise: “Isabelle’s 
'
ecriture’ is remarkably protopost ­
modern and postcolonial: her treatment of Maghrebian reality is perceived by
 many readers in the
 
Maghreb as an early attempt at what Meddeb calls ‘the rec ­
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tification of the Orientalist consensus”’ (101).10 Abdel-Jaouad naively 
takes 
Eberhadt’s disguise as a symbolic gesture implying the rejection of the colonial
 West and the adoption of a nomadic, North African identity. Yet the Western
 traveler’s disguise in the desert as a nomadic Taureg or bedouin is a common
 feature of the nomadist discourse, practiced by writers as diverse as Pierre Loti,
 T
. 
E. Lawrence, Paul Bowles, and John Updike. Why is “becoming nomad” so  
different from becoming “native,” “Oriental,” or “African” as to be immune to
 postcolonial criticism?
Obviously, it is once again the misleading flexibility inherent in the term
 
“nomad” that protects its users. On the one hand, to be a “nomad” signifies a
 loose identity, freed from its inherited constituents; on the other, it ensures a
 dose of “nativity” sufficient to admit the sedentary
 
convert into the pleasures of  
the 
local
 scene without at the same time being stigmatized as intruder or out ­
sider. Through the process of “becoming nomad,” so many historical conflicts
 and violent encounters are bypassed and pacified. The exchange of references
 to the marketplace of the nomadic desert gives the illusion that discourses of
 power such as Orientalism and Africanism are finally over. If Orientalism, as
 Anwar Abdel-Malek and Edward Said both tell us, underwent a major “crisis”
 after the Second World 
War,
 nomadism can only make it stand on its feet and  
provide Orientalism with a new cover to disguise its primitivist tropes as
 sophisticated critical terms. As long as nomadism continues to enjoy its mul
­tiple and flexible meanings, it risks 
recycling
 all the myths and discourses of  
power
 




MLA Convention, San Francisco, December 1999.
2.
 
See Foucault, Preface to Deleuze and Guattari, Oedipus.
3.
 
The biggest contradiction in A Thousand Plateaus is that all of its ideas about  
nomads consciously
 
derive from European historical and anthropological texts.  
For an excellent critique of Deleuze and Guattari’s endorsement of ethno




The nomadist discourse is the topic of my doctoral dissertation which I am  
currently revising for a book manuscript.
5.
 
Woodhull worries that “in the name of affirming the resistant poetic force  
of Maghrebian
 
writing in French, critics have developed a habit of reading this  
body of work in strict conformity with current French philosophical and liter
­
ary
 norms as a way of  ‘elevating’ it” (Transfigurations xxiii).
6.
 
Woodhull sums up her critique of the novel in the following words: “on the  
one hand, the suffering of nomadic Sahrawi tribes who, having fled their lands
 in southern Morocco in the face of French invasion in the winter of 1909-10,
 undertake a seemingly interminable and ultimately futile march through the
 desert to the promised land in the North; and on the other hand, the pleasures
 of the nomads’ descendents whose enjoyment of the light, sounds, smells, and
 tactile sensations of the desert signals the possibility of freedom from both
 French and Moroccan domination in 1980, a freedom fundamentally depen-
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dent on the recovery of both precolonial cultural traditions and the history of
 
collective anticolonial struggle” (Transfigurations 172).
7.
 
Some of the nineteenth-century  French texts that clearly used the discourse  
of nomadism to expropriate the land in Algeria include Masqueray and Pomel.
 For a critique of how the French colonizer constructed the stereotype of the
 Algerian natives’ incapacity
 
to cultivate the land, see Guilhaume.
8.
 
The article by Rapaport she refers to is “Vietnam:  The Thousand Plateaus”.
9.
 
One of such definitions belongs to Jean Duvignaud: “La guérrilla est un  
nomadisme dans la mesure ou l’homme des villes rejoint l’homme des espaces
 ruraux pour entreprendre avec lui un combat contre l’Etat.” Referring to the
 same geographical areas covered by Lowe’s article, Duvignaud explains: “La
 guérilla est une plongée dans la terre, un retour aux bases. Ce fut le cas en
 Algérie et en Indochine ou l’on a vu deux fois des partisans finir par l’emporter
 contre des armées organisées.” [“The guerilla is a nomadism in the sense that
 the man of the cities joins the man of the rural spaces to undertake with him
 an attack against the state” .. . “The guerilla is a plunge into the land, a return
 to foundations. That was the case in Algeria and in Indochina where we saw
 twice the partisans prevail against organized armies,” [au. trans.] (36, 37).
10.
 
For an excellent critique of Iberhardt’s tacit support of French colonialism  
in North Africa, see Behdad.
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Jamaica Kincaid’s first book, published in 1978, was a
 
collection of short stories entitled At the Bottom of the
 River. Composed of ten interlocking short stories,
 seven first published in the New Yorker, the collection
 astounded critics with its breathtaking lyricism, fluid
 images, and innovative lines of poetic prose, even as
 it confounded critics and readers alike with its
 abstract language, its abstruse and ethereal narratives,
 and its recesses of metamorphic meaning. Opening
 with the terse, dialogic story "Girl,” the collection
 explores the mother-daughter melodrama so often a
 central motif in Kincaid’s literary texts, but it also
 creates alternate states of existences: alter-narratives
 in which a girl becomes a man who married "a red
­
skin
 woman with  black bramblebrush hair and brown  
eyes” (11), in which "blue bells fall to the cool earth;
 dying and living in perpetuity” (19); in which a girl
 throws stones at a monkey who throws the 
stones back (44); in which a child "passing through a small
 beam of light . . . [becomes] transparent” (49); in
 which the girl’s mother grows "plates of metal-col
­ored scales on her back” (55), and "a world in which
 the sun and moon shone at the same time” (77). In
 this paper, I explore Kincaid’s diasporic spaces of
 land, body and self in the short story "In the Night.”
The title of the story is significant for under
­
standing the diasporic spaces that the collection tra
­verses: the title, formed as a prepositional phrase,
 locates the readers and the narrator in the exilic
 spaces of diaspora, migration, even transmigration;
 we and she are "in the night,” as later in the collec
­tion,
 
we are  "at  the  bottom of the river.” In their edi-
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tors’ introduction to Sacred Possessions: Vodou, Santería, Obeah, and the
 
Caribbean, Margarite Fernández Olmos and Lizabeth Paravisini-Gebert iden
­tify the religious syncretism of
 
African diasporic religions and contemporary  
diasporas as two elements that define contemporary Caribbean identities or a
 trans-Caribbean culture (9-10); these elements, in 
fact,
 cross the boundaries  
historically mapping the Caribbean-European 
languages
 and linguistic differ ­
ence being promin nt examples of
 
colonially-constructed borders. These two  
interrelated elements inform my reading of
 
"In the Night.” Kincaid’s narra-  
tivization of Obeah in the story is linked to contemporary Caribbean diasporas
 and the traversal of spaces, times, and cultures that such migration enacts.
Gods, like humans, migrate. Obeah, as a diasporic religión, moved from
 
places of African origin to "New World” Caribbean sites; likewise, it migrates
 from places such as Antigua to the U.S. and elsewhere. 
As
 diasporic subjects  
move, so 
gods
 move, creating a phenomenon that Dayan refers to as "the gods  
à la dérive" (18).
"In the Night” creates diasporic spaces that refocus the reader’s vision
 
through Kincaid’s narrative use of Obeah and the 
role
 of  the narrator as jab-  
lesse: these elements subvert the colonial and metaphysical 
associations
 of  
"night” and "darkness” with evil, challenging readers to see the subtleties of
 these terrains that are traversed by good and evil, empathy and violence. The
 diasporic spaces of At the Bottom of the River — like Obeah as narrative,
 like
 the  
narrator as jablesse — are revealed through Kincaid’s experimental verse that
 traverses the boundaries of self, other, alterity, and sameness. She weaves alter
­ity into the narratives to displace traditional notions of self and space; self, for
 Kincaid, is always a self 
(or
 even selves) in relation to alterity, created in and  
through alter-relations with others; similarly, space, for Kincaid, is mapped
 through the alterrains of diaspora and identity.
1.
 
Kincaid’s "Caribbean” Obeah as Trans-Aesthetic and the Jablesse as Narra ­
tor
Kincaid’s "Caribbean” is created textually through the use of Obeah as a "trans-
 
aesthetic” (an aesthetics of transformation, or tran
s
-forms) and the embodi ­
ment of the narrator as jablesse (a spirit in Obeah who metamorphoses,
 seduces, and traverses the boundaries of matter/spirit, animal/human,
 evil/good). Obeah (Obi, Obiah, or Obia, derived from the Ashanti
 
word obayi-  
fo — like 
Vódoun
 in Haiti, Santería in Cuba and Venezuela, Quimbois in  
Guadeloupe and Martinique, Macumba and Camdomblé in 
Brazil,
 hoodoo and  
conjure in the United States, Kele in St. Lucia, and Shangó in Trinidad and
 Tobago, Grenada, and Barbados — is an African diasporic religion. Obeah is
 practiced in anglophone Caribbean countries (formerly colonized by the
 British) by descendants of slaves
 
with Ashanti-Fanti cultural and linguistic ori ­
gins from the Gold Coast (modern-day Ghana) of Africa (Richardson 173).  
"Obeah is a ‘hybrid’ or ‘Creolized’ Caribbean religion,” notes historian Alan
 Richardson, "with indigenous West African roots, which includes such prac
­tices as ritual incantation and the use of fetishes or charms” (173). According
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to Fernández Olmos and
 
Paravisini-Gebert, “the practice of Obeah  involves the  
putting on and "taking off’ of 
'
jumbees’ (ghosts or spirits of the dead) for either  
good or
 
evil purposes” (6). They also note that  Obeah practice “involves the use  
of animal and natural 
substances
 for cures and spells” and that the terms  
Obeah-man and Obeah-woman, 
like
 quimboiseur (in Guadeloupe and Mar ­
tinique where Quimbois is practiced), is “interchangeable with folk doctor" (7).
Obeah, like Vodoun, was also a spiritual and political reservoir 
for
 the  
African slaves who practiced it; and like Vodoun, Obeah played a key role in
 slave revolts and attempts to subvert colonial power. For example, 
Vodoun
 was  
instrumental in Makandal’s 1757 revolt
 
and  in  Boukman’s 1791 rebellion in San  
Domingue, which led to the Haitian Revolution from 1791 to 1804; Obeah
 played a key role in the 1760 rebellion of Ashanti slaves in Jamaica led by the
 Obeah-man Tacky (Richardson 172-74; Fernández Olmos and Paravisini-
 Gebert 8). Prior to these revolts (inspired by African diasporic spiritual
 
beliefs  
and led by religious leaders), Obeah was regarded by the British as African
 “superstition,” a primitive, animist, but innocuous, posing little threat. After
 the slave revolts, Obeah was legally and socially suppressed by colonial admin
­istrators. Richardson explains, “As a cultural signifier with British colonial dis
­course, Obeah shifts from denoting a harmless and appropriable 'primitive’
 belief underscoring the cultural superiority of the British, to a "savage’ custom which evinces African barbarity and must be outlawed and obliterated by the
 whites” (175); yet, Obeah persisted and, despite colonial suppression (often by
 extremely violent means), still endures in anglophone Caribbean countries like
 Antigua.
In deploying Obeah as narrative and as aesthetic trans-form, Kincaid draws
 
on its insurrectional, anti-colonial potential to disrupt the metaphysical para
­
digms
 and rhetorical parameters of colonialist discourse. For, as Joan Dayan  
notes, “the institution of slavery, in wrenching individuals from their native
 land and from their names and their origins, produced communities of belief
 that would be distinguished from the mood or character of Western religion”
 (16), and I would add, Western literary forms. Kincaid’s textual narrativization
 of Obeah (and its nomadic, anti-western trans-forms) imbues the stories in At
 the Bottom of the
 
River and refigures the narrator as jablesse. In Obeah, a jab-  
lesse (or djablesse, whose masculine form is djab or jab) is a creolized spirit
 
that  
takes  many forms and incarnations; the jablesse also bears the marks of both  
African diasporic religions, and inevitably, its suppression under British Colo
­nialism. In Vodoun, Dayan notes,
the devotee refers to his loa 
[god
 or spirit] not only as anges, mystères, or  
saints, or les invisibles, but also as diables [devils]. Here we see the crossing
 of languages and terms that is so much a part
 
of the transformative process ­
es of Vodoun. For the practitioner has internalized the language of Christ
­ian demonization, taught him by the priest or pastor in order to wean him
 from belief, but usually ending up reinforcing the presence of the gods in
 his or her life.
 (26)
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In the British West
 
Indies, where slavery continued until 1834 and colonialism  
endured for a much longer period than in Haiti (where
 
both came to an abrupt  
end in 1804 at the end of the Haitian Revolution with the establishment of
 Ayiti, the first black Republic in the western hemisphere), the suppression and
 “demonization” of Obeah
 
was more thorough-going. In Obeah, a jablesse is a  
she-devil
 
who is both powerful and seductive, coy and destructive. According  
to Fernandez Olmos and Paravisini-Gebert, the djab, or djablesse, is a “
devil spirit who seduces and tricks men” (284). Since jablesse and
 
djablesse are patois  
variants of diablesse, Dayan’s point about the conflation of
 
gods and devils or  
loas/lwas and diables more
 
fully resonates with the role of the jablesse in Obeah.
In Kincaid’s literary texts, the powerful evocations of the
 
jablesse are also  
the sparks
 
of imagination, the creative forces of alternate worlds, and other  
“world-making” or in other words, the jablesse acts divinely: creating and
 destroying. Helen Pyne Timothy interprets Ma Chess (in Annie John) as
an “African healer,
 
bush medicine specialist, and Caribbean obeah woman,” who is  
“extremely conscious of the presence of good and evil in life” and who is “able
 to ward off evil” (241). Timothy
 
goes further in suggesting that Ma Chess “is  
also the mythological ‘flying
 
African’ able to cross the seas without a boat, and  
the flying
 
‘soucouyant’ (female witch) who lives in the ground” (241). Despite  
these affiliations, Timothy notes that Ma Chess’s world “is not threatening to
 the child [Annie John, her granddaughter] but comforting and healing because
 of its coherency, its validity, and its verity” (241). I would like to expand Tim
­othy’s point in adding that this reconfiguration of evil as good parallels Kin-
 caid’s revaluations of
 
jablesse/diablesse as creative, rather than destructive, force  
in At the Bottom of the River and her textual
 
revaluations of Lucifer, the hero of  
Milton’s Paradise Lost, in Annie John and Lucy.




in the mountains, at  the river,  in  the night. In the stories, the jab ­
lesse is a metamorphic alter-figuration of the girl (as narrator) and her mother.
 As writer, Kincaid, too, shifts forms or trans-forms like a 
jablesse.
 In an inter ­
view Sewelyn R. Cudjoe asked Kincaid “What is the role of obeah in your
 work?” Kincaid replied, “it’s lodged not only in my memory but in my own
 unconscious. So the role obeah
 
plays in my work is the role it  played in my life.  
I suppose it was just there” (228-29). Later in the interview, Kincaid notes the
 profound alter-reality
 
lived under the spell of Obeah in Antigua:
Reality was not to be trusted the thing you saw before you was not really
 
quite to be trusted 
because
 it might represent something else. And the  
thing you didn’t
 
see  might be  right there — I mean,  there were so many sto ­
ries about people who were followed home by a dead person, and the dead
 person eventually led
 
them into a pond. People  would say,  “Oh, the Jablesse  
are out tonight.”
(230)
In the story, and in the collection, the Jablesse are also out “in the night.” Just
 
as Kincaid identifies with Lucifer in Annie John and Lucy, Kincaid identifies
 with the jablesse as creative force in At the Bottom
 
of the River. (As a Caribbean  
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writer, Kincaid shares in this diabolic genesis with the Dominican writer Jean
 
Rhys. According to Elaine Savory, Rhys saw writing as a "summoning [of]
 spirits” (217) in which the devil (or author) is a source of rebellion, 
knowledge, and creation. In "Heaven and Hell,” a section of Rhys autobiography Smile
 Please, Rhys notes the "hell of those who seek, strive, rebel” and the 
"heaven
 of  
those who cannot think 
or
 void thought, who have no imagination” (140; qtd.  
in Savory 226). In the stories in At
 
the Bottom of the  River, Kincaid, as writer,  
assumes the role of the jablesse. Kincaid, as jablesse, also assumes the role of
 the writer in
 
the Caribbean where African créole religions offer alternative con ­
ceptions of reality.
Many scholars have noted the transformations of the "girl” in the collection
 
from the opening story, "Girl,” to the final story, "At the Bottom of the River,”
 and several scholars have also noted Kincaid’s use of Obeah in the stories;
 scholarship on Kincaid’s work, though, still lacks a thorough analysis of how
 Obeah forms the aesthetic and philosophical fabric of her literary texts. Diane
 Cousineau hints toward such an analysis in her reading of Annie John, and my
 analysis of At the Bottom of the River in this paper is indebted to Cousineau’s
 provocative, though incomplete discussion of Obeah in Kincaid’s writings. In
 Letters and Labyrinths, Cousineau writes,
whereas the reality of the novel seems fixed in the specular relation of
 
mother and daughter, we discover a more elusive layer of reality embedded
 within the narrative that insists on the significance of what cannot
 be
 seen,  
presences that
 
cannot be fixed or contained but  that are experienced as hav ­
ing a power beyond the contesting wills of this tortuous relation. This
 sense of otherness, of invisible and uncontrollable forces, that hovers
 throughout is connected to the obeah rituals and can be translated as the
 mythic attempt
 
to represent  the life of the unconscious. One is thus left on  
the threshold of the real
 
that refuses to be contained within  the space of the  
[Lacanian] mirror, powerful as that captivation is.
(122)




 of Obeah in Kincaid’s literary texts is one theoretically  
informed by postcolonial, Caribbean, and diasporic studies. Kincaid’s At the
 Bottom of the River, 
like
 magical realist narratives, fuses the supernatural with  
the natural, the spiritual with the material, and the metamorphic with the sta
­tic, while altering the space-time dimensions of narrative forms. Kincaid’s texts
 engage philosophical conceptions of space and time,
 
while exploring the possi ­
bilities for genesis and destruction that these categories make intelligible. In
 my analysis of "In the Night” below, I explore Kincaid’s literary mythologiza
­tions of space, time, being and nothingness. Kincaid aesthetically and concep
­tually traverses the boundaries between ontology and nihilism, between creative
 words and annihilating
 
silence. The textual and poetic shifts in Kincaid’s works  
deconstruct the traditional spatio-temporal parameters of narrative mimesis,
 while presenting a poesis of space and time.
Elements that seem fantastical by American (or colonialist) literary con
­
ventions of realism are the cultural alterrains of Obeah in the Caribbean and in
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Kincaid’s native Antigua. The jablesse, I argue, has a key aesthetic and narra
­
tive role in At the Bottom of the River. The “girl” and the
 
“mother” are both jab-  
lesses, spirits incarnating multiple forms (spirit, human, and animal), as when
 the mother and the girl
 
metamorphose into serpents in the story “My Mother”:  
“Taking her head into her large palms, she flattened it so that her eyes, which
 
were
 now ablaze, sat on top of her  head and spun like two revolving  balls”; “she  
instructed me to follow her example,” the girl says, “and now I too traveled
 along on my white underbelly, my
 
tongue darting and flickering in the hot air”  
(55). Later in the story, the mother grows to “enormous height[s]” (58); the
 daughter glows “red with anger” (58), and like an animal, she “roars” and
 “whines” (56). Their metamorphoses in the stories allow
 
the reader to traverse  
the boundaries of space-time, life-death, human-animal, the spiritual and the
 material, and both characters (in their multiple incarnations) map the continu
­um between these poles. In the story
 
“In the Night,” the girl asks her mother  
about the jablesse:
What are the lights in the mountains?”
“The lights in the mountains? Oh, it’s a jablesse.”
“A jablesse! But
 
why? What’s a jablesse?”
“It’s a person
 
who can turn into anything. But  you can tell they aren’t real 
because of their eyes. Their eyes shine like lamps, so bright that you can
 tell
 
it’s a jablesse. They like to go up in the mountains and gallivant. Take  
good care when you see a beautiful
 





Kincaid’s characterization of the
 
“girl” and the “mother” as jablesses is akin  
to Ben Okri’s use of the child narrator as abiku, the spirit-child in 
Yoruban mythology who can move in and out of life and death. In the short story
 “Blackness,” the narrating
 
I describes her child as a figure of the jablesse:
I see my child arise slowly from her bed. I see her cross the room and stand
 
in front of a mirror. She looks closely
 
at her straight, unmarred body. Her  
skin is without color, and when passing through a small beam of light, she
 is made transparent. Her eyes are ruby, revolving orbs, and they burn 
like coals caught suddenly
 
in a gust of wind. This is my child!
(49-50).




metamorphoses disrupt mimetic forms of representation:  “stand ­
ing in front of a mirror . . . passing through a small beam of light, she is made
 transparent” (49-50). For Kincaid, then, the jablesse figures not only as char
­acter and narrator, but also as aesthetic. The narrator incarnates transitory
 desires through sensory experiences
 
—  sight, sound, touch — fusing  alter-expe-  
riences in a provocative synaesthesia. Senses become interwoven synaestheti-
 cally, disrupting the boundaries of human/animal, spiritual/material,
 living/non-living that are operative in the binary logic of colonialist rhetoric.
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Kincaid's short story collection moves through many unmarked territories or
 
places in the night, blackness, at the bottom of the river.
2.
 
“In the Night”: Alterrains of Identity in Diaspora
In the Night, the second story in At the Bottom of the River, marks the real
 
beginning of the girl’s sojourn away from hearth, home, and mother in the col
­lection, her movements “in the night” as the narrator and ever-changing pro
­tagonist of the stories, but also as 
jablesse,
 a transitory and elusive spirit. “In  
the Night” weaves domestic 
images
 with dark visions, natural events with  
supernatural occurrences, and real moments with fantastical ones. Using ideas
 and beliefs from Obeah, including a soucouyant (female witch) who ritualisti-
 cally removes her skin and a
 
jablesse masked as “lights in the mountains” (8),  
Kincaid explores the subtle distinctions of 
day
 and  night, of material worlds and  
spiritual
 
ones, of wakefulness, and sleep, and dreams. She also  blurs the bound ­
aries of these terrains, refusing what Abdul JanMohamed calls the Manichean
 
logic
 of colonialist discourse. For JanMohamed, colonial discourse operates  
according to a dualistic mode of thought that
 
he calls the ‘Manichean allegory’:
Just as imperialists ‘administer’ the resources of the conquered country, so
 
colonialist discourse ‘commodifies’ the native subject into a stereotyped
 object and uses him as a ‘resource’.... Once reduced to his exchange-value
 in the colonialist signifying system, he is fed into the manichean allegory,
 which functions as the currency, the medium of exchange, for the entire
 colonialist discursive system.
(83)
JanMohamed’s concept of the “Manichean allegory” is influenced by Fanon’s
 
discussion of the “Manichean struggle” in Black Skin, White Masks: “Good-
 Evil, Beauty-Ugliness, White-Black: such are the characteristic pairings of the
 phenomenon that, making use of an expression of Dide and Giuraud, we shall
 call ‘manicheism delirium’” (183).
Kincaid’s story “In the Night” disrupts the Manichean logic of colonialist
 
discourse and exposes lives lived under postcolonial legacies as mapped in the
 intimate and open, if also at times violent, spaces between the demarcated bor
­
ders
 of colonial terrains. The people and spirits inhabiting “the night” are from  
all walks of Antiguan life-laborers, békés or bequés (descendants of white plan
­tation owners), jumbees (ghosts or spirits of the deceased), soucouyants or soucri-
 ants (female witches), jablesses (she-devils), fathers, mothers, and children. The
 people “in the night” include the night-soil men who collect the feces from the
 pit toilets; a bird-woman in the trees; a girl who dreams and wets her bed; a
 mother who “can change everything” (8); a father who is spoken of and yet not
 spoken of; a man and a woman who share a bed until the man kills the
 
woman;  
Mr. Straffee (“the undertaker”) who 
takes
 the woman’s body away; the beke Mr.  
Gishard — buried in 
his
 “white suit” from England  who now stands, as a jum-  
bee,
 
“under a cedar tree” sipping  rum (7); the people who see Mr. Gishard don-
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ning his white suit and “who now live
 
in the house [and] walk through the  door  
backward” (8) to keep the dead man’s spirit out; the “red-skin woman with
 black bramblebush hair and brown eyes” (11) whom the girl wants to marry.
 These real creatures and characters, spirits and bodies, haunt and inhabit the
 nocturnal spaces of “the night,” and their inhabiting crosses these borders.
The story also introduces mother/daughter/father as a textual triad, paral
­
lel in the material realm to jablesse/girl/night-soil man in the spiritual, but the
 material and spiritual
 
are not divided; instead,  they are interpenetrating terrains  
that are constantly traversed “in
 
the night.” These triads refigure the terrains of  
selves as multiple, as alterrains in which the borders of man and woman, adult
 and child,
 
day and  night, body and soul  are  crossed. They see the  nightly move ­
ments; they, too, move “in the night.” These alterrains refigure and remap the
 alterity of selves, the subjectivity of others, and the indiscernibility, at times, of
 each. Such a radical reconfiguration of self-other (and selves-others) clearly
 breaks with colonialist notions of self-other configured hierarchically and
 axiomatically: within a colonialist model, self is discrete, self-determining,
 autonomous, detached, subjectively contained (subjectified); the other is exter
­nal, distant, objectively marked (objectified). The oppositional relations of self-
 other operative within colonialist logic are marked by conquest, colonizer and
 colonized. Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson discuss the hierarchical relations of
 colonial subject and colonized collective, according to colonial discourse, in
 their editors’ introduction to De/Colonizing
 
the Subject: The Politics of Gender  in  
Women’s Autobiography: “Where Western eyes see Man as a unique individual
 rather than a member of a collectivity, of race or nation, or sex or sexual pref
­erence, Western eyes see the colonized as an amorphous, generalized collectiv
­ity” (xvii). Kincaid’s texts do not reverse this dichotomy; rather, her literary
 texts reveal
 
how these terrains are  imbricated. In Kincaid’s  writings, self touch ­
es upon the others surrounding her, and alterity is imbued with subjectivity.
 Kincaid refuses the colonial, hierarchical divisions of self-other, exploring the
 other within and the self without (or explores the alterity and objectivity
 
of the  
self, the subjectivity of others and even objects). Kincaid’s literary texts thus
 suggest an ethics and politics of alterity. As Paula Moya writes, “coalitions
 across 
differences
 require a thorough understanding of how we are different  
from others, as well as how
 
they are different from us. Because . .. differences  
are relational, our ability to understand an ‘other’ depends largely on our will
­ingness to examine our ‘self’” (125-26). Kincaid’s textual imbrications of
 
self  
with others, though, forces us to rethink the binaristic logic that divides one
 from the other.
3.
 
Girl as Jablesse: Space, Time, and History  “In the Night”
In the story, nocturnal space is an all-encompassing vastness that is without
 
temporal division. “In the night,” Kincaid writes, “way into the middle of the
 night, when the night isn’t
 
divided like a sweet  drink into  little sips, when  there  
is no
 
just before midnight, midnight, or just after midnight . . .” (6). Night’s  
depths are unmarked; the night is oceanic in its expanse, not measured in sips.
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This nocturnal space is planetary, earthly, and its indivisible temporality is spa
­
tially and geographically marked. Night is a space of contrasts and geologic
 variations: "round in some places, flat in some places, and in some places like a
 deep hole, blue at the edge, black inside” (6). Time is 
erased
 in space. Here,  
Kincaid’s “night” is timeless, and space is contoured geologically, not carto-
 graphically as colonial territory In this passage, Kincaid echoes the preoccu
­pation of many Caribbean writers with history and the historical. Both Derek
 Walcott in “The Muse of History” and “The Antilles: Fragments of Epic Mem
­ory” and Edouard Glissant in “The 
Known,
 the Uncertain” from Caribbean Dis ­
course critique Hegel’s world historical model as outlined in The Philosophy of
 History:
Africa proper, as far as History goes back, 
has
 remained — for all pur ­
poses of connection with the rest of the world — shut up; it is the Gold-
 land compressed within itself— the land of childhood, which lying beyond
 the days of self-conscious history, is enveloped in the dark mantle of night.
The negro as already observed exhibits the natural man in his com
­
pletely wild and untamed state. We must lay
 
aside all thought of reverence  
and morality
 
— all that we call feeling — if we would rightly comprehend  
him; there is nothing harmonious with humanity to be found in this type
 of character. ...
At this
 
point we leave Africa never to mention  it again. For it is no his ­
torical part of the world; it has no movement of development to exhibit.
 Historical movement in it — that is in its northern part — belongs to the
 Asiatic or European
 
World. . ..
What we properly understand as African, is the Unhistorical, Undevel
­oped Spirit, still involved in the conditions of mere nature and which had to
 be presented here only as on the threshold of the World’s history. . . .




 of History, Asia is the beginning.
(quoted in Lamming 15)
Hegel’s model posits Africa as ahistorical, Asia as
 
prehistorical, and Europe as  
historical. According to Hegel, the world existed in different historical stages
 of evolution, with Europe as the height of history and civilization and with
 Africa as the nadir of this evolutionary
 
chain. Like Walcott and Glissant, Kin ­
caid critiques Hegel’s Eurocentric model, revealing that “imposed nonhistory”
 (Glissant’s term) is a violent erasure resulting from the forced displacement and
 enslavement of Africans in the Middle
 
Passage and  the continued dispossession  
of British and French colonialism in the Caribbean. Kincaid reminds her
 
read ­
ers that colonial maps may territorialize space, but it also erases those perceived
 to be without history or without
 
linear, temporal evolution (a la Hegel). Colo ­
nial erasure, though, is 
never
 totalizing; the shadows or fragments of lives lived  
under colonialism are always present, if not fully visible.
The visible and the invisible, the absent and the present, in fact, are 
two 









 alternates from sight to sound to touch in the narrative, and  
frequently the images are fused synaesthetically. In the opening section of the
 narrative, the sensory 
experience
 is multiple,  but sight  predominates; the narra ­
tor focuses on
 
what is seen and what cannot be seen-both enter into a specular  
economy that subverts colonialist surveillance, even as it narratively deploys the
 gaze. In "Under Western Eyes,”
 
David Spurr writes in his trenchant analysis of  
colonialist rhetoric The Rhetoric of
 
Empire, "the body is that which is most prop ­
er to the primitive, the 
sign
 by which the primitive is represented” (22). The  
colonial administrator surveys the land and the bodies of the colonized, and in
 this colonialist gaze, Spurr writes,
 
"The eye treats the body as a landscape” (23).  
The girl
'
s gaze in the story also surveys the land, the night, its inhabitants; her  
vision, though, operates differently. It sees the multiple figures who move in
 the night, 
each
 different both from the others and individually metamorphic.
If the colonialist eye turns bodies into landscapes, territories to be colo
­nized, the girl’s eye is open to the landscape as body and as embodied. The
 scenes and images in this section are captivating. Returning to time, timeless
­ness, and vision, Kincaid writes: It is then, "in the night, 
way
 into the middle  
of the night,” when "the night-soil men come” (6; emphasis added). Fulfilling
 their duties, "they come and go, walking on the damp ground in straw shoes.
 Their feet in the straw shoes make a scratchy sound. They say nothing” (6;
 emphasis added). The "night-soil men”
 
not  only work in  the nocturnal vastness,  
they also see spirits who move "in the night.” Kincaid links the labor of colo
­nized men to the movement of African diasporic spirits,
 
both of whom forcibly  
crossed oceans, suffered
 
toil, oppression, and near extinction, and rhizomatical-  
ly survived in a new land. The African diaspora 
marks
 the scattering both of  
people and cultures. First, "the night-soil men can see a bird walking in the
 trees,” only "it isn’t a bird” (6; emphasis added). What appears, at first, to be "a
 bird walking in the trees” is suddenly a
 
woman shedding her skin like feathers,  
departing soon "to drink the blood of her secret enemies” (6). In the night, the
 girl as narrator also incarnates the narrator as jablesse. In the night, the bird
­woman is a jablesse — or soucriant (also soucouyan, soucouyant, or soucougnan,
 and sometimes called a volant) — who sheds her skin, walks in tree branches,
 flies. Ivette Romero-Cesareo explains that a soucouyan "is a word of African
 origin meaning human beings transformed into balls of fire. According to oral
 tradition, they suck people’s blood (much like the vampires of European ori
­gin). This power, usually attributed to old women, is either inherited or
 acquired through a pact with the devil” (265 n13). It
 
is the night-soil men who  
see the bird-woman preparing for flight and departure, but the narrator also
 knows what the night-soil men see. The girl sees the night-soil men and the
 bird-woman: she watches the night, and as witness, she is figured in this rela
­tion.
These are metamorphic relations, though; they are créolized, and not pure
 
forms. The triangulated terrains of 
girl,
 night-soil man, and bird-woman map  
the alterrains of night. This self-in-relation diverges from metaphysical, colo
­nialist notions of subjectivity as individuated, contained, clearly demarcated.
 Kincaid’s texts rusefully, and even guilefully, confound these borders of self-
 other or selves-others and thereby deconstruct colonialist notions of subjectiv-
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ity and objectivity. The triangulation of subjective spaces in the story "In the
 
Night” is one such example. With the jablesse and the night-soil man, the girl
 
forms
 a nocturnal triad. Rather than a radical disjuncture of the material and  
the spiritual, as defined in the gulf between God and Man in Christian belief,
 here matter and spirit are inter-penetrating; this configuration of the world dis
­places colonialist metaphysics in
 
which spirit transcends body and  world. Kin ­
caid reverses British colonial desire, displacing the Christian trinity with
 African diasporic religious forms or trans-forms.
The nocturnal landscape, though, is not only spiritual or spirit-filled,
 
exploring and deconstructing the culturally determined values of good and evil;
 it is also material and embodied. Indeed, the night’s inhabitants traverse the
 boundaries of spirit-matter, subject-object, human-animal, and perhaps most
 intimately, body-dwelling. In his "phenomenological inquiry on poetry,” Poet
­ics of Space, Gaston Bachelard explores the house in poetics as an intimate psy
­chological space that is both “dispersed” and “embodied” (3): “Not only our
 memories, but the things we have forgotten are ‘housed’. Our soul is an abode.
 And by remembering ‘houses’ and ‘rooms’, we learn to ‘abide’ within ourselves.
 Now
 
everything  becomes clear, the house images move in both directions: they  
are in us as much as we are in them” (xxxiii). For Bachelard, the house is one’s
 “first universe” (14), the “cosmos” (4); and the poet of space writes or reads a
 room, a
 
house (14). In A Small Place, Kincaid  reminds us, though, that Antigua  
itself is just such a “small place,” and the house in Kincaid’s texts is a cosmos
 that textually opens onto the universe of the island. Bachelard’s “poetics of
 space” with rooms to be written and houses to be read opens windows and
 doors into Kincaid’s dwellings.
Returning to the scene “in the night”: The girl-narrator knows that the
 
bird-woman “has left her skin in a corner of a house made out of wood” (6).
 This connection between 
skin
 (corporeal), wood (raw, natural resource), and  
house (constructed) is provocative, for it reveals body and nature, corporeality
 and ‘raw’ natural resource, as constructed elements. The
 
house,  in  many of Kin ­
caid’s stories, stands in metonymic relation to body (compare, for example, the
 houses in “At Last,”
 
“Blackness,” and “My Mother”). The metonymic relations  
of house-body also blur the boundaries of subject-object. In the passage from
 “In the Night,” the woman sheds subjectivity, like skin, “left ... in a corner of
 a house made out of wood.” Where Bachelard’s houses are 
psychologically- coded spaces, Kincaid’s poetic dwellings are corporeal as well as psychological-
 lived, embodied, but 
never
 essentialized, always built or constructed from wood  
chopped, hewn, planed, notched, and assembled in words. Through these con
­structions, a house is built; a room materializes; a body forms.
Like the jablesse, or soucouyant, the girl is taken over
 
by the spirits of oth ­
ers, as the jablesse ritualistically sheds herself and is taken over by the lwas or
 spirits. The passage describes the vision of the night-soil men in alter-objective
 terms: “it isn’t a bird. It is a woman who 
has
 removed  her skin ... It is a woman  
who has left her skin in a corner ... It is a woman who is reasonable and
 admires honeybees in the hibiscus. It is a woman, who, as a joke, brays like a
 donkey when he is thirsty” (6-7). In this passage, the boundaries between
 human and animal are also crossed, a transformation common to Obeah. In
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 girl and jablesse merge in a frightening, if seductive, illusion,  
as she, they, bray “like a donkey” According to Obeah folklore, the jablesse
 often embodies the form of a beautiful, seductive woman (from the waist up),
 but with the body of an animal (from the waist down); her feet are hooves, and
 she often
 
brays, once her victim recognizes her as a jablesse. But Kincaid refus ­
es an aesthetic or religious reduction of jablesse to diabolic incarnation; she is
 also a benign and creative force, a reasonable woman admiring bees and flow
­ers. In so doing, Kincaid reminds us that the spiritual force of jablesse — as
 diabolic — is a western, Christian construct.
The lines describing the vision of
 
the jablesse, or soucouyant, with alter-  
objective detachment reiterate the impersonal subject-verb construction, “it is .
 .. it is ... it is.” This woman
 
who removes her skin and “brays like a donkey”  
is no woman at all: she is jablesse, incantatory and seductive. The night-soil
 men see the jablesse or spirit, and the girl-narrator knows. In this knowledge,
 the girl elusively embodies both, but remains bound to neither. Earlier I inter
­preted this triad as a 
refusal
 of the colonialist divisions of material and spiritu ­
al,
 
but  it also suggests a refusal of the colonialist demarcations of self and other.  
Desire and knowing are triangulated through the girl, the jablesse, and the
 night-soil man: they are not, in Christian terms, three persons in hypostatic
 union; conversely, the relations of self and others here and throughout the nar
­rative are transient, shifting, malleable, yet still embodied and sensately experi
­enced. If
 
the early British colonialists regarded the slaves as “in need of  the  
Christianization and ‘de-Africanization which [they felt] only a reformed colo
­nial system might effect” (Richardson 180), Kincaid foils this desire to “Chris
­tianize” and “de-Africanize” West Indian subjects. Using Obeah as trans-aes-
 thetic force opening the narrator to embodied, sensory worlds, Kincaid also
 subverts the colonialist subordination of body to mind or spirit: in Obeah, body
 and spirit are interpenetrating, and intellect is not valorized over the senses as
 a form of knowing.
Sound, in the next paragraph, replaces image as the girl-narrator shifts
 
senses poetically; the narrator’s words are detached and impersonal initially
 (“there is the sound”), yet open ultimately into intricate and diverse 
sounds. Words form incantations: oral and aural suffuse the textual. Kincaid tunes the
 reader’s ear to life in Antigua; her words are, as Glissant writes in Poetics of
 Relation, “the passage opening onto the archipelago of languages” (84). What
 the night-soil men see, what the girl-narrator knows, unfolds in a long para
­graph marked by
 
phrases that all begin, “there is the sound. . .”:
There is the sound of a cricket, there is the sound of a church bell, there is the
 
sound of this house creaking, that house creaking and the other house
 creaking as they settle into the ground. There is the sound of a radio in the
 distance — a fisherman listening to merengue music. There is the sound of a
 man groaning in his sleep; there is the sound of a woman disgusted at the
 man groaning. There is the sound of the man stabbing
 
the woman, the sound  
of her blood as it hits the floor, the sound of Mr. Straffee, the undertaker,
 taking her body away. There is the sound
 
of her spirit back from the dead,  
looking at the man who used to groan; he is running a fever forever. There
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is the sound of a woman writing a letter; there is the
 
sound of her pen nib on  
the white paper; there is
 
the sound of the kerosene lamp dimming; the sound  
of her head aching.
(7; emphasis added)
The paragraph opens with everyday sounds — 
crickets
 chirping, church bells  
chiming, 
houses
 creaking, merengue music playing on the radio — before con ­
ducting more intimate, grating, even violent sounds: “a man groaning ... a
 woman disgusted at the man groaning . . . the man stabbing the woman, the
 sound of her blood as it hits the floor, the sound of Mr. 
Straffee,
 the undertak ­
er,
 
taking her  away” (7). Kincaid’s  text  creates a symphony of the commonplace,  
the quotidian, and
 
the simple, yet  these sounds are often  inharmonious. “In the  
Night” captures the sounds of everyday
 
people whose lives are not usually seen  
or heard; she melodically,
 
mellifluously, and rhythmically composes  beauty from  
simplicity.
These sounds begin and end in houses — bodily metonyms — as 
sounds 
spread from “this house creaking; that house creaking, and the other house
 creaking as they settle into the ground.” These 
sounds
 merge and symphoni-  
cally fuse
 
“in the night.” Kincaids domestic, even homely homilies, are embod ­
ied and lived, yet they refuse essentialist definitions of body: like 
houses,
 they  
are built and dwelled in; sometimes destroyed or abandoned. 
As
 houses “settle  
into the ground,” the murdered womans body refuses to “settle into the
 ground,” and the night-soil men hear “the sound of
 
her back from the dead,  
looking at the man who used
 
to groan” (7). This woman who refuses death, like  
the bird-woman
 
“who has removed her skin” and left it  “in a corner of a house”  
(6), returns to the house where her murderous husband, “who used to groan,”
 lies racked with illness, “running a fever forever” (7). Skin, like houses, may be
 abandoned or recovered. And skin, as Sidonie Smith notes, “is the literal and
 metaphorical borderland between the materiality of the ... [writing] T and the
 contextual surround of the world” (266). In this sense, Kincaid’s mapping of
 bodies and texts displaces colonialist and patriarchal divisions of body/text.
 The woman exacts revenge: the night-soil men see the jablesse “on her 
way
 to  
drink
 
the blood of her secret enemies” (6). Does the jablesse swarm and return  
for the blood of the woman “as it hits the floor”? Or, is the blood her own?
 Instead, the woman writes a letter. Kincaid rewrites folkloric legends of the
 soucouyant (soucriani) who 
sheds
 her skin, flies at night, sucks the blood of  
unsuspecting victims into a woman who writes, whose skin is page and blood
 ink; a woman who turns her body into text. The narrator explains, “there is the
 sound of her pen nib on the white writing paper” and “the sound of the
 kerosene lamp dimming”; as the paragraph closes, the final note is “the sound
 of her head aching” (7). Kincaid’s text — and meta-textually, the woman’s let
­ter — reframe skin, 
paper,
 blood, ink, written text, and oral sound as interrelat ­
ed:
Sound and the music of words fuse with the palpable resonances of body
 
and text. In the next few lines, sounds continue to suffuse night’s air, but the
 senses also shift toward touch and visceral sensations. The narrator describes
 the night and the rain as it “falls on the tin roofs, on the leaves, in the trees, on
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the stones in the yard, on sand, on the ground,” leaving the night "wet in some
 
places, warm in some places” (7). In the rain, in the night, the narrator and the
 night-soil men are immersed in the material and the spiritual, among the liv
­ing and the dead; the spirits, creatures, and people who move in the night tra
­verse the boundaries of space and time, of life and death. The living lie in bed
 feverishly; the dead move about. Sight, sound, touch fuse synaesthetically in
 the 
play
 of Kincaids words.
The narrator
 
says, "There  is  Mr. Gishard, standing under a cedar tree which  
is in full bloom, wearing that nice white suit, which
 
is as fresh as the day he was  





tree, Mr. Gishard drinks his rum, dividing  now the night "like a  sweet  drink  
into little sips” (6); in his hand, "the same glass 
full
 of rum that he had in his  
hand shortly before he died” (8). Mr. Gishard is 
an
 ambivalent presence; he is  
not only béké, symbol of colonial power and continued, post-abolition planta
­tion economy, but also jumbee/jumbie, a ghost of the dead
 
who returns to guard  
his house, survey his land, control the living. As a béké, Mr. Gishard orders
 space through colonial divisions; he represents the plantation economy of time
 measured, scheduled, charted and space divided, guarded, plowed. Under the
 cedar tree, he watches "the house in which he used to live” (8), striking terror
 in the hearts of the people who now live in his house. Dwelling in Mr.
 Gishard’s house, the people "walk through the door backward” (8) when they
 see
 
the dead man standing under the cedar tree. As with Obeah belief, the peo ­
ple walk backward to keep the jumbee from entering, yet Mr. Gishard is both
 béké and jumbee. As both, Mr. Gishard is the guardian of space and
 
possession;  
in walking backward, though, the people seem to reverse time, space, and pos
­session. These alter-relations are embodied, and disembodied, in the house. In
 death, as in
 
life, his pre ence marks space as colonial  territory, just as plantation  
economies endured (and in some places still endure) in the Caribbean long after
 slavery ended. "The disintegration of the system
 
left its marks,” Glissant writes  
and in discussing the closed space of the plantation he notes that "Almost
 everywhere planter castes degenerated into fixed roles” (Poetics 72). Clearly,
 Mr. Gishard’s possession of the house is material. Kincaid reminds the reader
 that houses are owned, as land is colonized and as bodies are enslaved; yet, Mr.
 Gishard’s possession of the house is also spiritual
 
— he possesses it as spirit, as  





Dreaming Mother as Jablesse: Space, Time, and History "In the Night”
Moving from girl as jablesse to mother as 
jablesse,
 Kincaid draws the reader  
into her night world. The girl as jablesse is creative; the mother as jablesse is
 terrifying, yet awe-inspiring: daughter emulates mother, but she also fears her.
 In the second section of "In the Night,” the girl dreams, and in her dreams, the
 girl sees a "baby being born,” a baby who walks through pastures, eats "green
 grass” and bleats like a lamb. Again, the human-animal boundary is trans
­gressed, and Kincaid’s trans-aesthetics reveal that such metamorphoses, though
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rare in Western hierarchies, are common in Obeah. She says, “Its eyes are
 
closed. It’s breathing, the little baby. It’s breathing. It’s bleating, the little
 baby. It’s bleating” (8). The passage alternates between breathing and bleating,
 between baby’s breath and lamb’s bleat, but also between life and peril, as
 “bleating” evokes the sound of “bleeding” and the murdered woman of the first
 section whose blood “hits the floor” (7). The baby (or lamb) is described in
 gentle terms though with “soft and pink lips” (8). This discordant juxtaposition
 of tenderness and violence precedes a mid-night encounter with the girl’s
 mother. Next, the mother appears at her
 
bedside gently, as the girl says, “shak ­
ing me by
 
the shoulders,” rousing the girl from her dreams by calling out,  “Lit ­
tle Miss, Little Miss” (8). The girl says to her mother, “But it’s still night,” to
 which the mother replies, “Yes, but you have wet your bed again” (8). The
 mother, like Mr. Gishard, is a symbol of power, a guardian of old mores, of old
 world values (as in Annie John, the mother Annie has interpellated Victorian
 
mores
 and strictly imposes them on her daughter). The mother is native and  
foreign, gentle and terrifying. As symbol of power, the mother divides the
 night with time. The wetness, the flow of urine, evokes the night’s rain fall;
 both spill over divided terrains, blurring boundaries, mapping alterrains of
 space, time, sleep, 
wakefulness,
 dream, reality. The rain, the urine, the rum —  
all divide the night, breaking space into the measured demarcations of marked
 time. In contrast to colonial time marching to the tempo of historical evolu
­tion, the girl’s night is a space of memory not marked by time’s intervals until
 her mother disrupts this space. This memory
 
is not individual, but trans-indi-  
vidual, collective: as Walcott intimates, “All of the Antilles, every island, is an
 effort of memory” (Walcott, “Antilles” 82).
Looking
 
into her mother’s face, which is “still young and still beautiful, and  
still has pink
 
lips” (8), the girl recalls the “soft and pink  lips” of the baby’s face  
from the dream. The repetition of still (“it’s still night”; “still young”; “still
 beautiful”; “still has pink lips”) creates a pacific and halcyonic scene of daugh
­ter and mother and dreams. The girl’s dreams are also nightmares, though, and
 the mother is powerful and threatening, if also tender and beautiful. Although
 the mother evokes the power of colonialism, she — like Mr. Gishard who is
 both béké and jumbee — also ambivalently embodies the awe and danger of the
 
jabl
esse. As the mother removes the “wet nightgown” and her “wet sheets,” the  
girl thinks, “My mother can change everything” (8). Here, change or alteration
 ruptures stillness, and the girl notes, “In my dream I am in the night” (8).
 These words remind the reader
 
that the peaceful scene is not without  peril, and  
this section ends with dialogue between daughter and mother about “the lights
 in the mountains” that are 
really
 a jablesse, or a “person who can turn into any ­
thing, but you 
can
 tell that they aren’t real because of their eyes” (8-9). From  
the mother who “can change everything” (8) comes the jablesse “who can turn
 into anything” (8-9). The mother tells her daughter that “their eyes shine like
 lamps, so bright you can’t look” (9). Especially beware “when you see a beauti
­ful woman,” the mother warns, “a jablesse always tries to look like a beautiful
 woman” (9). The mother,“still young,” is also “still beautiful” (9); she is gentle,
 and she is terrifying.
Mother, daughter, jablesse “merge and separate, merge and separate” in
 
alterbiographic relations, as jablesse/girl/night-soil man also “merge and sepa
­
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rate, merge and separate” earlier
 
in the narrative; and in the next section, moth-  
er/daughter/father form an alternative textual triad.
5.
 
Filiation, Ineffable  Words, Oral Worlds
The third section of the story is composed of one long quote,
 
words spoken by 
the girl, words she claims that "no one has ever said to me.” So she begins: "No
 one has ever said to 
me,
 ‘My father, a night-soil man, is very nice and very kind  
. . .” (9). Here, we return to sound, and
 
words spiral into memorable melodies,  
an 
oral
 backdrop to colonial History, the histories of the colonized conveyed  
only through spoken language, if at all. In this long, meandering quote (in
 which the girl speaks of
 
words that no one ever said to her) the father, the  
night-soil man, takes center-stage. The girl 
tells
 of the father and all that he  
does in his daily life — that he pats a dog when he passes it, rather than kicks
 the animal; that
 
he prefers pink  shirts and  pants to the  brown and navy  ones he  
wears; that "he fell and broke his ankle,” "while running
 
to catch a bus” (9); that  
he likes to sit on a "stone under a mahogany tree” (9) to watch the children
 playing; that he "eats the intestines of
 
animal stuffed with blood and riceand  
drinks ginger beer” (10).
By invoking her father’s words and actions, she also invokes alternative pos
­
sibilities: those of kicking the dog, donning pink clothes, preferring brown and
 navy, devouring children instead of blood sausages. The words describing his
 meal are suggestive, anatomically and corporeally, and expose the intrinsic
 
vio ­
lence of eating. The girl repeats the words her father has spoken to her: "He
 has told me this many times: ‘My
 
dear, what I like to do most,’ and so on” (10).  
Again, Kincaid places her readers within the domestic sphere of
 
families and  
their 
daily
 lives. Words spoken, like commonplace sounds, are lyrically woven  
into the music of simplicity. And yet, these words are never spoken; they exist
 in the girl’s imagination only, as she creates alter-worlds to experience and
 inhabit. Kincaid’s text subtlely undermines colonialist discourse, revealing that
 colonialist and phallogocentric discourses are imbricated and that filiation as
 power operates according to a colonialist logic. Not
 
all  men, Kincaid shows, are  
powerful; power is conferred through race, class, nationality. Here, the father
 is not the law, the guardian of the Symbolic order (a la Lacan); the father does
 not speak
 
— he is marked by aphasia; his words are imagined by his daughter,  
the true creative spirit of language, and stories, and
 
worlds created in words.
She imagines a father; she imagines a father’s words; she imagines words
 never spoken; she even imagines love. The girl reflects on what her father, the
 night-soil man, does for her and reflects on her feelings for him: "I love 
my father the night-soil
 
man” (10). Here, the relations alter, desires and dreams cir ­
culate: jablesse/girl/night-soil man enter into alter-relations with
 mother/daughter/father. Extending the emotions of love, affection, and inti
­macy for the father even further, the girl says, "Everybody loves him and waves
 to him whenever they see
 
him” (10), but these feelings also evoke jealousy in the  
girl. "He is very handsome, you know,” the girl says, "and I have seen women
 look at him twice” (10). The girl who watches the night-soil men at
 
work way  
into the middle of the night also sees women gazing at her father. Kincaid’s
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reversal of the colonialist 
gaze
 may be seen in this passag : it is not colonial  
administrator, or even father, who surveys land and bodies, as Spurr so inci
­sively discusses in The Rhetoric of Empire; rather, it is the girl-narrator who
 watches others. The girl notes how differently her father dresses “on special
 days” and “on ordinary days,” but her obedience to the father is constant on all
 days. “When he calls me, I say, ‘Yes, sir’” (10). The section ends with a line
 expressing happiness, hope, and
 
expectation:  “He makes us happy,  my father the  
night-soil man, and has promised that one day he will take us to see something
 he has read about called the circus” (10). This line, however, is the closing line
 of a long quote that “no one has ever” spoken to the girl, and this happiness,
 hope, and expectation seem, therefore, tenuous. Yet, this girl weaves worlds
 with the creative (and destructive) force of a 
jablesse,
 incarnating and disincar-  
nating multiple, transitory forms. Or, as Glissant writes, “this is an orality that
 is not spoken aloud
 






with the drowned from the  Middle Passage, the  butchery  
of its 
aborigines.
 Carib and Aruac and Taino, bleeds in the scarlet of  
the immortelle, and even the actions of
 
surf on sand cannot erase the  
African memory, or the lances of 
cane
 as a green prison where inden ­
tur d Asians, the ancestors of Felicity, are still serving time.
—Derek Walcott
Kincaid and Walcott share in common a sense of genesis in writing, of creating
 
and recreating worlds in words. For Kincaid and Walcott, poetic creation
 involves the translation of the natural world into language, as much as it does a
 making of worlds from words; for 
each
 writer, the natural world does not  
oppose History absolutely, yet the Antillean geography
 
holds a counter-history  
to the erasures of colonial history. Here, 
we
 should return to Bachelard’s poet ­
ics of
 
space with  rooms to be written,  houses to  be read, but we must  add  to those  
closed spaces, the terrains of sea and flora and island. For Kincaid, “Gardening
 is 
really
 an extended form of reading, of history and philosophy”; as she notes  
in an interview published in The Boston Globe, “The garden itself has become
 
like
 writing a book .... I am reading the landscape.” (57).
In the penultimate section of “In the Night,” the girl’s eye ambles through
 Antiguan gardens and witnesses those who work there. The gardens, the flow
­ers, the
 
workers are all legible “in the night.” Here, the girl reads the landscape  
and eloquently 
records
 the beauty she sees. The passage paints in  words, poet ­
ically, multiple images of flowers that “close up and thicken” before narrating
 the daily events that precede night’s fall. The densely lyrical, intensely poetic
 passage traverses space and 
time,
 through evocative images and lush language.  
Kincaid uses repetition and difference in this section to alternate between
 generic
 
phrases that are reiterated and longer phrases that follow and are woven  
with specificity and variation. For Glissant, the generic or the general are part
 of
 
a colonial leveling process in which differences are erased into a dominant  
sameness: “For centuries generalization,’ as operated by
 
the  West, brought dif-
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ferent community tempos into an equivalency in which it attempted to give a
 
hierarchical order to the times they flowered” (62). “
Is
 it not, perhaps,” Glis-  
sant asks, “time to return to a no less necessary
 
‘degeneralization ”? (62). Kin ­
caid’s passages begin with the general, but her words explode into myriad
 blooms. Her flowers answer Glissant’s call for a “necessary
 
‘degeneralization.’”  
Such lyrical repetition and difference, poetic vacillation between genre or type
 and species, refigures the relations of each. In the first paragraph, the generic
 image is the flower, and it blooms in Kincaid’s lines in multifarious colors and
 manifold varieties:
the hibiscus flowers, the flamboyant flowers, the bachelor’s buttons, the
 
irises, the marigolds, the whitehead bush flowers, the 
l
ilies, the flowers on  
the daggerbush the flowers on the
 
turtleberry bush, the flowers on the sour-  
sop tree,. .. the sugar-apple tree,... the mango tree,. . . the guava tree,. .
 . the dumps tree,. . . the pawpaw tree ....
(10-11)
The paragraph opens with the fine, “In the night, the flowers close up and
 
thicken” (10). In discussing the disruptions of orality in Saint-John Perse’s
 poetry, Glissant says that “root stumps” appear when “language thickens into
 nodules” (39). This thickening disrupts. After the catalogue of flowering trees
 and blooming annuals, the paragraph ends with a similar line: “the flowers
 everywhere close up and thicken” (11). The line reveals that there are recesses
 of meaning in the natural flora that are impenetrable to the eye; the flowers
 “close up” and resist being 
read, 
just as language “thickens” into hard knots or  
“root stumps.” Then, the girl tells us, “the flowers are 
vexed
” (11); only anger,  
or irritating frustration may b  r ad in the flora. Kincaid’s line, like Walcott’s
 quote used as an epigraph to this section, suggests a form of Caribbean resis
­tance that imbues even the landscape, the foliage, the sea. The paragraph
 moves from the general to the specific, from the generic flower to all its vari
­eties; from the first line to the last, repetition and difference move in spirals.




from  the  generic phrase, “Someone  is ...,” to specific actions  
and moments taken from 
daily
 life. The syntax of the repeated lines (imper ­
sonal pronoun + linking verb + present progressive verb + object[s]) establishes
 a constant structure that enters variation and difference.
Someone is 
making
 a basket, someone is making a girl a dress or a boy a shirt,  
someone is making her husband a soup with cassava so that he 
can
 take it to  
the cane field tomorrow, someone is making his wife a beautiful mahogany
 chest, someone is sprinkling a colorless powder outside a closed door so that
 someone else’s child will be stillborn, someone is praying that
 
a bad child who  
is living prosperously abroad will be good and send a package filled with




The scenes are domestic, as the actions are daily: weaving; sewing; cooking;
 
building; cursing; praying; sleeping. The impersonal and generic phrase,
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“someone is . . .,” is completed by myriad moments — some nurturing, others
 
threatening. Many of these tasks are gendered 
forms
 of  labor, reminding us  
that
 
the generic is a  patriarchal as  well as colonialist construct. Kincaid returns  
the reader to the scenes of domestic care and violences that opened the story.
 As the girl sleeps and dreams in the second section, so someone here “is sleep
­ing.” This final phrase evokes the girl who sleeps and dreams and is awakened
 by
 
her mother who changes her wet nightgown and tells her about the jablesse 
(8); the line also evokes the man who groans in his sleep, disgusts the woman,





The final section centers on the girl and her trans-desires. In playful and sen
­
suous language, the girl maps desires both erotic and maternal, expressing her
 love for “a red-skin woman with black bramblebush hair and brown eyes, who
 wears skirts that are so big I can easily bury my head in them” (11). This
 woman fuses Carib and African diasporic genealogies; the passage refigures
 those lost in the colonialist violences of
 
genocide and slavery as a woman to  
adore and
 
embrace. The woman appears beautiful and wild, with “red skin” and  
“black bramblebush hair.” 
She
 is also maternal and doting, with flowing skirts  
“so big” that the girl “can easily bury [her] head in them” (11). The girl also
 weds her body to the victims of
 
genocide, slavery, and colonialism — not as  
another person destroyed in the
 
wake of European institutions, but as one  who  
desires corporeal embrace with those lost, one who desires bodily memory of
 broken ancestral lines. The maternal and the erotic fuse in carnal, even pri
­mordial, longing for the woman, and the girl says, “I would like to marry this
 woman and 
l
ive with her in a mud hut near the sea” (11). “Hut,” as house,  
stands in metonymic relation to body; here, it is an intimate corps-à-corps
 dwelling. This dwelling is water and soil, soul and flesh, built from earth
 moistened by the sea, evoking the elements of water and earth: theirs is an ele
­mental passion. Inhabiting
 
this space,  the two will live and thrive, sharing pos ­
sessions and dividing them. They live in the alter-subjective spaces of trans-
 desires. The girl lists the items shared and those separate:
In
 
the mud hut will be two chairs and  one  table, a lamp that burns kerosene,  
a
 
medicine chest, a  pot, one  bed, two  pillows, two sheets, one  looking  glass,  
two cups, two saucers, two dinner plates, two 
forks,
 two drinking-water  
glasses, one china pot, two fishing strings, two straw hats to ward sun off
 our heads, two trunks for things we have very little use for, one basket, one
 book of plain paper, one box filled with twelve crayons of different colors,
 one loaf of bread wrapped in a piece of brown paper, one coal pot, one
 
pic ­
ture of two women standing on a jetty, one picture of the 
same
 two  
women embracing, one picture of the same two women waving goodbye,
 one box of matches.
(11-12)
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The girl begins the list by enumerating utilitarian and domestic objects, both
 
those shared such as a
 
table, a lamp, a  medicine chest, a pot, a bed, a  mirror, and  
those that are individual such as “two chairs”; “two pillows, two sheets”; “two
 cups, two saucers, two dinner plates, two forks, two drinking-water glasses”;
 and so forth. The household items, even the individual ones, arrange their lives
 in matching units: two of each kind.
The girl and the “red-skin woman with the black bramblebush hair”: they
 
will eat together, drink together, sleep together, fish together, and store away
 items together, yet separately, in “two trunks for things we have very little use
 for” (12). The items stored in the matching trunks are also given in ones and
 twos: “one basket, one book of plain paper, . . . one loaf of bread wrapped in a
 piece of brown 
paper,
 one coal pot,” with the solitary exception of “one box  
filled with twelve crayons of different colors” (12). A world of color, not
 
black  
and white. The paired items are just these: the girl and the woman she marries
 in several photographs. There is “one picture of two women standing on a jetty,
 one picture of the same two women embracing, one picture of the same two
 women waving goodbye” (12; emphasis added). The images are repeated in
 similar
 
phrases but show different moments and reveal differing emotive points  
in time: “standing on a jetty,” “embracing,” or “waving goodbye” (12). Girl and
 lover merge and separate. The girl shares in the erased histories, yet she is, ulti
­mately, not outside of the History that erases.
Although the two women are separate, they are together in the pictorial
 
triptych; although the women are two, they are also the same. (Recall the “one
 looking glass” that the women share; compare also the ending of Annie John in
 which Annie John walks to the jetty, says goodbye to her mother, and leaves the
 island with a trunk in hand, evoking her mother
 
Annie’s earlier departure from  
Dominica.) The three pictures tell a story of togetherness, love, and loss. The
 final object in the trunk
 
is “ one box of matches,” capable of destroying the pic ­
tures, the trunks, the hut, and all the two women share and possess.. In their
 elemental passion: fire. The girl embraces those eclipsed by 
history,
 knowing  
that lives and loves are fragile terrains. This fiery destruction remains possibil
­ity only, potential
 
only, and the girl imagines with child-like fervor and  impetu ­
ousness a fantasy of playful bliss:
Everyday this red-skin woman and I will eat bread and milk for breakfast,
 
hide in bushes and throw hardened cow
 
dung at people we don’t  like, climb 
coconut trees, pick coconuts, eat and drink the food and water from the
 coconuts we have picked, throw 
stones
 in the sea, put on John Bull masks  
and frighten defenseless children on their way home from school, go fish
­ing and catch only our favorite fishes to roast and have for dinner, 
steal green figs to eat
 
for dinner with the roast  fish. Every  day we ould do this.
(12)




 one suffused with the sheer joy of living. The girl and her “red ­
skin woman” (who clearly recalls “Red Girl” from Kincaid’s novel Annie John)
 will live with plenitude and happiness. And “every night,” the girl adds, “I
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would sing this woman a song; the words I don’t know yet, but the tune is in
 
my head” (12). The songs bind the girl and her "red-skin woman” carnally,
 soulfully, musically. It is a song the girl does not know yet, but "the tune is in
 [her] head” (12). The song is both primordial and unwritten, marked by
 genealogy and genocide, future promise and past suffering. Song and woman
 are earthly echoes that, like the landscape, 
may
 be translated. In a similar pas ­
sage in Annie
 
John, the protagonist writes an "autobiographical essay” for a  
school assignment; in the essay, the mother holds the 
languages
 of land and sea  
and the histories housed there. Annie John writes, "I would place my ear
 against her neck, and it was as if
 
I were listening to a giant shell, for all the  
sounds around me — the sea, the wind, the birds screeching —
 
would seem as  




lines of "In the Night,” the girl  reflects on  "this woman I  would  
like to marry [who] knows many things” (12). For
 
the girl, the womans knowl ­
edge is earthly and benevolent; she would "never dream of making
 
me cry” (12),  
the girl
 
insists. The woman’s knowledge is maternal, even primordial, and their  
nightly ritual is rhythmic and oral. It recounts a prehistory, a time before, a
 necessary myth: "Every night, over and over,” the girl tells us, "she will tell me
 something that begins, ‘Before you 
were
 born” (12). Myth counters history,  
opposes the erasures of time: "A poetics cannot guarantee us a concrete 
means of action. But a poetics, perhaps, does allow to understand better our action in
 the world” (Glissant, Poetics 199). The storytelling ritual, like the song, binds
 the girl and the "red-skin woman” in mythic spaces, in alter-subjective terrains.
 The final line of the story reads, "I will marry a woman like this, and every
 night, I will be completely happy” (12). The girl’s trans-desires, like the alter-
 rains of night, are utopic — if also terrifying — fusing elemental passions and
 oneiric visions.
Kincaid’s story weds lost historical points to the Caribbean’s "fragments of
 
epic memory” that remain; the two are joined in the girl and the "red-skin
 woman” that she marries. "That is the basis of the Antillean experience,” Wal
­cott writes in
 
"this shipwreck of fragments, these echoes, these shards of a huge  
tribal vocabulary, these
 
partially remembered customs, and they are not  decayed  
but strong” (Walcott "Antilles” 70). Kincaid, thus, opens history to alterity,
 presencing the lives of those eclipsed by time. Kincaid’s transformative alter-
 poetics, like Glissant’s poetics of Relation and Walcott’s poetics of fragments,
 infuses self with other, other with self, history with alterity, presence with
 absence. Kincaid’s texts reveal that, as Glissant
 
writes, "Thought of the Other  
is the moral generosity disposing me to accept the principle of alterity, to con
­ceive of the world as not simple and straightforward, with only one truth —
 mine” (Poetics 154). "In the Night,” 
like
 so many of Kincaid’s texts, weaves  
together the embodied and disembodied experiences of alter-subjects and alter-
 objects, transporting and transfiguring the textual alterrains of the short story
 through the shifting narrative 
frames
 of the "girl” as jablesse. The alter-subjec-  
tive terrains of "In the Night” (the baby’s breath, the lamb’s bleat, the night-soil
 men at work, the
 
bird-woman, Mr. Gishard with his glass of rum, the "red-skin  
woman with black
 
bramblebush hair,” and others) stitch alterity and otherness  
into reflections of (and on) self.
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Jamaica Kincaid’s short story collection At the Bottom of the River draws on
 
the subversive, anti-colonial tradition of Obeah (as an African diasporic reli
­gion that inspired slave revolts in the nineteenth century) in the Caribbean to
 create a creolized poetics that disrupts Western, colonialist literary forms: the
 world, as seen through this trans-aesthetic lens, is not static, fixed, or hierar
­chical; it is metamorphic, malleable, transformative, and trans-relational. It
 blurs the boundaries of colonial, metaphysical binaries —
 
those operative  in  the  
hierarchical relations of self-other, human-animal, living-dead, matter-spirit,
 body-dwelling
 
— creating diasporic spaces or alterrains of difference. Sensate-  
ly, Kincaid weaves a world of experiences in which sight, sound, and touch
 synaesthetically imbue the Antiguan landscape and the inhabitants of the
 night. All is experienced through the girl-narrator and the textual, embodied
 worlds she creates,
 
and yet, she  is often indistinguishable  from  that world,  those  
flowers, creatures, spirits, and people “in the night.” The girl traverses bound
­aries; she is other.
The narrator in
 
this diasporic  terrain,  “in  the night,”  is jablesse, a spirit who  
by definition is metamorphic and elusive. Kincaid’s use of Obeah as aesthetic
 and her use of the jablesse as narrator constitute willful acts of memory, ones
 not bound by history or connected to time, but rather to creation: this memo
­ry contests history, rather than remembering it. Memory, Glissant muses, “is
 not
 
a calendar  memory; our experience  of time does not keep company with  the  
rhythms of month and 
year 
alone; it is aggravated by the void, the  final  sentence  
of the Plantation” (Poetics 72). But this touching upon
 
the void,  this experience  
of the
 
abyss that is  the  inheritance of the Middle Passage (or, “the  final  sentence  
of
 
the Plantation”) is also genesis, creation — “the infinite abyss, in the end  
became knowledge” (Glissant, Poetics
 
8);  “the entire ocean, the entire sea  gently  
collapsing in the end into the pleasures of sand, make one
 
vast  becoming,  but a  
beginning whose time is marked by these balls and chains gone green” (6). Or
 as Walcott eloquently notes, “If there was nothing, there is everything to 
be made”
 
(“The Muse” 4). In weaving worlds  through this anti-colonial trans-aes ­
thetic, Kincaid herself plays the role of 
jablesse,
 the she-devil of colonialism,  
the
 
banished Lucifer (as in Annie John and Lucy) of the “New World,” the post ­
colonial and diasporic writer
 
who creates, like a god, new worlds.
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Leonard Woolf, one of the key figures in
 
the Blooms ­
bury circle, is perhaps most widely known for his role
 in labor party politics in Britain and for his engage
­ment, during the first two decades of the twentieth
 century, with internationalist politics associated with
 the League of Nations. 
As
 someone closely allied  
with Bloomsbury, Britain’s pre-eminent circle of aes
­thetes and intellectuals, Woolf’s political thinking
 can at best be described as unorthodox: although a
 member of the exclusive Cambridge circle that had
 been nurtured by the aesthetic and moral philosophy
 of G. E. Moore in the early years of the twentieth
 century, his metropolitanism was subsequently tem
­pered and shaped
 
by the demands of a colonial career  
which spanned nearly eight years (1903-11). Upon
 returning from Ceylon
 
where he served as an admin ­
istrator, Woolf resigned his post in the colonial ser
­vice, married Virginia Stephen and settled down with
 her in 1916 in Sussex, in their new home that was to
 become, in the succeeding years, the new center for
 Bloomsbury. While his reputation as a literary figure
 remained vaguely defined by his association with Vir
­ginia Woolf and the Bloomsbury circle,
 
Woolf’s own  
political career as a member of the labor party was
 seen to be intimately connected with his experience
 as a civil servant in colonial Ceylon. The man who is
 later fictionally reincarnated as Peter Walsh in Vir
­ginia Woolf’s
 
Mrs Dalloway (1925) used that colonial  
experience to author a novel set in colonial Ceylon,  
The Village in the Jungle (1913), a collection of short
 fiction entitled "Stories of the East” (1921), as well as
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critiques of imperialism — Mandates and Empire (1920), Economic Imperialism
 
(1921), Imperialism and Civilization (1928).




a particular genealogy of imperialism, one that accrues around  the jagged  
relationship between imperialism and the emergence of the modern state, and
 between the latter’s metropolitan ethos of its citizens and the consolidation of
 domestic liberal politics in the twentieth-century era of the British Empire.
 One commonplace 
view
 is that the postcolonial exposure of the collusion  
between European knowledge and the project of empire has led to a radical
 reformulation of the humanities. In my 
view
 such a characterization of post ­
colonialism’s political and disciplinary effects misses its potentially powerful
 interventionist role — that of going beyond the “reformulation of the humani
­ties” — to engage in a radical rehistoricization of the continuum across which
 the categories of “First” and “Third” worlds are constituted, and through which
 the terms of nationhood achieve their particular political and discursive curren
­cy. Without such a re-historicization, these terms are allowed to circulate and
 reproduce the hegemony of received meanings. My present task of excavating
 Woolf’s colonial work
 
is part of that task of rehistoricization: my attempt is to  
a show how a narrative authored by a member of the bureaucratic order set in
 place by the modern metropolitan imperial state intervenes in the space estab
­lished by that very order by disrupting the core from which it imagines, and
 fantasizes about, its centrality.
It is true that to a 
large
 extent Woolf’s critical stance on imperialism, as  
developed in his political career after his return from Ceylon,
 
was fashioned by  
his location within the metropolitan order. When he published his novel The
 Village in the Jungle, soon after his return from colonial service, it was praised
 for being a work of “superbly dispassionate observation;”1 although Woolf’s
 friend and mentor Lytton Strachey remained unenthusiastic, dismissing it as a
 work with “too many blacks in it” (Woolf, Letters 197). It is clear that Stra
­chey, an active member of
 
Bloomsbury, which claimed to offer a radical aes ­
thetics, could not conceal his racist ideas while assessing the merits of the novel.
 What is also clear is that in Bloomsbury works with “too many blacks in it”
 could not be expected to make a significant claim — aesthetically
 
or intellectu ­
ally — on the attention of its members. Not surprisingly, then, Woolf’s most
 radical critique of imperialism, found in the collection of three colonial short
 stories published in 1921,
 
failed to generate any interest  among the Bloomsbury  
circle. Originally handprinted and published by the family-owned Hogarth
 Press, it quietly slipped out of memory of Bloomsbury. Woolf’s five-part auto
­biography was to appear much latter in the late 60s, during a
 
period when a re-  
evaluation of the historical legacy of Bloomsbury was well underway (Quentin
 Bell’s Bloomsbury was published in 1968). Whether one approaches Woolf as a
 “literary” 
figure
 or as a “political” thinker, it is clear that a reconfiguration of  
these two aspects of his career as a writer yields a new understanding of the
 complex relations between 
his
 critical stance against imperialism and his own  
metropolitan identity that had been 
largely
 shaped by his association with the  
Cambridge circle and by the role he played as a colonial bureaucrat in Ceylon
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in the post-Cambridge period of life. This aspect comes into its sharpest focus
 
in “The Stories of the East,” the body of work
 
that has ironically remained the  
least known among his writings.2 My purpose in this essay is to suggest that
 Woolf’s critique of colonialism, which he developed most extensively in his
 essays, has its source in a particular narrative about the logic of colonial extrac
­tion and accumulation that is visible in his short story, “Pearls and Swine.” I
 want to argue that the story opens up a particular
 
history in the power relations  
between the modern metropolis and the colony by highlighting the powerful
 forms of visibility that imperialism consolidated for itself at the scene of labor
 in the colony. Within the discursive rims of this order of visibility, Woolf crafts
 a narrative that simultaneously moves inward and outward — toward the core
 of metropolitan consciousness and the realm of
 an
 imperial gaze reaching out  
beyond metropolitan limits.
Embodied in the form of multiple frames, this inward movement of the
 
narrative refracts and disrupts the centrality of the authorial voice, revealing
 
the  
very limits inherent in the liberal consciousness that structures that voice. In
 other words, the narrative 
frames
 enact a form of Conradian displacement of  
the core, so to speak, revealing the powerful effects of ideological interpellation
 that constitute metropolitan subjects as free members of the modern liberal
 state. For such members, the colony is always “elsewhere,” and as Fredric Jame
­son has argued, this inability “to include [the] radical otherness of colonial life,
 colonial suffering and exploitation, let alone the structural connections between
 . . . absent space and 
daily
 life in the metropolis” (51) results from the “spatial  
disjunction” created 
by
 having “a significant structural segment of the econom ­
ic system as a whole . . . located elsewhere” (50). The outward movement in
 “Pearls and Swine” simultaneously articulates the very
 
form in which the colo ­
nial desire for economic extraction is embodied in the visibility of the “other”
 — in this case colonial labor — revealing the functioning of modern biopower
 set in place in the colony by
 
the metropolitan state. The visibility of colonized  
bodies available at this site is an effect of the operation of a state-organized
 bureaucratic machinery; that
 
visibility sets itself up as the core from which the  
fantasy
 
of accumulation and extraction coincides with the metropolitan  “will to  
narrate.” It is this simultaneity that makes “Pearls and Swine” worthy of
 
our  
critical and historical consideration, especially in the context of Woolf’s other
 colonial writings. As a political
 
critique of colonialism, the power of a work like  
The Village in the Jungle depends on the authority of an omniscient metropoli
­tan narrator to represent the poverty and destitution of the colony. To this
 extent, its primary objective to tell the story of the lives of villagers and poor
 outcasts
 
Woolf had encountered during his service in Ceylon is largely mediat ­
ed by its detached tone and semi-realist narrative. However, this narrative
 never grazes against the authorial voice that gives the story its particular form
 and immediacy. Similarly, as testaments to his anti-imperial stance, Woolf’s
 essays on imperialism articulate a specific metropolitan understanding of the
 economic ravages unleashed 
by
 colonialism and its underlying epistemological  
rationality 
by
 taking recourse to a political voice that remains outside that cri ­
tique, omniscient and self-assured in its metropolitan critical and authorial
 stance.
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“Pearls and Swine” is 
set
 in a fictional landscape among the pearl fisheries  
of southern India. The action centers on the story of a “little Anglo-Indian”
 
(268),
 a returned civil servant  who had been in charge of supervising the pearl  
fisheries. The man relates his experiences as an observer and
 
participant  in the
work of the pearl divers to his metropolitan interlocutors in England who all
 claim to have their
 
own views on  the Eastern question. What distinguishes this  
story’s rendition of the “Eastern formula” (265) from the critiques of imperial
­ism that Woolf authored in the 1920s is its complex dramatization of the actu
­al fashioning of the phantasmatic power of the colonial state. Michael Taussig
 has ascribed this power to a “quality of ghostliness in objects” or “an uncertain
 fluctuation between thinghood and spirit” that is the source of “thralldom . . .
 which the State holds for its objects” (217-18). As I elucidate later, this sense
 of the phantasmatic is conveyed in the actual description the narrator provides
 of the events and scenes at the pearl fishery. The story, however, begins on a
 very different note: set
 
in metropolitan England, the interlocutors of the narra ­
tor’s tale represent a bricolage of voices of old “India-hands” — of established
 authorities of varying political persuasions, self-assured individuals who bring
 to the discussion of the “East” different perspectives on imperialism. Even
 before the story can be framed through the multiple perspectives of the narra
­tors, Woolf locates the narrative act within metropolitan England. Highlight
­ing the performative site, such an act clearly conveys the power of location in
 constituting narrative authority; in fact, the distance between, the colony where
 the story unfolds and the metropolitan space where, like Marlowe in Heart of
 Darkness, the narrator shares the space, and communicates, with his group of
 interlocutors modeled after the Bloomsbury circle, symptomizes the “spatial
 disjunction” (50) that Jameson has noted. However, once the story moves from
 this narratorial frame
 
into to the colonial site, readers are progressively led into  
the realm of a particular form of
 
narrated visibility that mirrors the powerful  
fantasy put in place by
 
the colonial state. Not only does this provide what may  
be regarded as the “insider’s” views on the effects of the power of the colonial
 state in regulating a liberal metropolitan consciousness, it also embodies how
 those effects are registered at the level of the physical body. The ability of the
 (white) narrator to comprehend the extent to which that power is exercised on
 himself
 
as a white man and over the labor force it commands symptomizes a  
specific transformation of physical bodies into fetish 
objects,
 a dynamic system  
that also highlights the racialization inherent in the constitution of modern
 biopower. This idea of “biopower” has been theorized by Foucault in The His
­tory of Sexuality 
I:
 An Introduction. In that text, Foucault describes “two poles  
of development” in the exercise of power over life, “linked together by a whole
 intermediate cluster of relations,” stating
 
that one of these  poles centers “on the  
body as a machine: its disciplining, the optimization of its capabilities, the
 extortion of its forces, the parallel increase of its usefulness and its docility, its
 integration into systems of efficient and economic controls, all
 
this was ensured  
by the procedures of power that characterized the disciplines: an anatomo-poli-
 tics of the human body” (139). The second pole, he says, serves “as the basis of
 the biological processes: propagation, births and mortality, the level of health,
 life expectancy and longevity, with all the conditions that can cause these to
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vary. Their supervision was effected through an entire series of interventions
 
and regulatory controls: a biopolitics of the population (139).
In “Pearls and Swine,” the description of the pearl divers — their ethnic
 
and racial identities specified through their bodies and movement, and the
 pearling station — with its system of habitation and sanitation embodied in its
 spatial arrangement, convey the colonial formation of
 
this “biopower,” and is  
perhaps the most powerful articulation of Woolf’s understanding of the power
 of colonialism that is fully expressed for the first time in its polemical form in
 1920, in the essay Mandates and Empire. In this essay, however, the idea of
 biopower is replaced by the standard economic critique that accents the
 exploitative impact of colonialism in Africa and Asia. Here, Woolf draws
 attention to the role played by the new industrial powers in Europe:
It is widely recognized that imperialism, with its economic penetration and
 
exploitation and its autocratic government of Africa and Asia, has been
 accompanied by very
 
serious evils .... The Great Powers, when they divid ­
ed up Africa among them and began the same process to Asia, incorporat
­ed enormous stretches of territory in their dominions and claimed and
 exercised
 
unfettered sovereignty over those territories and their  inhabitants.  
The motives behind this acquisition of territory were economic or strategic.
 The ‘subject 
races
’ as they are called, had no control over their own Gov ­
ernment, and the Government
 
had subordinated the interests of the inhab ­
itants to the economic interests of its European citizens or to the ‘imperial’
 strategic and political interests of the mother-country. (5-6)
Woolf’s historical perspective on the emergence of imperialism as a
 
global phe ­
nomenon is aimed at tracing its impact on the balance of powers within
 Europe, a balance that ultimately works to secure the interests of European cit
­
izens
. By locating  the  politics of imperialism within  the historical development  
of the industrial nation-states of Europe, Woolf provides a new perspective on
 the formation of modernity as realized by citizens of these nation-states.
Woolf also distinguishes between two systems of administrative and eco
­
nomic control that had evolved on the African continent—one that had
 allowed natives to retain their rights over the land by refusing to “alienate it to
 Europeans”; and the other in which they had been completely deprived of their
 legal rights over land as a result of
 
it being alienated to “white settlers or to  
European joint-stock companies” (9).3 In the years after his return from colo
­nial Ceylon, Woolf ruminated about the economic aspects of imperialism with
 the acute awareness of its present “reality.” As he states in Imperialism and Civ
­ilization 
(1928),
 “imperialism is a real thing? adding that it is a “menacing  
movement which has developed a political
 
philosophy peculiar to itself and has  
caused great political, economic, and social upheavals all over the world” (30,
 emphasis added). Evoking a sense of urgency about colonialism’s present
 power, which he sees as being consolidated through a “political philosophy”
 fueling the very project of western modernity, he suggests that the world-wide
 impact
 
of this philosophy had been founded on a rationality rooted  in  European
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This particular form of critique, developed by left-liberal thinkers in the
 
early years of the twentieth century, can be traced back to J. Kier Hardie, the
 maverick labor
 
MP who toured the Indian subcontinent in 1907. In his India: 
Impressions and Suggestions, Hardie advanced his own critique of the economic
 effects of imperialism on colonial India. Referring to the conventional eigh
­teenth-century image of India that associated it with "unlimited wealth” of
 merchant princes, Hardie asserts that although 
we
 "hear less now-a-days  
about India’s great wealth ... at no period has there ever been such a regular
 soaking drain upon its people as now” (1). Diagnosing the present ills beset
­ting the country, he attributes their cause to the 
changes
 ushered in by the  
administration of property and 
revenue
 in the colonies, observing that before  
the imposition of
 
British rule "the revenue was not due from individuals but  
from the community represented by the headman” (xx). Structural changes
 made by Britain within India’s political
 
body, he argues, had led to the univer ­
salizing of money as a system of exchange, as a result of which the "individual
 cultivator has to pay his revenue direct, not as collective part of the harvest, but
 as individual rent. . . paid in coin and not in grain as formerly” (xiii). Extend
­ing his argument, he alleges that the colonial government
 
was directly  respon ­
sible for the widespread occurrence of famine by instituting the policy of
 exporting food grains, and for 
religious
 disaffection that had been created by a  
"new 
division
 behind caste and religious communities” (xv). Hardie’s diagnosis  
of colonial rule and its impact on the country is throughout patterned on a left
 critique of imperial economic policies.
Focusing on the system of taxation, for example, Hardie shows how
 
Britain’s extractive policies are revealed in the unequal statistics: "The burden
 upon India — "5% interest on 5,000,000,000 to bondholders in Britain. 80%
 taxes raised
 
by revenue assessment.” He then explains the impact of such poli ­
cies on the taxation of the peasantry that lead to "continuous extortion” (3):
The amount of taxes raised directly from the peasants form 50% to 65% of
 
the value of the yield of the land; in addition to which they have
 
to pay local  
cesses ... so that probably not less than 75% of the harvest goes in taxes.
 To most people this will seem incomprehensible. A 55% 
tax
 on income at  
home leads to heavy and continuous grumbling; and yet the 5% is assessed
 not
 
on  the total produce of the  land,  but on  the profits; but 75% on the har ­
vest reaped? ... It is this fact which keeps the people of India in a condi
­tion of perpetual, hopeless, grinding poverty.
(2)
For Hardie, the processes of extraction that are dependent on the exploitation
 
of labor provided the basis for colonial power. Perhaps the most compelling
 expression of
 
that rationality of colonial extraction is to be found in Woolf’s  
story, "Pearls and Swine” — a story that evokes the phantasmatic power of the
 disciplinary colonial state in regulating labor among the pearl divers and in
 constituting a racial imaginary that established the
 
very  conditions for the pro ­
duction of value through that labor. By situating the white bureaucrat-narrator
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at the heart of this experience, Woolf calls into question the legitimacy of a
 
metropolitan civility that both gives assent to that disciplining body and con
­stitutes its chief functional cadre.
Discussing Woolf’s rendition of the Arab pearl diver, Elleke Boehmer 
takes 
an opposite view: she argues that Woolf romanticizes the worker, occluding the
 exploitative power relations that underlay its exploitative mechanisms. She
 says: “Like Yeats, Woolf might admittedly be criticized for surrendering to the
 embedded stereotypes of an ageless, ‘impertuable
'
 East” (105). As I argue in  
this essay, the story “Pearls and Swine” is centrally concerned with colonial
 power relations — first, by narrating the violence that
 
lies within the fantasy  of  
imperial visibility and also by showing how that violence remains unacknowl
­edged in the metropolis. In a sense, the story’s narrative also embodies what
 Michael Taussig has called the spectral “fictionality of the state” within which
 a bureaucratic order can visualize its own fantasy at the 
site
 of colonial labor,  
and it is this fictionality that Woolf alludes to in describing imperialism as a
 “real thing.” In his other story, “A Tale Told by Moonlight,” Woolf’s narrator
 
gestur
es toward that spectral fictionality by  breaking off the narrative with the  
image of the grotesque colonial body, a body that
 
is represented as being trans ­
formed and ultimately destroyed by the violence of colonial traffic. Within its
 narrative, the “life” and “death” of that body remain as markers of an itinerary
 of colonial traffic that is enabled by securing the primacy of colonial man’s free
­dom to make a “choice” and to take a “risk” in securing a
 
future for  himself.4 In  
“Pearls and Swine” Woolf returns to this theme by delineating the spectacle of
 colonial labor as a 
site
 of the disciplinary regime of the colonial State and not  
as a simple tableau of dignified labor, as Boehmer as argued. Unlike “A Tale,”
 in this story Woolf presents two dead bodies — one that of the white man
 (referred to as Mr. White) and the other, that of the Arab pearl diver. While
 Mr. White dies of a contagion caused
 
by the tropical disease infesting the fish ­
eries, the diver
 
meets his death in the depths of the ocean. In juxtaposing  these  
two deaths, “Pearls and Swine” serves as an allegory
 
of the political economy  of  
the colonial State that opens up the very limits that constitute the colonial
 desire for extraction and accumulation in the name of “freedom.”
In January of 1906 Leonard Woolf was appointed Koddu Superintendent
 
to the Pearl Fishery in the coastal village of Marichchukaddi
 
where he  was put  
in charge of supervising the divers of the famous Ceylon pearls. On
 
March  21,  
he wrote to Strachey:
I sometimes wonder whether I shall commit suicide before the six years are
 
up . . . Depression is becoming, I believe, the mania with me . . . You don’t
 know what it is to be, as I am now, so tired at 10 p.m. that every 
muscle
 in  
your body seems to be felt & to know that you have to keep awake until
 2:30 a.m., only to begin another 
day
 of the same sort at half past seven.  
And then there are flies — they are bred in the millions of rotting oysters
 that lie about the camp. All day long they
 
fly about in clouds, hundreds &  
hundreds swarming over everything: not a scrap of food 
can
 be left uncov ­
ered for a second without becoming black with them. They infect the food
 in some foul way, for all 
day
 long I feel horribly sick & many people are
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actually sick four or five times regularly a day. They
 
are crawling over one’s  
face &
 
hands all day long & owing to the putrid filth on which they feed  
every little scratch or spot becomes sore.... Can I write to
 
you about Dun ­
can or Society out of this?
(115)
Faced with the raw immediacy of his own
 experience
 as a  supervisor of the pearl  
fisheries, and with the real possibility of his own mental breakdown (which
 seemed inevitable in the face of infection and illness he saw all around),
 
Woolf  
communicated his thoughts of torment about the vast chasm
 
he sensed between  
his own world and that of his friend at home, Lytton Strachey. In the letter,  
the “real” had once again invaded his mental world, but in a manner that
 seemed essentially incommunicable since the
 
world he currently inhabited pre ­
sented such a different image of 
life
 and labor to what he imagined Strachey  
experienced in the metropole. As a man committed to the State-ordained prin
­ciples of efficiency, order, and hard work, Woolf had been totally unprepared 
for the
 
kind of toll the supervisory job would take on his mental and emotional life.  
In an earlier
 
letter written on Jan  28,  1906, he had likened his job to that of the  
laboring “cooly”:
It is merely cooly work supervising this & the counting & issuing of about
 
one or two million oysters a day, for the Arabs will 
do
 anything if you hit  
them hard enough with a walking stick, an occupation in which
 
I have been  
engaged for the most part of the last 3 days & nights.
(Letters 114)
Here Woolf envisioned his job in paradoxical terms, likening it to that of a
 
manual laborer while simultaneously asserting his own mastery over the work
 force he had been supervising. Leonard Woolf’s contradictory identification
 with the
 
workers is based on an imaginary alignment, which as Kaja Silverman  
notes in discussing T. E. Lawrence’s relationship with the Arabs, “facilitated
 
not  
only by the intimacy
 
of his working  relationship with them,  but also by the fact  
that they are displayed for him within a literal and metaphorical tableau which
 conforms to his fantasmatic” (337). This personal fantasmatic corresponds, in
 the story, with a type of scenographic tableau that is structurally ordered in
 terms of the requirements of a colonial economy based on the extraction of
 value from laboring bodies. Within the microcosmic world of the pearl fish
­eries, the conditions of proximity to, and visibility of, colonial labor were not
 only necessary for envisioning such labor as a source of value but also for pro
­ducing and maintaining the colonial racial divide. Correspondingly, the singu
­lar identity of the white man in charge of the system of extraction is simulta
­neously produced and threatened by the heterogeneity of racial identification of
 the divers, itself necessary
 
for the distribution and deployment of labor. Given  
this, the story is often charged by an abiding sense of “degradation,” a word
 
that  
Woolf obsessively repeats in his letters to Strachey (1905-1909). Keeping
 “Pearls and Swine” in view, I will 
argue
 that the sense of personal degradation  
intimated in the letters has a wider political meaning that relates the issue of
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himself describes as being those of a 'policeman, magistrate, judge, &  
publican” (Letters 141).5
In nearly half a century, the civil service that Woolf joined in 1904 had
 
remained largely unchanged in the Crown colony of Ceylon. British rule was
 still maintained by a small majority of white men — mostly British Assistant
 Government Agents in charge of the districts and the Government Agents in
 
charge
 of the Provinces whose authority rested on the power to make on the  
spot
 decisions
 without being directly responsible  to the  headquarters in Colom ­
bo. The hierarchy of
 
power was itself patterned on a feudal system inherited  
from the Sinhalese kings, in which the British civil servants employed Sin
­halese to manage local affairs (Wilson 31-32). Thus, in significant ways Cey
­lon’s administration, unlike the rest of the Indian subcontinent, still remained
 unchanged. Solely responsible for the management of entire districts —
 whether it involved serving as overseer of the pearl fishery, or acting as magis
­trate and policeman, Woolf constantly evokes the rigor of his own labor in 
his letters to Strachey and the effects it has on him. From administering the new
 laws of salt collection to controlling the rinderpest epidemic in 1910, from
 working on new irrigation projects and the maintenance of schools and hospi
­tals to regulating the cut and burn
 
practices of “chena” cultivation, Woolf found  
himself as both serving the economic interests of the government as 
well
 as  
arguing for the need to prevent
 
the gradual extinction of local agricultural prac ­





to exchange with Strachey ideas about what it meant for the colo ­
nizer and the colonized to be laboring, living, and desiring subjects; how his
 own middle-class aspirations for social mobility had been channeled as bureau
­cratic labor into the service of maintaining the principles of civil society based
 on a paternalistic colonial order; and
 
how the clockwork timing  of work and the  
knowledge of native character and racial difference, central to the ideas of
 change and efficiency, also designated a desire to exploit an unequal system of
 exchange, enabling the extraction of surplus; and how that work tested the lim
­its of “experience” and of “reality,” as they had been philosophically conceived
 in the ratified air of the metropole.
By setting his own labor as a supervisor against the working bodies of the
 
colonized, he described, in his letters, the effects of surveillance on the con
­sciousness of the colonizer. Writing to Strachey, he had once confessed: “I get
 your
 
moments sometimes when nothing seems to matter &  I suppose that  most  
of the time we, or I at any rate, are passively inert to happiness or unhappiness.
 I mean that we are so persistently automatic that most of the 
day
 is a trance.  
When I 
do
 think  or feel, it is usually with rage or despair. Don’t  you feel often  
or always that there is so little time to lose, & that we are losing it so fast”
 (Woolf, Letters 77). The suspension of consciousness is symptomatic of the
 troubled relationship between his own labor and the 
affect
 produced by it, one  
that is recurrently described in ambivalent terms. For example, he says that 
his work became an obsession that aided him in warding off his own impending
 madness and that the 
experience
 of resting from work was like “gliding  into the  
vegetable state of the East” (Woolf,
 
Letters 120). The instability of the  “psychic
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sphere” is registered at the level of the body of the colonizer that is seen to be
 
threatened by cessation from work, although it is the same work that makes
 him “half-dead from weariness and want of sleep” (Woolf, Letters 114). This
 paradoxical encounter with the laboring body lies at the heart of the story
 “Pearls and Swine,” written after his return to England in 1911 in the secure
 environment of the metropolis. This story also represents an effort on Woolf’s
 part to narrativize
 
that encounter in  terms of his own contradictory engagement  
with
 
his own labor and the labor extracted from the bodies he supervised. Parts  
of the story are based directly on his letters to Strachey, but unlike the latter, it
 possesses a certain dialectical structure that is embedded in his representations
 of metropolitan men debating the current political questions about
 
“India.” By  
locating itself at the remote colonial site of the fisheries the narrative attempts
 to penetrate the heart of the “real” by moving into the scene of extraction —
 that of precious pearls from the flesh of the oysters fished from the
 
very depths  
of the ocean that lapped on the edges of colonial terra
 
firma.
As in “A Tale Told By Moonlight,” this story initially organizes itself
 through multiple narrative screens and narrators before the actual story can be
 presented. The primary narrator — the “I” — an ex-colonial, is described as
 being in the company of three interlocutors — a retired Colonel, a stock job
­ber, and the clergyman with a missionary background, a group that is later
 joined by the “Anglo-Indian man.”6 We are told that this man had served as a
 superintendent overseeing the pearl fisheries in South
 
India. It  is the latter, the  
Woolfean alter-ego’s narrative, that forms the core of the story that is recount
­ed by the primary narrator, the “I.” The Anglo-Indian’s assistant, Robson,
 described as “a
 
little boy of twenty four fresh-cheeked from England,” who had  
“passed the Civil Service 'Exam”’ (270) serves as yet another authorial persona,
 although he does not narrate any
 
part of the story. I have suggested elsewhere  
that this form of narrative embeddedness — with multiple personas refracting
 different facets of Woolf’s own experience — can be interpreted as an attempt
 on
 
Woolf’s part to secure a distance from the raw  immediacy of his own expe ­
riences as recorded in his letters, so that the “real” could  be explored by partial ­
ly surrendering the experiential self to these multiply narrated (and narrating)
 selves. This is initially 
achieved
 through the separation of the two narrators  
both of whom are united by a common colonial 
history,
 and through the itera ­
tion of the distance between the metropolitan setting, from where the story is
 narrated, and the colonial 
site
 where it is originally  located.
The primary (unnamed) narrator’s claim to possess a superior understand
­ing of India is based on a orientalist trope utilized in “A Tale Told by Moon
­light”: knowledge of the colony
 
is figured as an ability to access the core of the  
East through the body of the colonized woman: “They hadn’t been there . . .
 they hadn’t even seen
 the brothel and cafe chantant at Port Said suddenly  open  
out into that pink and blue desert that leads you through Africa and Asia into
 the heart of the East” (266). This coupling of the sexual with knowledge of the
 “heart of the East” is reminiscent of Jessop’s own narrative impulse for “fishing
 things out of life” (255). Just as Celestinahami’s body in the story “A Tale Told
 By
 
Moonlight” provides the site for unraveling the elusive op rations of desire  
in relation to the “real,” the brothel here is imagined as a space of entry into “the
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real” that lies beyond the metropolitan frame. Similarly, the second narrator,
 
the Anglo-Indian man, presents Robson, his young assistant, as a spokesperson
 for liberal philosophy and the self-assured belief in scientific rationality and
 progressive social engineering. As a product of a metropolitan Board School
 education, Robson sees the empire as a vast crucible for social experimentation
 (272). Robsons views, as I will argue 
later,
 reflect an ethos of scientific man ­
agement that had provided the economic and political basis for imperialism in
 the new century, and which was to find support
 
from capitalist industrial  inter ­
ests operating in far corners of the globe, who all claimed to be intimately
 familiar with local affairs. Furthermore, the use of scientific knowledge as the
 basis for moving India into a new progressive era meant greater access to its
 resources and its laboring masses, and to more efficient systems of extraction.




psychic effects of extracting the pearl  from the core of the oys ­
ter — a task
 
that thrusts the norms of colonial civility, modern industrial ratio ­
nality and management of work, as well as the security of colonial knowledge
 to those very limits that had been called on to consolidate the colonial divide.
 The pearl fishery industry has had a long history, which is recalled in quasi-
 mythic language:
They were doing it centuries and centuries before we came, when — as
 
someone said — our ancestors
 were
 herding swine on the  plains of Norway.  
The Arabs of the Persian Gulf came down in dhows and fished up pearls
 that made their 
way
 to Solomon and the Queen of Sheba. They still come,  
and the Tamils and the Moormen of the district come, and they fish 
'
em up  
in the same way, diving out of long wooden boats shaped and rigged as in
 Solomon’s time, as they were centuries before him and the Queen of Sheba.
(270)
At the turn of the century when Woolf was put in charge of Marichchukaddi,
 
the industry came under the renewed scrutiny of British authorities.7 Its eco
­nomic viability was evident
 
although doubts were raised as to whether the oper ­
ations 
were
 being carried out with maximum efficiency. Invariably this meant  
looking to experts — marine biologists, owners of companies, and civil bureau
­crats — for the re-organization of
 
the industry, achieved by introducing new  
norms of scientifically authorized 
forms
 of surveillance and by recodifying the  
bodies of divers in order to comprehend the link between racial types and
 extraction of maximum value from their 
work.
 The work of the expert —  
embodied by Robson — is anchored in an understanding of modern “biopow
­er,”
 
that is by  constituting  the colonial people as a  laboring population. Consis ­
tent with Foucault’s account of “biopower,” statistical and ethnographic records
 of different ethnicities of the divers, their nationalities and racial forms 
provide the categories through which that work of diving for and collecting the pearls
 is instituted. For example, in “Governmentality,” Foucault has shown how the
 individualizing and totalizing modalities of power define what David Owen
 calls the “parameters of modern political reason” (188). In the colonial context
 of this story, these modalities of power are 
shown
 to be related to economic
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government of the colony and the moral government of the self, the latter sig
­




 where the operations of this modern political reason are most  vis­
ible is of course the pearl fishery located in the colony. One of the earliest  
accounts in the twentieth century of the growth and consolidation of the pearl
 fishery as an. important economic endeavor is to be found in James Hornell’s
 1907 Report
 
on the  Pearl Fisheries of the Ceylon Pearl Banks. Hornell, a manag ­
er and marine biologist, refers to the enormously intimidating task of surveil
­lance of the working bodies to prevent theft:
This task is one of
 
the most wearisome I know, as it is one that requires  
constant personal oversight if theft, with constant vitiation of results, is to
 be avoided. From 7 a.m. to 5 p.m., one has to sit over a trough full of
 decayed oysters in
 
process of being washed by the coolies, or else keep  ward  
over the cloths on which the 
oyster
 washings are laid out to dry in  the broil ­
ing sun.
The need to replace this form of wearisome surveillance with a more “modern”
 
system is reiterated by the principal owner of Burma Shell Company, John 
I. Solomon. Solomon refers to the losses incurred by an inefficient system of sur
­veillance by reminding his readers that the “final nett profits accruing to them
 as a result of a fishery represent but a tithe of the actual value of pearls which
 are contained in the oysters which 
grow
 on the pearls banks of Ceylon” (2).  
Like Hornell and Solomon, Ridgeway acknowledges that the “pearl 
fisheries
 in  
the gulf of Mannar have been for centuries a lucrative sourc  of revenue to the
 Government of this Island” (111), but is emphatic about the defective method
 of fishing and washing, which
 
he claims is “is an excellent type of Eastern orga ­




 system an undue proportion of the profits of the fishery  
accrues, directly or indirectly, to the divers and, more especially, to the mer
­chants, as compared with the Government share. These defects would all
 be cured by
 
the substitution of a new system under  which the whole of the  
operations — both the dredging of the oysters and the extraction of the
 pearls — would be conducted by the Government with a much smaller




improving the efficiency is to “raze the old edifice,” by  
limiting the size of the diving 
fleet,
 landing the day’s catch in sealed bags  
instead of in bundles and re-modeling the store (12-13). Solomon’s recom
­mendations include, in addition to Hornell’s, reducing and streamlining labor,
 ensuring that the bulk of the work is done by 
local
 Sinhalese and not “foreign ­
ers” who are “not British subjects” (7), and investigating the possibility of radi
­
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ographing pearl oysters, a new and relatively undeveloped scientific technology
 
at that time.
The attention drawn to ethnic and racial categories among the workers is
 
closely linked to the details about the working bodies found in Hornell’s The
 Biological Results of the Ceylon Pearl Fishery of 1904 with Notes on Divers and
 their Occupation (1905). His description of the process of washing of the oys
­ters after they have rotted illustrates not only the system of surveillance set in
 
place
 to observe the details of the work in order to  prevent theft, but also a scru ­
tinizing gaze aimed at specific
 
bodies that could ensure greater efficiency in the  
extraction of value:
After the oysters are rotted, it is time to wash them. The covers are
 
removed from the ballam and coolies fill it to the brim with water .... The
 washers range themselves in line along either side, squatting on anything
 convenient. They are stripped to the loin cloth, and are not allowed to take
 their hands out of the water save to drop out the empty shells. Rinsing the
 shells, separating the valves, and rubbing the outside of
 
one valve against  
the other to remove 
any
 detritus in which a pearl might lodge.
(30)
The process of identifying and collecting the pearls ends only
 
when the shells  
of the oysters are removed, and the “men stand up and stretch their cramped
 limbs” (30), and the “final search,” Hornell continues, is carried out by children
 and women. He remarks: “it is amazing to see what a large quantity of small
 pearls their keen eyes and fine touch enable them to obtain, chiefly by win
­nowing” (30). The range of visibility offered by this form of 
surveillance
 on  
workers who are literally tethered to the work compares in some degree to
 observation of the tactile abilities of women and children who harvest the
 pearls that escape the normal eye. Furthermore, this form of visibility depends
 on a
 
biological reasoning to ensure a productive division of labor: womens and  
children’s bodies 
were
 regarded as being most conducive for work that ensured  
the maximum extraction of value, and the racial
 
bodies of the divers provided a  
greater knowledge to the colonialist for ensuring the greatest security and effi
­ciency in the harvesting of oysters. Hornell categorizes the major “racial types”
 — coastal Tamils,
 
Moormen drafted from villages on the  Madura coast; Malay ­
alam men from the Travancore coast; and so-called Arabs from Colombo and
 Jaffna (31) — in terms of their physical and moral attributes, claiming that
 while the behavior of the Arabs and Moormen were “generally excellent” —
 they “worked energetically without complaining even in the rough weather”
 (33) — the Tuticorun Parawa divers engaged in “purposeless sailing about” in
 order to “mask and give opportunity for wholesale and illicit opening of oys
­ters for the purpose of extracting the best pearls” (33). Following Foucault’s
 line of reasoning in
 
“Governmentality,” it is clear that by constituting the work ­
ing population as both subject (with known and unknown motives), and object
 of government, a political rationality is circumscribed that has an essentially
 disciplinary function.
The power as well as the
 
vulnerability  of the disciplinary regime is signaled  
by the continuous call for renewed surveillance in the face of “deception.” In
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“Pearls and Swine,” this shadow of
 
deception enters through the story of Mr.  
White, the itinerant planter and pearl merchant whom the narrator describes as
 drifting one day from the blue into the fishing village. A great talker, he
 exhibits the self-confident posturing of an empire builder, but soon he is racked
 with delusions and pain after his first attack of “D.T.” Tied to the pole on the
 beach to prevent him from harming himself, Mr. White serves both as an
 extreme image of colonial delusion as well as the culminating
 
figure in this nar ­
rative of trauma through which Woolf repeats his own “madness” expressed in  
his letters to Strachey. As  Mr. White's paranoia rips apart  the structure of colo ­
nial surveillance, including the thin line separating the surveyer and surveyed,
 and the visible and the invisible, the narrator moves towards the limits of his
 own narrative impulse.
But before that can happen, the narrator evokes the vast land and seascape
 
that surrounds Mr. White and the pearl fishery. Gesturing spatially toward
 those surfaces and depths that reflect the uncertain structure of visibility and
 invisibility built around them, it also provides the most dramatic scenographic
 representation of biopower — with its production of
 
the “truth” about native  
bodies and the systems of surveillance deployed to regulate them, its manage
­ment of health, sanitation, and civil design, and its control over the processes of
 economic extraction and accumulation. After describing the location of the
 fisheries and the population of the divers in the area, the narrator depicts the
 surrounding landscape as a vision that operates between an expansive order of
 visibility and
 
invisibility, evoking a form of spatiality against which  he can  iden ­
tify the tiny pearl that lies embedded in the oyster:
Well, Providence had so designed it that
 
there was a stretch of coast in that  
district
 
which was a barren wilderness of sand and scrubby thorn jungle —  
and nothing else — for three hundred miles; no towns, no villages, no
 water, just sand and trees for three hundred
 
miles. O, and sun, I forget that,  
blazing sun. And in the water off the shore at one 
place
 there  were oysters,  
millions of them lying and breeding at the bottom, four or five fathoms
 deep 
down.
 And in the oysters, or some of them, were pearls.
(269)




 the ownership of the gaze to the extraction of pearls har ­
vested from this expanse:
Well, we rule India and the sea, so the sea belongs to us, and oysters are in
 
the sea and the pearls are in the oysters. Therefore of course the pearls
 belong to us.
(269)
However, this direct and unmediated link between the gaze and the “commod
­
ity” made visible by the gaze is hampered by the awareness that the process of
 extraction and accumulation
 
involves an “immense  gamble” (270). This sets the  
body of the colonial master against the multiplicity of racialized bodies of colo
­
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nial subjects produced by the system of knowledge.— those of “Tamils, Tele-
 
gus, fat Chetties, Parsees, Bombay merchants, Sinhalese from Ceylon, the
 Arabs and their
 negroes,
 Somalis” (270). Although the Government claims “its  
share of two-thirds of all the oysters fished up” (270), the risks involved in this
 gamble range from the Government Superintendent having to discern among
 the various claims to the ownership and distribution of the pearls to the pre
­vention of “Known Depredators . . . small pox and cholera,” to maintaining
 order and sanitation in a town that had “[sprung] 
up
 in a night” to accommo ­
date the swarming masses of people. 
As
 part of the fantasy of pure extraction,  
this risk, 
like
 Reynold’s desire in “A Tale,” is also about the willingness to par ­
ticipate in the 
play
 of possibilities, in. the game — as it were — of life, and  
death, often evoked phantasmagorically through the juxtaposed images of dis
­ease, rotting, oysters, maggots feeding and reproducing in the 
flesh
 of the oys ­
ters, and of shining pearls extracted from the core of these rotting oysters.
Although both human bodies at work — divers and cleaners — and the
 
swarming flies and maggots feeding on
 
the rotting  oysters are captured through  
a singular 
vision
 of the Empire extending beyond the land into the ocean, this  
vision 
soon
 begins to be threatened by the enormity of the task. Behind the  
frenzied activity is the specter of death: “He [Robson] saw men die — he had-
 n
'
t seen that in his Board School — die of plague and cholera, like flies, all over  
the place, under the trees, in the boats, outside the door of his own hut” (270).
 The dizzying interplay of life and death is further accentuated by the sense of
 putrefaction and the unmitigated feeding frenzy
 
of the maggots,  which conveys  
not only the raw power of colonial accumulation, but also the accompanying
 consumption of bodies that produces the clear
 
visibility of the pearl, the object  
that is the end-product
 
of the process of extraction. The fantasy of pure extrac ­
tion, earlier conveyed by the narrator, is here coded across the image of labor
­ing body, pushing beyond the turmoil, death, and putrefaction: “Why is it
 allowed? The pearls, you see, the pearls: you must get them out of the oysters
 as you must get the oysters out of the sea “ (270-71). In this sense, the fantasy
 of pure visibility also asserts the intrinsic simplicity behind the process of
 extraction: “They rot very well in that sun, and the flies come and lay eggs in
 them, and the maggots come out of
 
the eggs and more flies come out of  the  
maggots, and between them all, the maggots and the sun, the oysters’ bodies
 disappear, leaving the pearls and a little sand at the bottom of the canoe” (271).
 The 
gaze
 is seen to have direct access to the heart of that which constitutes  
value: as the bodies of the flies reproduce, they feed on the oysters leaving them
 with bare shells, from which the deft hands of men, women, and children
reap the precious pearl. In short, what yields the pearl is both the gaze of 
surveil­
lance
 as  well as the labor of working bodies, with the former subsuming the  lat ­
ter.
In the pearl fishery, bureaucratic work lies mainly in observing the bodies
 
of these working men. Time stretches out
 
in  this kind of work, creating a sense  
of ennui: as the narrator says, “forty eight hours at a stretch doesn’t leave 
one much time or inclination for thinking — waiting for things to happen” (275).
 The action occurs in the story as the narrator observes
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... the dark shadows,
 
which lay like dead men about the boats,  would leap  
into life — there would be a sudden din of hoarse voices, shouting, calling,
 quarrelling. The boats 
swarmed
 with shadows running  about, gesticulating,  
staggering under sacks of oysters, dropping one after the other over the
 boats’ sides into the sea.
(277)
In March of 1906, when
 
Woolf described in his letter to Strachey his physical 
and mental condition after a day of supervision spent among hundreds of
 swarming flies and men toiling in their boats, he was able to perceive the link
 between bodies of men exhausted by labor and the oysters consumed by the
 maggots and flies. What happens in this period of waiting in “Pearls and
 Swine” is the sudden reversal in
 
Mr. White’s self-assured stance. The narrative  
juxtaposes and contrasts two different kinds of spectacles — that of the delu
­sional Mr. White and that of the divers in their period of inactivity. The very
 embodiment of the spirit
 
of colonial  enterprise, Mr. White is consumed  in slow  
degrees by the very object that he had set his eyes on — the valuable pearl.
 Tied to the pole where he comes to occupy the center of the divers’ gazes, he
 becomes a spectacle 
for
 them:
They gathered about him, stared at him. The light
 
of the  flares fell  on  their  
dark
 
faces, shinning and dripping from the sea. They  looked calm, impas ­
sive, stern. It shone too on the circle of
 
the eyes: one saw the whites of  
them all round him: they seemed to be judging him, weighing him: calm
 patient eyes of men
 
who  watched unastonished the procession of things.
(277)
The very man who had “talked a great deal about the hidden wealth of India
 
and exploitation,” and who had said that he “would work for the good of the
 native” (273) is himself immobilized by his own delusional fever.
Figures who had appeared as anonymous bodies in Hornell’s statistical
 
accounts of native workers suddenly acquire specific features that threaten to
 overcome the singularity of Mr. White’s racial identity:
The Tamils’ squat black figures nearly naked watched him silently, almost
 
carelessly. The Arabs in their long dirty, night-shirts, black-bearded, dis
­cussed him earnestly, together with their guttural voices. Only an enor
­mous negro, towering up to six feet at least above the crowd, dressed in
 sacks and an enormous ulster, with ten copper coffee pots slung over his
 back and a pipe made of a whole coconut with an iron tube stuck in it in
 his hand, stood smiling mysteriously.
(277-78)
Is this another version of the spectacle of oriental barbarism embodying all of
 
the hidden fears that coalesce and give shape to colonial anxiety, or is this the
 flip side of the
 
very disciplinary regime founded on colonial biopower?. Do the  
figures evoke Conrad’s 
shadowy
 forms or are they animated in their inactivity
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by the very force that harnesses their labor for profit? What is clear is that,
 
faced with these spectacles, the narrator describes himself as retreating to his
 position as a mere recorder of events, one who continues to “write 
his
 report”  
in the midst
 
of the unfolding scene of Mr. White’s madness. That self-imposed  
equipoise is 
soon
 disrupted when he confronts the lifeless body of the Arab  
diver brought up to the shore. The man, the narrator states, had “lived, worked
 and died” (278). However, this quiet acknowledgement of the labor of the diver
 is followed by an image of his lifeless body brought up to the 
shore,
 repeating  
the description of the naked dead woman that Woolf had recorded in his letter
 to Strachey (Letters 141). In both of these descriptions, the 
toes
 are described  
as “pointing up, very stark” (278). Unlike Mr. White, who dies in the midst of
 putrefaction, the dead Arab’s body is concretely located at the 
site
 of life and  
labor. While the narrator has to move away immediately to “make arrange
­ments for White’s funeral,” the effect of the diver’s death on his fellow workers
 is signified by the mournful words of the Arab sheikh who presides over the
 funeral — “Khallas” — “all is over, finished.” This solemn ceremonial scene,
 repeated almost verbatim from his letter to Strachey of March 4,
 
1906, can be  
read as an attempt on the part of the narrator to counter the finality of the
 word, “Khallas,” but
 
it  is through  the repeated echoes of that word that the nar ­
rative enacts its own reiteration of memory as well as its own impossibility. If
 the word signifies the end of a life, it also marks the interrupted moment in the
 narrative — signifying a “nothing beyond what is” — when the Archdeacon,
 one of the interlocutors, says, “It’s too late, I think. . . . Don’t you think you’ve
 chosen rather exceptional circumstances, out of the ordinary (279;
 emphasis added).
It is by re-establishing the link between the colonial and metropolitan
 
worlds that “Pearls and Swine” brings out the power of the modern state, the
 authority to provide the necessary fantasy of extraction and accumulation.
 Located in a postcolonial critique of power, my essay therefore serves to rehis-
 toricize the legacy of Bloomsbury by restoring
 
its links to the politics of empire  
and state of that era. It also serves the necessary function of pushing
 
this rehis-  
torization into a critical understanding of the politics of the present. The “fan
­tasy” that Woolf evoked in 
his
 fiction seems to operate in different  ways in the  
post-industrial global era, but its politics of visibility resonates and remains
 inescapably
 
real. For example, the domain of an instantaneous global visibility  
as embodied in the new tools of present-day communication, say the website,
 often occludes the complicitous relations between transnational capital and
 national state, relations through which
 
traditional forms of extraction and accu­
mulation continue to be practiced in the name of globality. I think “Pearls and
 Swine” invites us to be vigilant against that visibility, and to be retrospectively
 aware of the kind of fantasy and desire that it masks. By pointing toward the
 relationship between the objectifying and reifying discourses of colonialism as
 it mediates the power relations between the two domains in the early part of
 the twentieth century, “Pearls and Swine” is a work of immense historical sig
­nificance. Not only does the story dramatize the metropolitan norms of “civil
­ity” under colonialism that inform these reifying discourses, it also provides us
 with a critical site for understanding the power of that civility
 
in the global era
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“Pearls and Swine," the story’s interruptions only magnify and high ­
light for us the conditions within which civil authority is evoked in our own









The most recent, and in my view the only, study of the story is to be found  
in Elleke Boehmer’s “’Immeasurable Strangeness’ in Imperial Times: Leonard
 Woolf and W. B. Yeats,” in which she calls for a reassessment of his colonial
 short stories , based on a re-thinking of modernism’s troubled relationship with




Leonard Woolf’s critiques of imperialism may  have also been shaped by his  
relations with the two Fabian socialists, Beatrice and Sidney Webb, who are
 said to have
 
“discovered” Woolf through the article he wrote for the New States ­
man in 1914, and who 
were
 responsible for his entry into labor politics (see  
Woolf, Letters 
583).
 Both Beatrice and Sidney  Webb had toured India in the  
early years of the century.
4.
 
“A Tale Told by  Moonlight” is the first story in the collection, “The Stories 
of the East.” One of the outstanding features of the story is its persistent con
­cern with defining and capturing the “real,” a word that is repeated so obses
­sively that it begins to dominate the language of the narrative. The story is a
 simple one: the unnamed narrator and his metropolitan friends have gathered
 under a moonlit sky on a fine summer evening in England to talk about their
 first love. When 
asked
 about his definition of love, the narrator opts to tell  
them a story from his own life. The story he 
relates
 is about his friend in the  
colony, Jessop who had once invited his friend, Reynolds, to pay him a visit.
 Reynolds was a struggling novelist, worn out by life in England, looking for an
 opportunity to revive his failing artistic inspiration. He arrived in Ceylon and
 was introduced
 
by Jessop to a local prostitute, Celestinahami. Attracted by her,  
Reynolds eventually married the prostitute and settled down with her in a lit ­
tle cottage by the ocean. He started writing again, and this time it was a novel
 about the “East.” However, as time
 
passed Reynolds lost interest in  the woman,  
and
 
eventually left her to return to England after making a monetary settlement  
with her. Soon after Reynold’s departure, Celestinahami’s western attired body
 was found floating on the waters outside the cottage. This is the point where
 the un-named narrator ends his story and we are left with 
his
 interlocutors  




For a detailed account of Woolf’s career in Ceylon, see Duncan Wilson’s  
biography of 
Woolf. 6. 
The page numbers indicated in parenthesis refer to the story published in  
the 1963 edition of Diaries in Ceylon 1908-1911, and Record of a Colonial
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Administrator, put out by Hogarth Press and edited by Woolf.
7.
 
Here it might be worth noting what Daniel Bivona has argued about  
Kipling’s
 
vision of “work.” According to him, it represented a “complex  form of  
social endeavor” based on a “complex division of labor” that fitted into an image
 of organic and “natural” order, instead of being part of a specific historical
 arrangement in industrial societies. Bivona suggests that this bureaucratic
 vision rested on the sense that hierarchies within the order were “founded on
 inequalities of power and ability,” (71) which, unlike the traditional patterns of
 Indian caste relations, served “utilitarian rather than cosmically authoritarian
 ends” (72). Although the native population of
 
divers were never imagined as  
being part of a “natural” order, the distinctions of nationality and race being so
 evident to the colonial observer, the systems of surveillance operating in these
 pearl fisheries 
were
 founded on observable and calculable utilitarian distinc ­
tions. The level
 
of specificity in describing the different  kinds of labor  involved  
in the process highlights a modality of order that is based on what I have
 described as “modern biopower.” Such
 
biopower also rested on determining the  
level of health and sanitation in the pearling station and in preventing diseases
 such as cholera and small pox.
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